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!e research that led to this book began with a still-disregarded detail of 
English and comparative literary history. A late eighteenth-century British 
polymath single-handedly translated the most in"uential works, arguably, of 
the Persian, Arabic, and Sanskrit traditions. Displaying a mastery of Asian 
tongues even more improbable then, Sir William Jones published nuanced 
renderings of Ha#z in 1771, the Mu‘allaq!t in 1782, and "akuntal! in 1789. 
!ough spread across two decades, these translations were part of a uni#ed 
project: Jones intended them to revolutionize European poetry, releasing it 
from the grip of ancien régime neoclassicism. Just as he had hoped, Romantic 
writers both inside and outside England located radically di$erent aesthet-
ics in the works he translated and turned to them as models for their own 
poetry. Goethe in particular immersed himself in these works before he for-
mulated the idea of Weltliteratur.

But if the seminal place of Jones’s translations has been largely overlooked, 
they point to an even more disregarded history. Before they became part of 
Romanticism and world literature, these translations were the products of 
British colonial rule. Jones published each of them alongside philological 
studies that served the East India Company conquest of Bengal. !ese stud-
ies—including the #rst colonial grammar of an Asian language, codi#cations 
of both Muslim and Hindu law, and the discovery of the Indo-European 
language family—helped lay the groundwork for the philological revolution. 

PROLOGUE
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In fact, they disseminated its cardinal principles: language pertains to history, 
not divine providence or the laws of nature; each language produces its own 
history; and the history disclosed by literature belongs to national peoples. 
But the relationship between colonial rule and the philological revolution 
has been excised from disciplinary histories of the humanities. Hence, even 
postcolonial scholars have come around on the question of philology, insist-
ing in ever larger numbers that it is, as Jones always suggested, a politically 
progressive method.

Many of those discussed in the Introduction and Conclusion to this 
book have, in fact, called for a return to philology. One irony of this call 
is that the philological revolution precipitated an epistemic transforma-
tion so vast that it has, in fact, never ceased to de#ne the humanities. A 
second irony is that the new philology became so widespread and power-
ful precisely because of its own colonial history. !e present study returns, 
therefore, not to the protocols of philology but rather to this suppressed 
history. As this focus makes clear, the new philology’s global force lay in its 
singular capacity to comprehend every language, literature, and legal tradi-
tion—and hence to provide Europeans transhistorical and suprageographic 
knowledge about the colonized (among much else). !e new philology was, 
in other words, the perfect method for both comparative scholars and co-
lonial states. As Jones’s work attests, philology’s centuries-old claim to be 
emancipatory is itself a colonial legacy.

Philology had become entwined with the idea of human liberation even 
before the eighteenth century. From the late seventeenth century, linguists 
began to break with the idea of a universal grammar and to study languages 
historically instead. A century later, philosophers reconceived languages as 
archives of national spirit. Precisely these lines of argument enabled the East 
India Company to claim that its grammars of native languages and its codes 
of native law contained the popular will of its colonial subjects in opposition 
to the arbitrary power of despots, judges, and priests.

But Company scholars did not merely propagate a mutation in European 
knowledge; they adapted it to the demands of colonial rule. !ey used it not 
only to undercut clerical power but also, much more broadly, to obscure the 
diverse ontologies of texts that typi#ed manuscript cultures. Before colonial 
rule, texts had not de#ned the law but rather served diverse functions within 
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it: pedagogic, mnemonic, commentarial, and even contemplative. When the 
Company published certain manuscripts as the historically authentic ver-
sion of the law, it disembedded these texts from all such practices, where 
they had undergone constant metamorphoses. It thus made both shari‘a and 
the  sastras appear historically arrested and immutable. Jones’s legal project 
explicitly depended on this operation: he demanded a law founded solely, in 
his words, on “original texts arranged in a scienti#c method.”1 !is demand 
re"ects the ancient philological approach Michel Foucault described in “My 
Body, !is Paper, !is Fire”: “the reduction of discursive practices to textual 
traces; the elision of [events;] the retention only of marks for reading.”2 With 
the aid of the printing press and historical method, the Company made this 
approach a ruling principle. Texts became vessels of historical knowledge 
only on the condition that their own historicity be rendered invisible.

Jones’s literary translations must be understood as another e$ect of the 
same dynamic. Like his legal codes, they each reduced a complex discursive 
practice to a standardized text. In fact, it is the substitution of a historically 
authoritative text for heterogeneous manuscripts and performances that con-
stituted Ha#z, the Mu‘allaq!t, and "akuntal! as literature in the #rst place 
and hence instituted non-Western literatures. On a deeper level, though, the 
abstraction of texts from discursive practices produced historical knowledge 
in the modern sense: non-European texts enabled European scholars to re-
construct a global map of human history and hence to acquire total historical 
knowledge. If non-European literature was to free the republic of letters 
from the fetters of neoclassicism, it would do so, in Jones’s view, by helping 
it think historically in this way. No less than his legal project, Jones’s literary 
project thus required this substitution: he called on scholars across the conti-
nent to translate and publish the Oriental manuscripts that lay unstudied in 
European libraries.3

!e Romantic category of literature that emerged—according to Jerome 
McGann, among many others—from Jones’s work presented itself as a new 
literary practice freed from neoclassicism’s bias toward privileged speech.4 
Relying on the nascent disciplines of archaeology, paleontology, geology, and, 
above all, philology, it aspired to read the history inscribed in every object 
and hence to give each form of life its own speech back. Like the law after 
its colonial codi#cation, literature after its Romantic reconceptualization 
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 became a universal framework of representation, capable of subsuming every 
other language. !e philological revolution against anciens régimes in both East 
and West turned immediately, in other words, into the rule of this histori-
cal consciousness, which was consequently identi#ed with human liberation. 
Philology still possesses that identity in Erich Auerbach’s and Edward Said’s 
dialectically opposed concepts of comparatism. Colonialism’s #rst trick is to 
make language appear to be the colonizer’s possession. Its second trick, per 
Jacques Derrida, is the idea of “liberation,” which internalizes the colonizer’s 
concept of language within the colonized.5 As the chapters that follow dem-
onstrate, this colonial trick explains phenomena as apparently disparate and 
politically opposed as language-based racism, Islamic fundamentalism, Hindu 
nationalism, and the global discourses of environmentalism and indigeneity, all 
of which descend from colonial philology.

!e problem for a properly postcolonial literary studies is, presumably, 
to%move beyond colonial approaches to language and literature. Our failure%to 
recognize the new philology as precisely such an approach may prevent us 
from seeing this problem clearly, much less solving it. Until we recognize 
the philological shift that began in late eighteenth-century colonial India, 
we may be condemned to play it out unconsciously, tacitly assuming that 
historical method and printed texts possess the power to comprehend every 
other discursive practice. We will observe this assumption program the argu-
ments not just of the new philology’s advocates, such as Auerbach and Said, 
but even of philosophers as diverse as Friedrich Nietzsche, Gilles Deleuze 
and Félix Guattari, Jacques Rancière, and Alain Badiou, all of whom take for 
granted philology’s endless linguistic reach.

If we rejected this assumption, we might begin to discern the discur-
sive practices philology has, in fact, failed to grasp. We would, in this way, 
push archaeological method further than even Nietzsche and Foucault were 
willing to. !e point of archaeology is, of course, not to produce historical 
truth but rather to excavate the premises that qualify knowledge as truth in 
a given period and the “subjugated knowledges” these premises disquali#ed.6 
But if so, archaeology—designed by Nietzsche to be a counterphilological 
approach—should ultimately arrive at discursive practices completely be-
reft of philological power. !is study thus attempts to take both archaeology 
and postcolonial criticism to their logical conclusion. What falls through 
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the cracks of print and historicism is not, as Foucault implied, discursive 
practices as such. It is rather those particular practices that are oriented 
not toward the production of history but rather, we could say, toward its 
 victims—discursive practices that, in other words, cede historical power and 
embrace an unhistorical existence instead. !ese practices leave no mark on 
the historical record and, as a consequence, absolutely cannot be seen from 
a new philological perspective. Yet, if the promise of postcolonial studies—
in contradistinction to Marxism, for example—is to foster the autonomy of 
unhistorical lives, it must become sensitive to such practices, which alone 
articulate such lives.

We cannot simply identify these practices with the subalterns of a cer-
tain time and place. !e practices in question here belong not to subalterns 
per se but rather to the conscious desire to remain non-elite. For example, 
each of the works Jones translated came to be identi#ed with one or another 
type of subalternity: Ha#z with the medieval Su# mystic, who embodied 
self-annihilating desire; the Mu‘allaq!t with the pre-Islamic Bedouin nomad, 
who embodied nonstatist sovereignty; and "akuntal! with the ancient Indian 
adivasi, who embodied the primordial earth. Mystic, nomad, adivasi: paradig-
matic #gures of unhistorical life—yet each of them was in fact implicated in 
the exercise of historical power. We need to see through all such subaltern #g-
ures to the discursive practices they appear to inscribe but in fact only e$ace. 
Ha#z linked his poetry not to Su# mystics, who were in fact  Shiraz’s ruling 
elite, but instead to nameless faqirs who took the greatest pains imaginable to 
separate their lives from the law. !eir spiritual path involved, paradoxically, 
both a ceaseless confrontation with legal authority and an absolute refusal 
to represent themselves in its terms. !ough the Mu‘allaq!t opposes nomad-
ism to statism, such Bedouin poetry was actually composed for ceremonies of 
allegiance between tribal leaders and surrounding empires. It is instead the 
everyday poetry of Bedouin women that rejects the rituals of sovereign power. 
Devoted to expressing disa$ection from male elders, it is heard only by women 
and youth. Neither composed nor recorded, it exists in singular performances, 
as evanescent as the feelings that occasion them. "akuntal! counterposes the 
earth, represented by the sacred grove, to sovereign violence. In fact, though, 
such groves were produced by Brahman sacri#ce, which burned the forests, 
cleared its adivasi and animal populations, and extended royal territory. Yet 
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adivasis also sometimes served as the advance guard of Indo-European ex-
pansion. A truly ecological sensibility belonged neither to sacred groves nor 
to adivasis in general but rather to the necessarily prehistorical refusal of all 
human appropriation—even the placement of anthropomorphic deities—ex-
cept what was necessary for bare survival.

In each of these examples, the practice that ultimately lends the liter-
ary work its meaning is something philology cannot place. Each of these 
practices not only resisted being recorded but, furthermore, disavowed all 
philological power in order to pursue a fundamentally di$erent form of life. 
!is point applies not just to the speci#c works Jones translated but also 
to the broader #elds they helped constitute, including Romantic literature, 
world literature, and non-Western literatures. !ese concepts of litera-
ture, descending to us from the new philology, tacitly claim that literature 
inscribes historically excluded languages. But this claim appropriates to liter-
ature languages that belong to antithetical practices. !ough these practices 
often inform the new-philological concept of literature, they are categori-
cally disjunct from it: they resist not just literary inscription but historical 
transmission of any kind. Paradoxically, then, the languages that supposedly 
distinguish literature in the modern sense can neither be reconstructed phil-
ologically nor even located historically. !ey belong not to historical #gures 
but rather to the discursive practices such #gures inscribe—and, in the very 
act of inscription, always e$ace. Without fetishizing literature at all, we could 
insist that something fundamental to it lies outside history and consequently 
cannot be approached philologically. As Louis Althusser observed, “!e in-
visible of a visible #eld is [not] outside and foreign[.] !e invisible is de#ned 
by the visible as its invisible, its forbidden vision[:] the inner darkness of ex-
clusion, inside the visible itself.”7

But even as they attempt to discern within the history of literature, law, 
and religion what philology has obscured, the chapters that follow would 
have been absolutely impossible without the extraordinary erudition and 
painstaking research of countless philologists working in many di$erent lan-
guages and widely disparate traditions. Similarly, even as I claim that many 
of the postcolonial scholars and European philosophers most admired today 
remain trapped within the philological mindset, their theories provide the 
inspiration behind, when they do not form the foundation of, my own argu-
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ments. Needless to say, none of us are free, none of us to blame. But the traces 
within texts of the discursive practices that rejected all linguistic authority 
return us to a power that is, in my view, much more profound than philology. 
If we begin to study these traces, we will use literary studies, now inextrica-
bly tied to print technology and historical method, to create an opening for 
the languages they were designed to erase. We might in this way gradually 
disentangle the postcolonial humanities from their still-unconsidered and 
hence unresolved colonial legacy. Now more than ever, doing so has become 
a politically urgent task, as I explain in what follows.

[

!e story of late eighteenth-century colonial philology is an unexamined part 
of a familiar and ever more pressing history: the reorientation of humanity’s 
relationship with the earth from subsistence to pro#t; the transformation of 
rights to its common use into private property. In the British Isles and West-
ern Europe, the commercialization of people’s relationships with each other, 
their own labor, and the land had been occurring since the Middle Ages. As a 
consequence, English common law had largely subsumed the islands’ diverse 
concepts of common right into an abstract idea of property by the late eigh-
teenth century.8 !e British Empire spread this de#nition of property—that 
is, the absolute and unquali#ed ownership of both territory and its use—#rst 
to the Americas and the Scottish Highlands, then eventually to Asia, the 
South Paci#c, and the Antipodes. In the latter contexts, colonial administra-
tors needed, in e$ect, to recapitulate English history, turning common use 
into exclusive property, in a matter of years rather than centuries. Hence, in 
these territories, it was often the law itself, not merchant capital, that #rst in-
ducted hunter-gatherers, pastoralists, peasants, feudal lords, and so forth into 
capitalist property. !e law’s “most ambitious project” to institute  English 
property—according to a no less authoritative work on this subject than E. P. 
!ompson’s Customs in Common—took place in India during the late eigh-
teenth century.9

Common rights vary widely across time and space and hence tend to be 
transmitted orally. !e “translation” of such rights into the universal, written 
medium of private property is, according to !ompson, a “central episode” of 
“global ecological history.”10 !e shift from one to the other has led to the 
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earth’s unrestrained privatization and pushed us beyond the brink of ecologi-
cal catastrophe.

!ompson nonetheless concluded his monograph on English enclosure, 
Whigs and Hunters, with a surprisingly impassioned defense of capital-
ist property law against its Marxist detractors. !ough it eventually came 
to legitimize dispossession, property law was used by seventeenth-century 
merchants, small farmers, and craftsmen as “a defence against arbitrary 
power.”11 !ompson called the law’s “inhibitions upon power” a “cultural 
achievement of universal signi#cance” and an “unquali#ed human good.”12 
In contrast to his Marxist colleagues, !ompson emphasized the “very large 
di$erence, which twentieth-century experience ought to have made clear 
even to the most exalted thinker, between arbitrary extra-legal power and 
the rule of law.”13

As I observe in my own Conclusion, many scholars have questioned 
whether there ever was any such di$erence in Europe’s colonies. And 
!ompson himself acknowledged a colonial exception: “In a context of gross 
class inequalities, the equity of the law must always be in some part sham. 
Transplanted as it was to even more inequitable contexts, this law could be 
an instrument of imperialism.”14 But he tempered even this condemnation: 
“!e rules and rhetoric have imposed some inhibitions on imperial power. 
If the rhetoric was a mask, it was a mask which Gandhi and Nehru were 
to borrow, at the head of a million masked supporters.”15 !ompson here 
extolled the (colonial) rule of law because it supposedly inspired revolution—
even if such inspiration masked revolution in colonialism’s very image.

!e vision of a million rule-of-law masked Indians thus raises questions 
about the law’s “universal signi#cance” and “unquali#ed human” value that 
!ompson did not address. First, if the rule of law inhibited “power,” did 
it not therefore limit the political praxis of revolution as well as the rul-
ing classes, and if so, how? Second, is there no salient di$erence in this 
regard between colonial law and its metropolitan kin? !ompson consid-
ered the law—not religion, print culture, capitalist markets, or even military 
power—to be the eighteenth century’s hegemonic institution. He astutely 
observed that, due to the previous century’s battles against arbitrary power, 
eighteenth-century English law had its own “history and logic” irreducible to 
ruling-class ideology: the rule of law was not just a superstructure but itself a 
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material force.16 But that century of struggle was manifestly not responsible 
for the institution of colonial law. How can we grasp the colonies’ di$erent 
materiality, history, and logic?

!is study concerns the di$erence introduced by philology, which in late 
eighteenth-century British India took the place of struggles against arbi-
trary power in the de#nition of property. !ough !ompson overlooks this 
fact, the “translation” from common to private rights could not have been 
accomplished in colonial India without philology, which alone claimed the 
linguistic and historical competence necessary to reconstruct Islamic and 
Hindu law. As they rewrote Arabic and Sanskrit legal manuscripts in terms 
of modern property, colonial scholars aimed less to protect prescriptive rights 
from extralegal power than to transform the structure of tradition itself. !ey 
dictated that, henceforward, authentic tradition would exist only in philo-
logically reconstructed texts and be understood only by historical method. In 
this way, they eroded natives’ capacity to recall the extratextual practices that 
had helped constitute precolonial traditions and that might otherwise inform 
anticolonial thought. Perhaps the image of Gandhi and Nehru at the head 
of a million followers is instructive in this regard. !ey were both British-
trained barristers whose understanding of Indian legal traditions had less 
to do with indigenous practices than with colonial knowledge, as I explain 
in the chapters that follow. In any case, though, the aim of this study is nei-
ther (like !ompson’s Marxist interlocutors) to dismiss nor (like !ompson’s 
Marxist heresy) to defend the rule of law. It is instead to explore the e$ects 
colonial law and, even more fundamentally, philology and historical method 
have had on our very capacity to imagine political resistance.

!is book focuses, therefore, on historical method’s forgotten colonial his-
tory. For reasons already adduced and to be elaborated in much greater detail, 
this history #rst took root in late eighteenth-century British India. But though 
the chapters that follow critique historical method, their intention is not to 
reject it tout court. In fact, whenever they use the term “historical method,” 
they refer only to the language-based approach to humanity’s origins and de-
velopment that emerged with the philological revolution and served as the 
epistemic foundation of colonial rule. Adapting !eodor Adorno and Max 
Horkheimer’s idea of “instrumental reason” in #e Dialectic of Enlightenment, 
we could thus call this method “instrumental philology.”17
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Its fundamental premise is that language is not the re"ection of an a 
priori reality but rather itself originary. !e philological revolution presup-
posed, in other words, that every language shapes the development of the 
particular people, culture, nation, et cetera that corresponds to it: study-
ing the evolution of the former unlocked the historical truth of the latter. 
!ompson himself wrote, for instance, that “most Western intellectuals today 
would unhesitatingly award theoretical primacy to [language] as not only 
the carrier but as the constitutive in"uence upon consciousness[;] It has be-
come fashionable to assume that [common people are] in a sense ‘spoken’ 
by their linguistic inheritance.”18 Each of the philological revolution’s signal 
innovations—comparative grammar, the divisions of languages into families, 
and the reconstruction of protolanguages—presupposed that languages were 
originary (or constituent) in this way. !e rigorously historical approach to 
language that the philological revolution elaborated was thought, further-
more, to comprehend every kind of discursive practice and by extension every 
language, law, and literature, which would have otherwise remained hetero-
geneous and incommensurable. Finally, this approach equated the truth of 
every tradition—those that held power and hence must be critiqued as well 
as those that existed in its shadow and hence must be brought to light—with 
written, if not printed, texts. !ese interrelated premises—the only histori-
cal method this book questions—were fundamental to British rule in India 
precisely because they held the key to knowledge about its colonial subjects.

Yet one cannot overstate this method’s broader signi#cance. By virtue of 
its ability to make de#nite historical claims about religions and laws, ethnici-
ties and races, traditions and indeed whole civilizations, the new philology 
helped give rise to the modern humanities. It underpins the authority of 
text-based academics today as much as it did colonial administrators centu-
ries ago. Even when humanities scholars no longer invoke the new philology, 
we almost always tacitly presuppose historical premises it has passed down. 
Such presuppositions are evident not just in literary studies but in religion, 
jurisprudence, European philosophy, and historiography proper, among other 
disciplines. But even as the humanities still emphasize historicism, they tend 
to dis-identify from philology. I hope that calling the object of this book’s 
critique “historical method” will, therefore, help us see ourselves as inheritors 
of a colonial legacy.
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But rather than rejecting historical approaches as such, the chapters that 
follow try, on the contrary, to dissociate them from their colonial uses. !ey 
do so by using literary history, many di$erent forms of historiography, and 
even philological learning itself not ultimately to produce historical knowl-
edge about a given period or people but rather to understand what such 
knowledge constitutively excludes. !ese chapters argue that when we treat 
textually transmitted languages as originary, we cast out from history all those 
who did not possess, or did not want, the power to produce texts. Instead 
of treating textual discourses as originary, I take account of the philological 
formations—that is, scholarly and sovereign power relations—that produced 
the texts (and supposedly originary languages) under investigation. Fol-
lowing Nietzsche, I call this counterphilological method “archaeology.” An 
archaeological approach reveals that the texts we now identify with religions, 
nations, civilizations, and so on are the products not of such generalities but 
instead of very particular contests over the possession of philological power. 
Read archaeologically, these texts become palimpsests of such contests, re-
peated ad in#nitum across time. If we reconceived “history” in this way, as an 
endless series of philological con"icts that have de#ned and ceaselessly rede-
#ne the very terms of our historical imagination, our histories might #nally 
attend to what philology has traditionally obscured: those who were bereft 
of philological power. Such attention is at the heart of the historical method 
for which this book calls, one that brushes philology—and, by extension, the 
postcolonial humanities—against the grain.

I add one #nal step to this archaeological approach. As I’ve already sug-
gested, literature comprises not only languages that possessed philological 
power but also the trace of those that abjured it altogether. !e long, #nal 
section in each of the book’s three central chapters follows this trace. !e 
philological revolution called for the recovery of languages that lay outside 
the previous history of philological power, languages that had been silenced 
or marginalized because, for example, of their radically anticlerical or demo-
cratic character. !is call of course still provides the humanities much of their 
ethical energy. My book tries to respond to it even more scrupulously than 
the new philology itself did. It tries to think through, in other words, pre-
cisely what discursive practices count as the antitheses of philological power. 
If we can use literature to help us imagine what philology cannot recover, we 
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might begin to realize both the new philology’s highest ideals and archaeol-
ogy’s counterphilological ambitions.

My task is not, therefore, to recover popular traditions from high cul-
ture and elitist historiography. I am not a social historian, nor is this book, à 
la Customs in Common, a study of “plebeian culture.”19 As a literary scholar, 
I’m concerned instead to consider those discursive practices whose negation 
is the precondition of the new philology, literary history, and the humani-
ties’ epistemic authority. What de#nes the practices I oppose to philological 
power is not, therefore, their customary character but rather their opposi-
tion to textual authority: because these practices without exception shunned 
literary inscription and historical transmission, they cannot, in contrast to 
!ompson’s customs, be reconstructed historiographically. Yet far from in-
visible, their traces are practically ever present, if often di&cult to see. !e 
precolonial legal and literary traditions studied here do not merely invoke but 
appear often to have depended on them. And the scholarship on these texts, 
traditions, and periods frequently alludes to them, though without being able 
to describe them rigorously. In other words, the discursive practices of those 
who abjured textual authority, however imperceptible the modern humani-
ties have rendered them, appear to have shaped premodern traditions in ways 
we can now barely comprehend.

!ompson insisted that those Marxists who reject the rule of law “throw 
away a whole inheritance of struggle about law, and within the forms of 
law.”20 But the European rule of law hardly exhausts the possibilities for 
such struggle. !e discursive practices I discuss, no less than !ompson’s cus-
toms, existed at the “interface between law and praxis” and defended local 
traditions from “the constraints and controls” of the “rulers.”21 But these 
practices preceded the European rule of law and thus refute !ompson’s 
premise that its institution must be recognized as a “universal” and “unquali-
#ed human” good. !ompson hoped studying what he called “customary 
pre-enclosure consciousness” would prepare the way for the “unlikely advent 
of a new ‘customary consciousness’” in which “material satisfactions remain 
stable [but] more equally distributed.”22 Yet pre-enclosure custom was itself, 
as !ompson acknowledged, “parochial and exclusive”: it was “the rhetoric 
of legitimation for almost any usage, practice or demanded right.”23 It fol-
lows that the consciousness of the common !ompson wanted to encourage 
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requires practices di$erent from what he studied. !ose I have in mind, in 
contrast to !ompson’s customs, never needed “juridical endorsement” be-
cause they did not aim to be exclusive.24

Some may consider my advocacy of these practices romantic. Such criti-
cism would fundamentally misunderstand their ontology. To romanticize is to 
reify or idealize a historical entity. My starting point is not history: I did not 
arrive at my descriptions of these discursive practices by studying an empirical 
object (nor do my descriptions presume to explain any such object). I arrived 
at them instead by working back from the philological revolution through 
various non-Western legal and literary traditions in an e$ort to discern the 
traditional practices the new philology cannot see. !ese practices are, there-
fore, ideal from the beginning: they are what I posit to be the philological 
revolution’s negative image. Only such an imaginative act can realize the new 
philology’s ambition to recover the languages that prior philology had ignored. 
More to the point, only those discursive practices that resist textual author-
ity can, it seems to me, ful#ll the humanities’ own radically democratic—one 
could say, romantic—ideals.

!e conclusion to this study turns to a subject—states of emergency—
one might assume belongs to politics today, not the late eighteenth century. 
In fact, though, the rule of law in colonial India devolved almost imme-
diately into the states of emergency the East India Company imposed on 
frontier populations. No less than colonial philology, these colonial emer-
gencies facilitated the earth’s reorientation from subsistence to pro#t and 
from common use to private property. !e Company called those natives 
who did not want to participate in its political economy threats to security; 
it met their resistance with the circumscriptions of habeas corpus, martial 
law, and ecological violence.25 !is colonial logic—wherein property and law 
metamorphose into environmental devastation and emergency—still de#nes 
con"icts throughout the peripheries. Within India alone, in places such as 
Bastar, Kalinganagar, and Kashmir, mining and hydroelectric projects depend 
on the army’s and police’s emergency powers, often to kill those deemed ter-
rorists merely “on suspicion.”26 Multinational corporations thus clear forests 
and villages of adivasis and peasants in order to explode mountaintops or 
erect colossal dams. Progress here merely returns to colonialism’s script, with 
today’s conglomerates playing the merchant company’s part.
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Studying late eighteenth-century British India can thus help us un-
derstand philology’s relationship to emergency. Each of this book’s central 
chapters explores how British scholars attempted to circumscribe legal au-
thority within the colonial state. !e transfer of such authority from the 
people to the executive is of course the very de#nition of emergency: the ex-
ecutive (or “sovereign”) proclaims the polity to be in danger, suspends the 
constitution, and declares unilaterally the extraordinary laws that govern in 
its place. On the level of colonial history, therefore, philology both pre#gured 
and facilitated the institution of emergency. On a deeper level, philology’s 
a&nity with emergency is immemorial. !e usurpation of philological power 
is the ancient prerogative of priests and clerics, the arrogation of emergency 
powers that of sovereigns and kings.27 But both practices serve to articulate 
the law (during, respectively, peace and war)—or, put di$erently, to preserve 
social hierarchy and unequal distribution.28

Philology anticipates emergency, #nally, because it expresses the ruler’s 
ambivalence toward language’s constituent power. On one hand, the new 
philology drew attention to language’s “performative” dimension: language 
does not describe but rather constitutes reality; language is, as mentioned, 
originary, the quasi-mystical foundation of politics and history.29 But, on 
the other hand, the new philology located language’s constituent power only 
in those texts historical method had reconstructed and explained. Since the 
philological revolution, such texts have always been identi#ed with the tradi-
tion or literary history under investigation. !e most important of the many 
examples discussed in this study are, of course, Jones’s Islamic and Hindu 
legal codes, which the East India Company intended to regulate Arabic’s 
and Sanskrit’s law-making power. States of emergency likewise appropriate 
language’s constituent power, which they locate, similarly, within sovereign 
command or “decision” alone.30 Like the new philology, states of emergency 
presuppose that politics ultimately has no foundation more #rm than lan-
guage but recoil from the radical consequences of this fact.

Yet these analogies between philology (i.e., the methodological foun-
dation of the humanities) and emergency (i.e., the global deposition of 
democracy today) are di&cult to see because we re"exively consider new 
philological concepts of language the very antithesis of extralegal sovereignty. 
William Keach has tracked both terms of this opposition back to the late 
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seventeenth century. In regard to the former, John Locke’s Essay Concerning 
Human  Understanding observes, famously, that words do not refer, “naturally,” 
to things but rather are “imposed” by people, “arbitrarily,” on their ideas.31 In 
regard to the latter, his Second Treatise of Government argues, just as momen-
tously, that sovereignty must not take the form of “an Absolute, Arbitrary 
Power over [Men’s] Lives and Fortunes.”32 By the Romantic era, these ap-
parently unrelated forms of “arbitrary power”—linguistic performativity 
and unconstitutional sovereignty—had become diametrically opposed to 
each other. Whereas the former was believed to join rule to “the represented 
will” of the people, the latter severs them from each other again.33 Hence,%in 
Burke’s Enquiry, language possesses an “immediate a$ective power” that, 
in%his later works, helps constitute national “habit” and “custom.”34 Similarly, 
across his works, from the Lyrical Ballads to #e Prelude, Wordsworth opposed 
the “language really used by men” to “despotick” or lawless power.35 Blake 
and Shelley also aligned language’s performative dimension—its “visionary 
power,” its capacity “to act”—with “popular power” against British monarchic 
and imperial tyranny, from the 1780 Gordon Riots to the 1819 Peterloo mas-
sacre (when the British state e$ectively suspended the law and declared an 
emergency).36

At the same time, the Romantics con#ned language’s constituent power 
within “poetic agency.”37 !e Romantic category of literature thus popularized 
the new philological fallacy that written texts and “the literary” are paradig-
matic of radical democracy.38 !is fallacy persists across the humanities, as 
my Conclusion illustrates with examples from eminent #gures in compara-
tive literature, religion, anthropology, history, and even French philosophy. 
Searching for the antitheses of antidemocratic politics or coloniality, these 
scholars are limited, in the end, to rehearsing discourses about%language and 
literature inherited from Romanticism and stereotypes about non-Western 
cultures passed down by colonial philology. In every case, their varied e$orts 
to exit the history of Western politics or colonial knowledge reach a method-
ological impasse. One way out would follow the faint tracks of those practices 
that resisted the lure of cultural prestige and sovereign power and that conse-
quently were never recognized as literature or history in the #rst place.

!e point of con"ict in any emergency turns, in essence, on the posses-
sion of language’s constituent power—on the question of who can suspend 
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the constituted law and thus live autonomously, in the literal sense of the 
word. In their debate about emergency, Carl Schmitt assigned this power 
solely to the sovereign, whereas Walter Benjamin insisted it belongs instead 
to those who exercise it democratically, whom he called the “oppressed” and 
the “anonymous.”39 Trained as both a jurist and a philologist, Schmitt argued 
law philologically, in terms of Europe’s hegemonic tongues.40 In pointed 
contrast, Benjamin’s invocations of the oppressed and the anonymous ges-
tured toward those recognized by neither the law nor philology, those who 
had lost their economic rights and their place in history, those whose tradi-
tions existed therefore in a real, and perpetual, state of emergency. His #nal 
essay, “On the Concept of History,” explicitly opposes both the protocols of 
historicism and the practice of emergency. It implies that the antithesis of 
extralegal sovereignty is neither the rule of law nor linguistic performativity 
but rather traditions that embraced their exclusion from both the law and 
history, traditions we text-based scholars conventionally ignore. I close the 
book by studying this essay, trying to grasp, yet again, at a fugitive power that 
could overcome the politics of philology and of emergency at once.
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legacies!of the many elite orders that have succeeded each other in the trans-
mission of tradition across history, long before the advent of colonial rule. 
Even in the most ancient civilizations, priest-philologists claimed the singular 
capacity to de"ne the true meaning of the sacred language, which was always, 
according to Volosinov, “foreign and incomprehensible to the profane.”4 #e 
legal manuscripts the Company codi"ed were precisely the!products of such 
philological power. In the very process of marginalizing!the native clerisy, 
colonial philologists inherited their legacy and disseminated many of their 
values. Whenever we likewise take texts to represent history, we make our-
selves one more link in an unbroken chain of philological power. Historical 
method promised to emancipate humanity from all preexisting forms of cler-
ical authority but in fact extended the reign of such authority. It made itself 
the reigning form.

At the inception of every new phase in the history of philology, one form 
of philological power marginalized another. Colonial law merely took this 
history to its logical conclusion: it attempted to deauthorize every other type 
of philological power. It is in this sense that colonial law ful"lled philology’s 
historical mission. It made the new philology the continuation of conquest 
by other means. It is no coincidence therefore that Sir William Jones (1746–
94), the late eighteenth-century colonial jurist who codi"ed colonial law, is 
also given credit for founding the new philology. A dialectical response to 
colonial history must seek, therefore, neither for a return to philology nor 
for a future philology but rather for a way out. It would need to search, in 
other words, between the lines of the received tradition for what philology 
has e$aced.

1. !e Return to Philology, the End of Weltliteratur
For postcolonial scholars, the most in%uential call for a return to philol-
ogy occurred in a lecture that Said originally delivered in 2000 and which 
he rethought after the US invasions of Afghanistan and Iraq (published 
post humously as “#e Return to Philology” in Humanism and Democratic 
Criticism). But the postcolonial recuperation of philology via Said has taken 
its cue from not just this essay but also his career-long engagement with 
Erich Auerbach’s work, spanning from his co-translation of “Philologie der 
Weltliteratur” in 1969 to his reintroduction of Mimesis in 2003.5 Auerbach 
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symbolized for Said both the possibilities and limitations of Romance phi-
lology or, in other words, traditional approaches to comparatism. On one 
hand, Said presented Auerbach’s philological method as a model of “secular 
criticism.”6 Auerbach’s alienation from Germany in particular, nationalism 
in general, and orthodoxies of all sorts enabled him to transform humanism, 
making it responsive to contingency, exile, and minority experience.7 But, on 
the other hand, Said acknowledged that Auerbach’s concept of “literature” 
was, nonetheless, “Eurocentric,” with its roots in the Christian incarnation 
and its "rst e&orescence in !e Divine Comedy.8 Where Auerbach famously 
wrote that “our philological home is the earth: it can no longer be the nation,” 
Said added an acid quali"cation: “his earthly home is European culture.”9

#e calls for new approaches to philology, Weltliteratur, and comparative 
literature that have followed in Said’s wake have not directly addressed the 
question that underlies his engagement with Auerbach: how can “literature,” 
a concept with a strictly European provenance, ever hope to be adequate to 
non-European forms of writing? Jacques Derrida observed that “when we 
say literature[,] we speak and make ourselves understood on the basis of a 
Latin root[.] #ere [is] no world literature, if such a thing is or remains to 
come that must not "rst inherit what this Latinity assumes.”10 He asked, 
therefore, what we mean when we say “literature”: “Is it only a [mode] spe-
ci"c to the little thing that is Europe? Or else is it already the Weltliteratur, 
whose concept was forged by Goethe?”11 In other words, do we understand 
our concept of literature to be spatially and temporally bounded, or do we 
believe it to be universal instead? Until we address this question, there is 
little reason to hope that any “new” comparative literature will do more than 
repeat the prejudices of the old.

In this regard, the problem with philology—which Said described as “the 
most basic and creative of the interpretive arts”—might be even deeper than 
he was willing to acknowledge.12 Auerbach claimed that his "nal essays were 
responses to the homogenizing force of capitalism and the Cold War:

[My] conception of Weltliteratur[—]the diverse background of a common 
fate—does not seek to a$ect or alter that which has already begun to occur[; 
it] accepts as an inevitable fact that world-culture is being standardized. Yet 
this conception wishes [to] articulate the fateful coalescence of cultures for 
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those people who are in the midst of the terminal phase of a fruitful multi-
plicity: thus this coalescence, so rendered and articulated, will become their 
myth. In this manner, the full range of the spiritual movements of the last 
thousand years will not atrophy within them.13

Said described Auerbach’s attitude toward the advent of modernity as 
“melanchol[ic]” and “tragic.”14 But if so, this passage nonetheless reveals that 
Auerbach had little interest in opposing the global tendencies he described: 
they are, he insisted, “inevitable” (unentrinnbar).15 According to his own his-
torical vision, Weltliteratur—for Auerbach, the product of di$erent cultures 
entering into “fruitful intercourse”—is not coming into existence but, on the 
contrary, going extinct: it is now nothing more than “the diverse background 
of a common fate.” Auerbach faced the ongoing extinction of literary diver-
sity with equanimity: his own conception of world literature “does not seek 
to alter or a$ect” its predestined passing away. #e aim of his philological 
work was not to protect cultures endangered by global standardization but, 
on the contrary, to document their end and so turn them into a “myth” that 
would provide an otherwise standardized humanity “spiritual” inspiration. In 
Auerbach’s work, in other words, philology becomes a New Age religion.

I would suggest that Auerbach accepted the supposed passing away of 
world literature not despite but because of his philological vocation. Like 
Said, he placed its origins in the eighteenth century, when philology un-
derwent a fundamental mutation.16 #e European encounter with countless 
non-European languages and archaic literatures initiated the new philol-
ogy, which identi"ed the genealogy of every nation with the history of its 
language.17 #e new philology presumed, as a consequence, to reconstruct 
not just authentic texts but at the same time the development of di$erent 
peoples. Philology’s task metamorphosed from the recovery of a single tradi-
tion—whether Judeo-Christian or Greco-Roman—into the reconstruction 
of all traditions.18 Hence, in Auerbach’s view, the new philology compre-
hended humanity in its historical complexity and “totality”:

Our knowledge of world literatures is indebted to the impulse given that 
epoch by historicist humanism[, whose concern] was not only the overt dis-
covery of materials and the development of methods of research, but [their] 
penetration and evaluation so that an inner history of mankind—[of ] man 
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uni"ed in his multiplicity—could be written. [T]his humanism has been 
the true purpose of philology: because of this purpose philology became the 
dominant branch of the humanities.19

In other words, the recognition of human diversity depends, paradoxically, on 
a single analytic method, which arrogates to itself the privilege of knowing 
history objectively: “#e progress of the historical arts in the last two centu-
ries [makes] it possible to accord the various epochs and cultures their own 
presuppositions.”20

From this perspective, literatures bereft of historical consciousness are in-
herently “programmed to vanish,” superseded by a philological understanding 
capable of containing them all imaginatively even in their material absence.21 
It is, therefore, not only market economies and Cold War politics that render 
such literatures obsolete but also Auerbach’s own methodological premises: 
“Whatever we are,” he insisted, “we became in history, and only in history 
can [we] develop therefrom: it is the task of philologists [Weltphilologen] to 
demonstrate this so that it penetrates our lives unforgettably.”22

#is chapter argues that the privilege Auerbach and Said accord historical 
consciousness over every other form—we could call it their shared philologi-
cal prejudice—begins with their understanding of historical  method’s own 
history.23 “Historicist humanism” originally emerged, in Auerbach’s account, 
from the eighteenth-century realization of the world’s linguistic diversity, 
which made theological approaches to language obsolete. European philolo-
gists responded to this realization by attempting to create a narrative of “man 
uni"ed in his multiplicity.”24 Auerbach presents the history of the new phi-
lology, therefore, as a three-term teleology: European secularization naturally 
produces “historicist humanism,” which elaborates, in turn, a single method 
to comprehend languages, literatures, and traditions in their totality. But this 
history omits its own colonial matrix: no less than Renaissance humanism, 
the new philology came into being as the scholarly protocol of sover-
eign power.25 Only under this pressure did it engender what Hans-Georg 
 Gadamer referred to as its “universal hermeneutics.”26 In order, therefore, 
to call Auerbach’s and Said’s account of philology into question, this book 
returns to the eighteenth-century moment in which they both located the 
new philology’s origins but which neither explored.
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Even those philologists—including Sheldon Pollock and Haruko 
Momma—who have acknowledged the new philology’s roots to lie in late 
eighteenth-century British India have not teased out the political implica-
tions of this fact.27 #e historical approach to language and literature enabled 
British scholars to reconstruct South Asia’s otherwise incommensurable tra-
ditions and use them to legitimize colonial power. Said’s secular criticism, 
no less than Auerbach’s philological erudition, was silently determined by 
a related ambition, the dream of a universal discourse that would contain 
the diversity of tongues—in Auerbach’s words, the “fruitful multiplicity” of 
literatures now in their “terminal phase” (Endstadium). #is dream took vari-
ous forms after colonial rule: nineteenth-century philologists such as Ernest 
Renan and Max Müller dreamt of recovering the original Aryan language, 
while twentieth-century critics such as Auerbach and Ernst Robert Curtius 
searched for a scholarly method that would be equally foundational.

But the origins of such dreams were in fact much older: the idea of a 
universal discourse begins with Babel.

2. !e Ruins of Babel, the Rise of Philology
Babel’s signi"cance is obscure to us now because its meaning shifted fun-
damentally in the early nineteenth century, when Hegel reinterpreted the 
Old Testament chapter in which it occurs (Genesis 11) as the ur-narrative of 
progress.28 While the people of Shinar fail to complete the Tower of Babel, 
their attempt leads, however unintentionally, to their dispersal across the 
earth and the production of linguistic and cultural di$erence, which is, ac-
cording to Hegel, the precondition of historical development. In the process, 
humanity loses touch, of course, with the language it had spoken before the 
Tower’s destruction and its own diaspora. Hegel had as little interest in that 
language as he did in every other prehistory, claiming that once Adam and 
Eve consume the fruit of knowledge, “Paradise is a park, where only brutes 
[die Tiere], not men, can remain.”29

But before Hegel, from the Middle Ages through the eighteenth century, 
the dream of a lost divine language had bewitched churchmen and heretics 
alike. Biblical hermeneutics was an attempt to decipher the signs of that lost 
language, regardless of whether the exegetes aimed to restore the sacred text 
concealed within the rabbis’ allegedly corrupt Bible or intended instead to 
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contest the Church’s own misinterpretations. !ese attempts to recover the 
language that preceded the destruction of the Tower culminated in Bishop 
Lowth’s “Lectures on the Sacred Poetry of the Hebrews” (Latin 1756; English 
translation 1787), which applied the techniques of classical philology to the 
Old Testament in order to free “Hebraic poetry” from its supposed impris-
onment within the synagogue and to recover its sacred power—to recover, 
in short, the original and “mystically perfect” language.30 From the Middle 
Ages to the eighteenth century, at any rate, the importance of Babel lay in its 
allusion to humanity’s oldest tongue—in Umberto Eco’s words, “"rst-born 
and, consequently, supernatural”—which as the mirror of nature and divine 
creation would enable humanity to transcend its linguistic confusion.31

While Hebrew was generally thought to be the oldest language through-
out this period, ancient rumors still circulated of sacred languages as old 
as or even older than Hebrew and of revelations that had occurred outside 
the  Judeo-Christian tradition, whether from the Magi, Chaldean oracles, 
Egyptian !oth cults, or the Pythagorean and Orphic traditions. European 
colonialism reactivated such rumors, with missionaries and explorers sending 
detailed accounts of exotic languages from the New World (e.g., Nahuatl) 
to the Far East (e.g., Tagalog) and greatly expanding the European com-
prehension of global linguistic and cultural diversity as a consequence.32 !e 
Europe-wide interest in languages such as these attested to a common desire 
to replace or at least supplement the Christian scholarly practice of writing 
“universal histories”—which discounted all literatures outside the Judeo-
Christian tradition—with other ways of conceiving humanity’s material and 
spiritual development.

It was, however, a singular event in late eighteenth-century colonial 
India that de"nitively transformed Europe’s understanding of Babel. In 
1783, Sir William Jones—Europe’s leading Orientalist and arguably the 
Enlightenment’s greatest polymath—was appointed to the English East 
India Company supreme court in Bengal. His time there enabled him to 
add Sanskrit to the remarkably long list of languages—ancient and mod-
ern, Oriental and European—in his grasp. Two years after he arrived in 
Calcutta, Jones made the programmatic declaration that Sanskrit, Persian, 
Greek, and Latin were descended from a single common language as old 
as but apparently unrelated to Hebrew. His formulation of what has since 
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come to be known as the “Indo-European hypothesis” helped European in-
tellectuals rethink their narrative of world history. !e belief in Hebrew’s 
primordial status had led to a unilinear concept of history. !e hypothesis of 
separate language families suggested instead a rami"ed genealogy involving 
many di#erent but coeval languages, peoples, and histories. Hence, where 
Renaissance philology reinforced theories of historical monogenesis, Jones’s 
scholarship implied that each language constitutes its own history.33 !e 
Indo-European hypothesis made “history,” in fact, a dimension inside lan-
guage—de"ned di#erently by each language’s patterns of lexical, syntactic, 
and semantic change—and in this way engendered the new philology. It 
enabled comparative approaches across (and indeed beyond) the human 
sciences, from literature and historiography to religion and jurisprudence—
“the boast,” as Said noted, “of nineteenth-century method,” the source of a 
“quantum expansion [of ] European consciousness,” in !omas Trautmann’s 
words.34 Müller claimed that as a consequence of the Indo-European 
hypothesis “a complete revolution took place in the views commonly enter-
tained of the ancient history of the world.”35

In the short term, the ten “Anniversary Discourses” (1784–93) Jones 
delivered as president and founder of the Royal Asiatick Society of Bengal—
published in the society’s annual volume Asiatick Researches—reappeared 
almost immediately thereafter in pirated editions widely disseminated 
across Europe.36 !ey contained, alongside Jones’s protodeclaration of the 
Indo-European hypothesis, comparative studies of languages, literatures, and 
mythologies spanning from India to Italy, and they were consumed by Euro-
pean intellectuals “seething with curiosity,” according to Raymond Schwab, 
about non-European languages.37 !ese essays bear in embryo essential 
premises of the new philology. First, the nature of a “people” is de"ned by 
the language they speak, as Jones explained in “An Essay on the Poetry of 
Eastern Nations”: “Every nation has a set of images, and expressions, peculiar 
to itself, which arise from the di#erence of its climate, manners, and his-
tory.”38 Second, human di#erence across space and time can be understood, 
therefore, only by means of philological study. After Jones, philology would 
produce what Joseph Errington has called “language-centered images of the 
deep human past.”39 Homing in on the historicity of linguistic structures, the 
new philology claimed to recover traditions with scienti"c rigor. Its skill in 
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this regard predestined it to become the foundation of the human sciences. 
Jones pre"gured this transformation a century before the fact: “Grammar is 
[an] instrument,” he explained, “of true knowledge.”40

Jones’s grammatical approach to history formed the basis of nineteenth-
century philology, the discipline that transcended the multiplicity of tongues. 
According to !e Order of !ings, Jones was as important for the new philolo-
gy’s emergence from the seventeenth- and eighteenth-century "eld of general 
grammar as Adam Smith was for political economy’s emergence from mercan-
tilist theory: though Foucault barely discusses Jones, he is—alongside Smith 
and the botanist Jussieu—nothing less than the transitional "gure for Foucault 
in the development of modern knowledge.41 After Jones, language ceased to 
be the medium of knowledge—the veridical discourse of the Enlightenment, 
the crystalline lens through which one sees the truth—and became instead the 
privileged object of knowledge. As the founding "gures of nineteenth-century 
philology—Friedrich von Schlegel (1772–1829), Jacob Grimm (1785–1863), 
Rasmus Rask (1787–1837), and Franz Bopp (1791–1867)—isolated the members 
of the Indo-European language family and described their peculiar patterns$of 
change, each language acquired an internal history and hence its own type 
of opacity. Only after the new philology had detached the phenomenon of 
language from external reference, on one hand, and linear chronology, on the 
other, could we enter what Foucault referred to as “the order of time.”42 We 
could call it “historicism” instead: we have already observed Auerbach place 
it at the heart of philology and accord it the highest methodological priv-
ilege. Because the new philology transformed the very terms by which we 
understand language’s relationship to knowledge, its consequences have been, 
according to Foucault, the most far-reaching of any modern science and at the 
same time the most unperceived. It replaced Babel’s confusion with a critical 
method that could know humanity across both space and time.

While Auerbach and Said placed the new philology’s origins in the late 
eighteenth century, they located comparative literature’s birth in the early 
nineteenth—like countless scholars writing in their wake—with Goethe’s 
formulation of Weltliteratur.43 A strange choice: however attractive the term, 
it has never gained conceptual coherence, oscillating even for Goethe himself 
between a supranational canon of great works, on one hand, and an inquiry 
into the transnational conditions of literary production, on the other.44 
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 Neither idea will take us very far into the history of comparatism: their vague-
ness re%ects, if anything, only how completely the category of “literature” had 
been evacuated of its prior meanings by the early nineteenth century. !e 
development of experimental science had emptied “literature” (in the classical 
sense of erudition or book-learning) of its epistemological value, while Kant’s 
third Critique had emptied “literature” (in the eighteenth-century sense of 
beautiful or tasteful writing) of its aesthetic function.45 !ough Goethe has 
been credited with a deep interest in Eastern literature, he declared that he 
had left the Eastern style of West-östlicher Divan “behind, like a cast-o# snake 
skin,” in the very year he created the term Weltliteratur (1827).46

I suggest we turn to Jones instead: he not only occupies a seminal place 
in the history of philology but could also justi"ably replace Goethe at the 
beginnings of comparative literature. Within a two-decade span (1771–89), he 
translated what are, perhaps, the most important works of classical Persian, 
Arabic, and Indian literature, respectively: Ha"z’s poetry (fourteenth century 
a.d.); the Mu‘allaq"t (sixth and early seventh centuries a.d.); and K&lid&sa’s 
#akuntal" (late fourth or early "fth century a.d.). Jones’s versions were the 
earliest such translations into any European language, and they had a pro-
found e#ect on Romanticism in Europe and beyond, shaping, for example, 
Goethe’s original interest in Eastern literature: the West-östlicher Divan was 
modeled on the "rst and deeply indebted to the second, while the prologue 
of Faustus was modeled on the last.47 Tracing the genealogy of comparative 
literature from these translations rather than from Goethe’s mere formula-
tion of the word Weltliteratur would have a number of ancillary bene"ts. First, 
it would force us to explore comparative method’s eighteenth-century roots 
rather than take them for granted, as both Auerbach and Said do. Second, 
instead of “revolving around the river Rhine,” it would return comparatism to 
its colonial context.48 And hence, third, it would disclose comparative litera-
ture’s initial political utility.

While Goethe’s scattered speculations on Weltliteratur hardly constitute 
a project for the "eld, Jones de"ned the purpose of his translations precisely. 
!ey were, "rst of all, instruments of historical knowledge. He described the 
Mu‘allaq"t as “an exact picture” of “the manners of the Arabs of that age.”49 
He claimed that Persian poetry, such as Ha"z’s D$v"n, contains “positive in-
formation,” which one cannot acquire, for example, about the “unlettered” 
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Tartars; if one does not study its literature, one can “at most attain a general 
and imperfect knowledge of the country.”50 And he “present[ed] [#akuntal"] 
to the publick as a most pleasing and authentick picture of old Hindu man-
ners.”51 In each case, Jones’s comments illustrate how profoundly the new 
philology’s historical ambitions motivated comparative literary study. Lit-
erature is the expression of a nation—in the case of peoples such as Arabs, 
Persians, and Indians who supposedly lacked the disciplines of history and 
philosophy, the only means to know their past. In other words, after experi-
mental science and Kantian critique had hollowed out “literature,” philology 
gave it a new epistemic value. If world literature now occupies an o'cial 
space on the curricular and scholarly agenda, we would do well, rather than 
simply to recall that Goethe coined the term, to understand how our ap-
proach relates to the original practice.

In large part, therefore, the discipline of comparative literature was born 
alongside the new philology as an absolutely essential aspect of its method. 
As it elaborated Jones’s approach, nineteenth-century philology would even-
tually claim that it could subsume and therefore supersede the diversity of 
tongues. It was the science that would make sense of everything human, 
turning linguistic confusion into total knowledge. It would become, in this 
way, analogous to the dream of a divine language, which it would annul and 
preserve in a higher form. Its authority—which both Auerbach and Said 
accepted—would ultimately depend on the obsolescence of all other ap-
proaches to language. And yet, as the next section argues, the profoundly 
in%uential concept of literature inaugurated by Jones’s philology was designed 
less to transcend Babel than, in fact, to extend its legacy—the dispersion of 
languages fanning out in every direction from there—inde"nitely.

3. Aryanism, Ursprache, “Literature”
!e Indo-European hypothesis famously led to the Aryan myth: nineteenth-
century philologists divided the world’s "rst inhabitants into two peoples, 
those who belonged to the Indo-European family and those who did not. 
!e Aryans’ supposed conquest of countries stretching from Western Europe 
to the Indian subcontinent and their invention of the countless languages 
spoken across that expanse proved they possessed the prerogative of histori-
cal progress. In contrast, the Semite con"nement to the Near East and its 
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relatively few languages indicated a spatial and temporal immobility.52 $e 
Indo-European hypothesis enabled in this way a categorical distinction be-
tween Christians and Jews or, in other words, ruling and subject peoples, as 
Martin Bernal has argued at length in Black Athena. But its e%ect was, more 
broadly, a new theory of race, in which each language bespoke a unique racial 
heritage.53 From the perspective of nineteenth-century philology, variations 
in grammatical systems re"ected di%erences in racial consciousness. Building 
on Herder’s arguments about the relation between language and race in his 
Treatise on the Origin of Language (1772), Wilhelm von Humboldt declared 
that European national languages were each an “involuntary emanation of the 
spirit, no work of nations, but a gift fallen to them by their inner destiny.”54 
Hannah Arendt’s description of the philological basis of Eastern European 
nationalism in #e Origins of Totalitarianism could easily be extended across 
the globe: these “liberation movement[s] started with a kind of philological 
revival [whose] political function was to prove that the people who possessed 
a literature and history of their own [had] the right to national sovereignty.”55 
As a consequence of its transhistorical explanatory power, race eventually be-
came the focus of nineteenth-century philological research.

In its #rst modern iteration, then, the category of race was the unin-
tended consequence of Bengal’s colonization, which enabled Europeans 
#nally to decrypt Sanskrit and begin uncovering the prehistory of the people 
known in that language as the &rya. Aryanism was almost as fundamental to 
colonialism as it was to nationalism and fascism. If ruling groups in Europe 
invoked Aryan genealogies in order to legitimize their rule and distinguish 
natives from aliens, colonial administrators in outposts ranging from Ireland 
to Southeast Asia used such genealogies or the absence thereof to produce 
knowledge about the native populations they governed.56

In either case, though, nineteenth-century philologists imagined that if 
they could reconstruct the morphological roots of the Indo-European lan-
guage family, they would recover the thought of the early Aryans. $e myth 
of the Aryans involved, in other words, a new, methodologically more so-
phisticated quest for the Adamic language that preceded the confusion of 
tongues, when God, nature, and humankind existed in an immediate rela-
tionship with each other.57 Hence, Saussure identi#ed nineteenth-century 
philology with the “almost conscious dream of an ideal humanity”—he 
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 described the Aryans as the “people of the golden age brought back to life 
by scholarly thought [par la pensée]”—and he founded the “science” of se-
miology in opposition to this false historicism.58 Scholars who focus on the 
history of colonial philology have read this nineteenth-century quest back 
into Jones’s work, claiming that he wanted to recover “the language spoken 
when Adam and Eve were cast out from the garden of Eden” (Errington); 
the “fundamental unity in human thought, belief and action hidden under 
the veneer of linguistic di%erence” (Tony Ballantyne); “ancient wisdom” or 
“primitive monotheism” (Trautmann).59

In fact, though, if Jones set out in search of a primordial language, his 
philological studies only proved to him that it would never be found. Far 
from uncovering the common language of our earliest ancestors or even di-
viding them into separate Aryan and Semitic tribes, Jones uncovered three 
separate language families: he argued that “the whole earth was peopled by a 
variety of shoots from the Indian, Arabian, and Tartarian branches,” thereby 
correctly identifying the Indo-European, Afro-Asiatic, and Altaic language 
families.60 He claimed that he could not “#nd a single word used in common 
by [these three] families” and hence concluded that “the language of Noah is 
lost irretrievably.”61 However it began, his research staked itself in the end on 
the irreducible diversity of languages, whose consequences he claimed even 
he could not fully comprehend: “$us it has been prove[d] beyond contro-
versy, that the far greater part of Asia has been peopled and immemorially 
possessed by three considerable nations, whom, for want of better names, we 
may call Hindus, Arabs, and Tartars; each of them divided and subdivided 
into an in#nite number of branches, and all of them so di%erent in form and 
features, language, manners and religion, that, if they sprang originally from a 
common root, they must have been separated for ages.”62 Two centuries later, 
Jones’s dazzling twentieth-century counterpart, Georges Dumézil, would re-
iterate his precursor’s conclusions for anyone who still hoped to recover the 
Ursprache: les comparatistes “know that the dramatic, living reconstruction of a 
common ancestral language [is] impossible, since nothing can replace docu-
ments and there are no documents.”63

In other words, the Indo-European hypothesis demonstrated, once and 
for all, that the confusion of tongues is humanity’s irreversible condition. Jones 
believed Babel to be an actual event—“the fourth important fact recorded 
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in the Mosaick history”—and disavowed the possibility of ever recovering 
humanity’s original language.64 $is attitude of acceptance toward the irre-
ducible diversity of languages originated, according to Umberto Eco, George 
Steiner, and Gérard Genette, in the long eighteenth century, when the inter-
pretation of Babel underwent a fundamental transformation.65 According to 
Eco, the eighteenth-century reinterpretation of Babel hinged on Genesis 10 
(the chapter that immediately precedes the story of Babel), which suggests 
that the multiplicity of tongues was prior to the destruction of the Tower and 
must have been therefore humanity’s primitive condition. No longer God’s 
punishment, the confusion of tongues can be seen, #nally, as a gift rather than 
a curse. Once it reappears in this way, Eco observes, “the sense [of ] Babel has 
been turned upside down.”66

In any case, though, Jones did not use philology to realize either the im-
memorial dream of a divine language or the nineteenth-century vision of a 
racially pure Ursprache. His concern was, instead, to fully embrace the human 
condition of linguistic confusion. In Jones’s hands, philology became a con-
scious response precisely to this condition. Histories of philology identify 
Jones as the crucial #gure in the emergence of “linguistic science” from “pre-
science.”67 Even #e Order of #ings presents Jones’s work as transitional, as 
we have already observed, despite the fact that Foucault generally abjured 
framing the history of science in terms of progress narratives. In Jones’s work, 
according to Foucault, we encounter an “ambiguous epistemological con#gu-
ration” involving two di%erent concepts of language: on one hand, language 
as a veridical discourse, the transparent medium of knowledge; on the other, 
language as a historical system, the opaque object of knowledge.68 Jones’s 
work, like Adam Smith’s, contains “a philosophic duality” at the point of “its 
imminent dissolution.” When the new philology dissolved the Enlighten-
ment’s idea of language, it enabled language, Foucault argued, to assume 
myriad forms. A conceit about Babel tacitly structures #e Order of #ings’ 
discussion of the new philology: “when the unity of [Enlightenment dis-
course] was broken up, language appeared in a multiplicity of modes of being, 
whose unity was probably irrecoverable.”69

Jones’s approach to languages preserved Babel’s legacy precisely in its rec-
ognition, however inchoate, that every language produces its own history. $is 
recognition depends, in turn, on the premise that language does not operate 
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referentially (or, in other words, that every use of language constitutes its own 
referent). Philology after Jones delineated the meaning of nonreferential (or 
performative) language—that is, “literature” in the modern sense—by recon-
structing the historical system internal to the language or text under study. 
In other words, the new philology treats all language as “literary”; it is, as a 
consequence, the only method adequate to literature in this new sense.

In Foucault’s account, the concept of “literature” is born, in fact, only 
after late eighteenth-century philology discloses language’s multiple “modes 
of being.”70 When di%erent modes of language inhabit the same place, they 
create what Foucault referred to as “an unthinkable space.”71 “Literature” is 
Foucault’s name for the discursive practice and the theoretical concept that 
occupy this space. He de#ned “literature” as a mode of language “folded back 
upon the enigma of its own origin and existing wholly in reference to the 
pure act of writing”—a linguistic mode that, in other words, makes no ref-
erence outside itself.72 $e intimate relation of the new philology and the 
literary collapses the age-old distinction between history and literature, truth 
and representation. Jean-Pierre Vernant claimed that historical method is 
premised on “a sharp and de#nitive division between the strictly rational 
approach and the naïve fantasies of the mythological imagination.”73 Even 
Foucault described “literature” as “the contestation of philology” (though he 
immediately quali#ed the opposition: “of which it is nevertheless the twin 
#gure”).74 But from the perspective of the new philology, historical truth and 
literary representation can, in fact, no longer be disentangled at all. In the 
original “Return to Philology,” Paul de Man emphasized that philology was, 
in essence, an “examination of the structure of language prior to the mean-
ing it produces.”75 In other words, philology refuses, in principle, to isolate 
“history” from textual form. Jonathan Culler’s “Anti-foundational Philology” 
argues likewise that philology’s most profound lesson is the contradiction 
between its desire to reconstruct history objectively and its attention to 
linguistic details that do not conform to any such history.76 De Man’s and 
Culler’s points reiterate Foucault’s argument that when eighteenth-century 
philology liberated the mode of language called “literature,” it brought his-
tory itself into crisis.

Hence, even as Jones presented philology as the instrument of “true 
knowledge” and described his translations of Ha#z, the Mu‘allaq"t, and 
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!akuntal" as vehicles of historical truth, he also denied that the language of 
these texts has any reference, foundation, or origin outside itself. True knowl-
edge therefore existed for Jones largely inside literary texts. $e language of 
Mu‘allaq"t, Jones claimed, does not merely express but enacts the nomad’s 
love of freedom: for the Bedouin, “delighting in eloquence,” “disclaim[ing] 
dependence on [the] monarch,” and “exulting in their liberty” were one and 
the same act.77 Jones’s essays “On the Persians” and “On the Mystical Poetry 
of the Persians and Hindus” invoke literatures that explicitly reject all exter-
nal reference. $e #rst essay notes that Su# writing advises its practitioners 
to “break all connexion [with] extrinsick objects, and pass through life with-
out attachments.”78 $e second essay translates the words of R'm( (1207–73) 
to gloss a poem by Ismat All)h Bukh)r( (1365–1426): “[$e Su#s] profess 
eager desire, but with no carnal a%ection, and circulate the cup, but no ma-
terial goblet; since all things are spiritual in their sect, all is mystery within 
mystery.”79 As with Arabic poetry, Jones’s discussions of Persian and Indian 
literatures emphasize the ways in which they reject objective knowledge and 
recognize language’s performative power instead. Jones’s commitment to un-
derstand “Asiatick” literature on its own terms forced him, in other words, to 
confront the language of “in#dels” who do not believe in the preconceived 
meanings of words, for whom the word has become dissevered from the 
thing and recovered its own creative force. $is language, a “mystery within 
mystery,” pre#gures Foucault’s de#nition of “literature.”

$e connection is no coincidence: it was precisely this concept of lan-
guage that Jones’s essays and translations helped make available to the 
Romantic generation and beyond. More than any other #gure, Jones inspired 
the “Oriental Renaissance” that shaped the modern category of literature, as 
Schwab demonstrated at length.80 Jones wanted European writing to share 
Eastern poetry’s performative power, which resided for him not in already 
constituted relationships between word and thing but rather in the acceptance 
of linguistic confusion, which necessarily constitutes that relationship anew. 
$e next chapter argues that Jones considered nonreferential (or “expres-
sive”) language the antithesis of authoritative speech. He imagined that the 
conscious embrace of such language would move European culture beyond 
neoclassicism in particular and despotism in general, every project—like the 
mythic one that occurred at Babel—to make a single discourse universal 
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or quasi-divine. Even scholars who explicitly reject philology often remain 
trapped in this philological fantasy: the belief that the performative power 
of language—which the new philology alone can recover—constitutes the 
antithesis of authoritative speech. One can still resist every hegemony, it 
would seem, by simply appreciating language’s nonreferentiality and endless 
multiplicity.

So, for example, in Jacques Derrida’s Psyche: Inventions of the Other, the 
confusion of tongues becomes the prototypical punishment for colonial 
projects. If the construction of the Tower accompanied the early Semites’ 
attempt to make their language universal and thus establish an empire, the 
destruction of the Tower interrupts their “linguistic imperialism.”81 As soon 
as they express their desire to be a single people with a single tongue (Gen-
esis 11:4), God confounds their idioms, making them mutually unintelligible. 
He thereby transforms Babel from a colonial project to a #gure for “the inad-
equation of one tongue to another.”82

Like Derrida, Daniel Heller-Roazen has also observed that Genesis 11:9 
rede#nes Babel as “confusion,” thereby itself confounding a noun meaning 
“the gateway of God” with the Hebrew verb bilbél (“to confuse”). Ironi-
cally, this single alteration contains God’s punishment within itself: when 
God shatters the original language, he prevents the people of Shinar from 
communicating with each other and throws them into confusion. Whereas 
“Babel” had been the quintessentially proper name, since it opened to God’s 
presence, it suddenly became the quintessentially improper (or fallen) word, 
since it paradoxically signi#ed the noncorrespondence of word and meaning. 
Answering the human desire for an imperial language, God ensured that no 
linguistic experience except confusion could ever be universal again. Gloss-
ing a passage from the Babylonian Talmud that claims the “air around the 
[ruined] tower makes one lose one’s memory,” Heller-Roazen has suggested 
that each of us still unwittingly inhabits these ruins, fated to forget not just 
the Ursprache but every idiom we have spoken from our #rst words to the 
present.83 Only such forgetting can make languages multiply, or, in other 
words, allows “all languages to be.”84

$e noncorrespondence of languages that, in Derrida’s and Heller-
Roazen’s readings of the Babel myth, opposes the desire to make any single 
discourse divine is also the distinguishing feature of the reine Sprache, or “pure 
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language,” that Walter Benjamin described in his own meditation on Babel’s 
legacy, “$e Task of the Translator.” In diametric contrast to language treated 
as a medium of something outside itself, pure language “no longer signi#es 
anything”; it refers only to the “creative word that is the intended object of 
every language.”85 Pure language presupposes that the confusion of tongues 
neither can nor needs to be redeemed; an openness to the pure language of 
any text is, in other words, an approach to the confusion of tongues that, like 
Jones’s philology, does not attempt to transcend it. Benjamin explains that 
in this approach, “the great motive of integrating the plurality of languages 
into a single true language [carries] out its work” otherwise: though “indi-
vidual propositions” from di%erent languages “never arrive at agreement,” 
“the languages themselves [nonetheless] agree” in their common resistance 
to referentiality.86

$e opposition between performative language and imperial authority 
implicit in these interpretations of Babel is made explicit in the work of many 
postcolonial scholars, as the conclusion to this book demonstrates. For now, 
we could simply let Bernard Cohn’s groundbreaking essay “$e Command 
of Language and the Language of Command” stand for the rest. Drawing on 
the work of an Indic philologist, Kamil Zvelebil, Cohn argued that precolo-
nial traditions cannot be understood on the model of the sign, the signature, 
or any other European theory of correspondence between word and thing.87 
In these traditions, language was understood instead to transmit the being 
of the one who originated it and, consequently, to transform the being of 
the one who received it. It was, in other words, a material substance and an 
active force, its simple articulation altering the unfolding of time itself.88 In 
Cohn’s account of language before colonial rule (as in Foucault’s account of 
“literature” after philology), historical referents can exist, paradoxically, only 
within words themselves.

Yet precisely this account of language and literature had originally been 
advocated by the colonial philologist par excellence. We need, therefore, to 
consider the possibility that such concepts (emphasizing performativity, 
noncorrespondence, nonreferentiality, etc.) are not some lost or forgotten ex-
perience of language but rather, in part, colonial artifacts. $e next section 
argues that the understanding of language as essentially nonreferential—and 
hence recuperable only by the new philology—was itself a colonial strategy. 
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Put di%erently, this description of language’s ur-form—the mode that precedes 
every colonial project to make a denotative language predominate—considers 
itself diametrically opposed to the Aryan Ursprache but is no less the e%ect 
of colonial philology. Since philology is the only method appropriate to this 
mode, such descriptions of precolonial languages always lead back, ironically, 
to philology’s absolute authority. For postcolonial criticism, everything is at 
stake, therefore, in how we understand the archaeology of Babel, of the always 
colonial project to authorize one or another form of speech. $e question this 
archaeology needs, at last, to address is, what do the philological revolution 
and its concepts of language and literature themselves e%ace? To answer this 
question, we will need to seek, underneath every imperial edi#ce, neither the 
Ursprache that came before the confusion of tongues nor the original meaning 
and nature of that confusion, but something altogether di%erent.

4. Colonialism and Comparatism
$e recognition of language’s “fragmentation” and “dispersion” was an 
“event,” Foucault claimed, that occurred “toward the end of the eighteenth 
century.”89 But if Jones’s formulation of the Indo-European hypothesis initi-
ated a dispersion of language, we must nonetheless recall, unlike Foucault, 
that Jones sat on the East India Company supreme court; his studies oc-
curred within a colonial context and were meant to serve colonial rule. Even 
before the Company formally established a colonial administration, its of-
#cials understood that a historical approach to the subcontinent’s various 
languages would be the precondition of colonial hegemony. One of the #rst 
governors of Bengal, J. Z. Holwell, wrote in 1767: “A mere description of 
the exterior manners and religion of a people, will no more give us a true 
idea of them, than a geographical description of a country can convey a just 
conception of their laws and government. [One must be] skilled in the lan-
guages of the [people] su!ciently to trace the etymology of their words and 
phrases, and [be] capable of diving into the mysteries of their theology.”90 
Pre#guring the new philology, Holwell implied that once Company o!cials 
understood each Indian language to have its own history, they would un-
lock the truth of their native subjects. During the #nal three decades of the 
eighteenth century, in the wake of Jones’s pioneering study of Persian, Com-
pany scholars created an extensive philological apparatus for South Asian 
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languages, including textbooks, literary and linguistic treatises, dictionaries, 
and grammars.91 "ese studies formed the groundwork for the numerous 
legal and religious texts Jones and his colleagues reconstructed from sup-
posedly archaic originals—which in turn enabled the colonial state to claim 
knowledge about Indian history and present itself as an extension of native 
sovereignty.92 "e new philology was apprenticed to colonial rule.

In fact, the British colonial government’s approach to India was philo-
logical in the modern sense: it made native history a dimension internal to 
language. Company scholars viewed Persian, Arabic, and Sanskrit—the pres-
tige languages of the Islamic and Brahmanic legal canons—as the vessels 
of Islam’s and Hinduism’s true histories. Hence, they were able to reduce 
Indian society, which they found forbiddingly complex and heterogeneous, 
to a discrete number of legal and religious texts, which they rendered legible 
and coherent.93 In the process, they turned native languages into markers of 
human di!erence, dividing individuals into groups that had previously not 
existed and #xing social practices that had been %uid, as Cohn’s “Command 
of Language” argues.94 In fact, colonial jurisprudence gave natives an ethno-
logical character: it rede#ned not merely the property relations but even the 
rituals and beliefs that counted as “traditional.”95

"e colonial utility of philology lay here: because it identi#es tradition 
with texts alone, it provides sovereign power a “traditional” lineage from 
which native experience itself is exiled. Jones intended his legal codes to 
achieve this end in colonial India.96 As he often observed, the “native lawyers 
and scholars” who had adapted religious law to local circumstances could not 
be trusted.97 Jones aspired, as a consequence, to replace their socially em-
bedded authority with the colonial state’s transcendent power. He e!ectively 
refounded the Hindu and Islamic legal traditions solely on colonial textual 
authority: not on native experience, therefore, but rather on its destruction.98 
Legal codes enabled the colonial state to overwrite the ungovernable babble 
of the newly conquered with “the language of the law,” as John Comaro! 
has observed.99 Jones used the philological skills he developed in his transla-
tions of Ha#z, the Mu‘allaq!t, and "akuntal! to produce versions of shari‘a 
and the Dharma&'stra that would reconstitute native law and have an inesti-
mable e!ect on Indian colonial and postcolonial history. Nineteenth-century 
Indians—and eventually colonial subjects around the world, Said included—
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would learn to read standardized texts and understand their histories in 
terms of the scholarly protocols bequeathed to them by colonial philology.100

"e study of world literature would be more attuned to its own genealogy 
if it acknowledged the extent to which both its materials and its methods 
are colonial legacies. Colonial philology disembedded native literatures from 
their traditions in order to dissever native subjects from their forms of life. 
It initiated a transformation so massive that no tradition now remains un-
touched. “Historicist humanism,” as Auerbach would have it, authorized this 
transformation: it argued that philologically reconstructed texts contain the 
truth of tradition more authentically than people themselves do. "e new 
philology became hegemonic—the basis of both critical method and colonial 
domination—because it enabled modern institutions to impose analytic and 
bureaucratic order on multilingual terrains. According to Michael Herzfeld, 
it “transmuted the polyglot agonies of Babel into a cult of transcendent Eu-
ropean erudition.”101

Colonialism involved the conquest of an epistemic space by means of 
which precolonial discursive practices were turned—as Ranajit Guha has 
explained—into “abstract legality.”102 "e human sciences have rewritten 
this act of conquest as the gift of historical sensibility. Its legacy lives on 
in Auerbach’s and Said’s commitments to realism and secular criticism, re-
spectively. Auerbach’s presupposition that world literature would exist in the 
future only as a subject of philological scholarship and Said’s silence on this 
score re%ect their preference for the new philology over all other approaches 
to language. In a primer for his Turkish students, Auerbach described philol-
ogy as an expression of the civilized desire to preserve tradition: “"e need 
to establish authentic texts arises when a people of an advanced civilization 
become aware of this civilization and want to preserve from the ravages of 
time the works that constitute its spiritual heritage.”103 But for Auerbach, 
this “spiritual” heritage comprised texts amenable to historical analysis. "e 
European tradition was intelligible to him only to the extent that it progres-
sively engendered historical thought, thereby ful#lling the #gure of Christ’s 
incarnation and realizing, in Hayden White’s words, “humanity’s distinctive 
mode of being,” that is, historicity.104 "e “real” (or Wirklichkeit) with which 
Auerbach aligned both European realism and his own critical method is, in 
other words, an e!ect of the new philology’s concept of language-history.
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Any new postcolonial comparatism that wants to be adequate to the 
alterity of precolonial practices but still remain faithful to philological pro-
tocols will come to an old impasse, as one could argue both Auerbach’s and 
Said’s work did. Like Auerbach, Said considered philology the method by 
which diasporic scholars avoid “falling victim to the concrete dangers of 
exile: the loss of texts, traditions, and continuities that make up the very 
web of a culture.”105 Hence, while Said criticized the Eurocentrism of both 
Orientalism and Romance philology, he could not question their method-
ological foundations.106 Rather than distancing himself from this method, 
Said advocated it throughout his career.107 In his view, the new philology laid 
the foundation for secular criticism, which likewise presupposes that written 
language provides total access to the human domain.108

What remained invisible to Said is the genealogy and politics of secu-
larism itself. It emerged, according to Talal Asad and others, not with the 
replacement of divine providence by human agency but rather with the re-
moval of divine presence from the material world to a transcendent realm 
instead.109 Once the earth has been secularized in this way, it can be ex-
ploited without limit. In fact, the term “secularism” began its life as the name 
for a nineteenth-century political movement that wanted to transform Eu-
ropean society in line with industrial capitalism. Secularists contested the 
Christian Church’s traditional authority by reconstructing the law. But if 
modern law underwrote industrial society in Europe, it served an even more 
fundamental purpose in the colony: it made the non-European world secular 
for the #rst time. One could argue that, in his advocacy not only of hu-
manism but also of secular criticism, Said remained trapped within the very 
language of colonial rule.

To extricate ourselves from that trap, we would need to begin a colonial 
archaeology of historical method. Modern literary studies developed not only 
in academic institutions but also in colonial legal and print cultures; the latter 
have had much more global in%uence. At some point, therefore, our critiques 
of literary studies must venture beyond the walls of the academy and analyze 
the spread of colonial law across the earth. We may #nd that the philologi-
cal revolution has less to do with the nineteenth-century research university 
than with the reconstruction of indigenous life on a planetary scale: histori-
cal method became the epistemic foundation of colonial rule. Like colonial 
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jurisprudence, secular criticism assumes that historical method is the pre-
condition of political competence.110 In contrast, an archaeological approach 
would not take historical method for granted; it would acknowledge that 
philology’s colonial function was to appropriate and e!ace—in a word, de-
stroy—the diverse discursive practices that preceded it. Hence, we need to 
see the new philology not as the preservation of tradition, but rather as its 
destruction. Such an archaeology would trace not only the colonial arrange-
ment of knowledge that shaped historical method—and secular criticism as 
well—but also the precolonial practices that existed outside this arrange-
ment. An archaeological project of this kind is, as Agamben has emphasized, 
philology turned against itself—or “the destruction of a destruction.”111 "is 
project must be part of any postcolonial comparatism to come, whose task 
involves unearthing the approaches to language the new philology buried in 
its colonial past.

5. Chapters in the History of the Philological Revolution
During the course of the late eighteenth century, the philological revolution’s 
three major innovations—comparative grammar, the division of languages into 
families, and the reconstruction of historically unattested proto languages—
developed in conjunction with colonial rule across three distinct phases. Each 
phase would have profound consequences for both metropolitan and colonial 
societies.

Phase 1—involving the roots of comparative grammar—rede#ned the 
origins of language. "e belief that each language possessed its own gram-
mar, which could be known only by means of historical method, replaced the 
premise that every language was a variation on a single universal grammar 
whose provenance was divine or natural. Jones’s wildly successful A Grammar 
of the Persian Language (1771) was a seminal work within this transformation. 
But its intended purpose was to teach East India Company servants Persian: 
it helped them appropriate the Mughal Empire’s scribal, scholarly, and liter-
ary practices and, by extension, its forms of linguistic authority during the 
#rst years of colonial rule. It also served as the model for the Company’s 
countless grammars of South Asian languages. Colonial scholars used histor-
ical grammar to reconstruct these vernaculars’ normative forms, which would 
become the foundation of modern Indian literatures.
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Phase 2—re$ecting the same ethnographic impulse that produced the 
classi#cation of languages into families—invented national literary traditions. 
"e historical approach to texts was thought to disclose a people’s sovereign 
history and hence their national identity. In colonial India, this approach 
produced the codi#cation #rst of Islamic and subsequently of Hindu legal 
traditions. Jones’s translations of Islamic legal manuscripts—!e Mohamedan 
Law of Succession (1782) and Al-Sirájiyyah, or !e Mohammedan Law of Inheri-
tance (1792)—purported to contain the historical truth of shari‘a and hence 
of the East India Company’s Muslim subjects. But these codes were also 
part of an unprecedented experiment in government, as Cohn and  Michael 
Anderson have observed: the #rst attempt of any European empire to gov-
ern the colonized according to their law. Colonial legal codes became the 
principal medium of historical knowledge about non-European populations 
and provided the new philology primary source materials. At the same time, 
they made cultural di!erence the central category of modern governance, as 
Mahmood Mamdani has recently argued.

Phase 3—leading to the reconstruction of protolanguages—began with 
the idea of Indo-European civilization. "e Indo-European hypothesis 
(1786) posited a common but historically unattested ancestral language from 
which all the Indo-European languages diverged. Jones’s 1794 translation of 
the oldest Dharma%&stra, commonly called !e Laws of Manu, was thought 
therefore to contain the Indo-European people’s earliest concepts. Inspired 
by Jones’s translations of Sanskrit legal and literary texts, European phi-
lologists began to “restore” the root words they believed had existed during 
human prehistory, even before the dawn of civilization. "ese roots became 
the indispensable basis of the nineteenth-century philological e!ort to map 
human development in its historical totality: they both cancelled out the 
dream of a divine language and elevated this dream to a much more method-
ologically rigorous plane.

"e constantly rearticulated endeavor to align the interpretation of lit-
erature with the principles of the new philology has, therefore, consistently 
neglected a central fact: these principles are deeply entangled with colonial 
law. "is projects also overlooks a second salient fact: the entanglement of the 
new philology and colonial law came to encompass—or contaminate—the 
category of literature itself. In fact, during each phase of late eighteenth-
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century colonial philology, Jones produced a corresponding translation that 
would shape world literature.

Phase 1: A Grammar of the Persian Language contained “A Persian Song of 
Ha#z,” Jones’s translation of Ha#z’s masterful ghazal known as “"e Shirazi 
Turk.” Jones’s version would be widely read by Romantic writers from Byron 
to Emerson and beyond. Jones presented Ha#z’s poetry as a model of aes-
thetic production founded on “violent passion,” according to Jones the true 
source of the #ne arts. He argued that the origins of poetry lie not, as per Ar-
istotelian and neoclassical aesthetics, in the imitation of aristocratic speech 
but rather in diverse expressions of human desire. René Wellek, among 
 others, placed this argument at the roots of Romantic thought.112 Hence, 
during this phase, the nascent discipline of historical and comparative gram-
mar helped produce the modern category of literature and “the literary.”

Phase 2: In the same year that Jones published his #rst codi#cation of 
shari‘a, he also translated the Mu‘allaq"t, the most prized collection of poems 
in the classical Arabic tradition. Jones intended !e Moallakát (1782)—with 
its emphasis on the nomad’s autonomy and consequent willingness to war 
against states and empires—to express his support for the American revo-
lutionaries. Bedouin poetry would remain the prototype, long after the late 
eighteenth century, of languages that oppose transcendent authority and 
constitute a di!erent form of sovereignty. "e attempt to understand seg-
mentary or decentralized tribal societies—what Deleuze and Guattari would 
call the “war machine”—during the era of decolonization gave the study of 
such poetry new life. In any case, though, the ethnographic impulse that di-
vided languages into families led, during this phase, to a connection between 
national literatures, on one hand, and collective life or “immanent” sover-
eignty, on the other.

Phase 3: Soon after formulating the Indo-European hypothesis, Jones 
translated the ancient Sanskrit drama commonly known as #akuntal". Eu-
ropean philosophers and poets from Herder to Goethe declared that Jones’s 
Sacontalá (1789) brought them closer to humanity’s original language than 
any other extant literary work. Schwab would consequently call the #rst de-
cades of the Romantic period the “Shakuntala Era.”113 "e Romantic reading 
of #akuntal" pre#gured the nineteenth-century philological desire to re-
construct the language that precedes the historical record and to recover, by 
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extension, the original form of humanity’s habitation on the earth. Hence, 
during this phase, the idea of an Indo-European civilization and of histori-
cally unattested protolanguages transformed the very concept of the origin 
and thus formulated an axiom that still governs the humanities: language 
does not re$ect any other a priori reality but is itself “originary.”

"e late eighteenth-century emergence of the new philology thus oc-
curred in three phases, each of which was intimately tied to colonial rule and 
each of which has outlived the eighteenth century. First, European philolo-
gists historicized the origin of language; second, they nationalized literary 
traditions; and third, they recovered the prehistorical roots of language. Each 
phase engendered a correspondingly long-lived fantasy: philological methods 
would reconstruct the primordial languages of desire, the collectivity, and the 
earth and thus give birth to new literary practices. "e dream of recovering 
these three languages—which correspond, we could say, to psychoanalysis, 
Marxism, and ecocriticism—has not only survived into the present but as-
sumed manifold scholarly and creative forms.114

"e Romantics believed, in any event, that Jones’s translations captured 
the historical origins of human desire, society, and speech itself. "ey took 
these works, like those of Homer and the bardic poets, to be the voice of 
the people before the rise of priestly and despotic power. "ey consequently 
made Ha#z, the Mu‘allaq"t, and #akuntal" archetypes of a Romantic (i.e., 
counterhegemonic) concept of literature. But each of these works was in 
fact part of a hegemonic tradition. "e historical function of these traditions 
was precisely to de#ne desire’s legitimate expression, the tribe’s acceptable 
speech, and the earth’s sacred discourse. Hence, in each case, the exclusion 
of alternative discursive practices—if not the expropriation of other forms 
of life—constituted the tradition. Precisely when Ha#z presumes to speak 
for desire, the Mu‘allaq"t for the tribe, and #akuntal" for the earth, they 
conceal their own constitutive exclusions. "e new philology’s attempt to 
locate counterhegemonic languages within the literary tradition itself only 
reinforced this process of exclusion. To ful#ll the new philology’s original 
aspirations, we would need a di!erent approach.

Its #rst step would be to study the history of philological power itself. 
"e next three chapters study the colonial history of the new philology. "ey 
respectively analyze each of its three phases and in this way undertake an 
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archaeology of the philological revolution in general and its concepts of the 
literary, the immanent, and the originary in particular. "ese concepts are 
largely responsible for the ideologies of the literary text, the aura that con-
sequently attaches to literary studies, and the scholarly aspirations that, by 
extension, tacitly program the postcolonial humanities still today. Yet, as this 
archaeology reveals, philological method itself ensures that the very languages 
the humanities re$exively seek—desire (or “the literary”), collectivity (or “the 
immanent”), and the earth (or “the originary”)—will remain always outside 
their reach.

Archaeology is itself, of course, a mode of historical understanding. But 
in the chapters that follow, it turns historical method against itself. "ese 
chapters delineate historical method’s own historicity, its political instru-
mentality, and the alternative concepts of truth it marginalized along the 
way. "ey use historical method, in other words, to explore its own unac-
knowledged colonial history. "ough the approach here is archaeological, the 
goal is Gramscian: to open oneself to the forms of consciousness one’s own 
professional education has rendered subaltern. Such openness presupposes 
an “ab-use” of one’s education—hence the necessary reliance on historical 
method.115

Only after each chapter has worked through philology’s colonial history 
does it turn to the literary works Jones translated during the corresponding 
phase. In contrast to the Western reception of these texts, this study refuses 
to make them the antitheses of Western power. It rejects, in other words, 
facile oppositions between the non-European and the European, tradition 
and modernity, or the precolonial and the colonial—where the former term 
is imagined to be counterhegemonic. Even in their precolonial forms, Ha#z’s 
poetry, the Mu‘allaq"t, and #akuntal" were shot through with various forms 
of philological power. "is study’s approach to precolonial literature—no less 
than its approach to colonial philology—is therefore archaeological. It treats 
literary texts as palimpsests of the historical process by which certain discur-
sive practices seized, and others lost access to, linguistic authority. We could 
consider this the second step of a counterphilological approach.

"e languages that never possessed linguistic authority belong, however, 
not to literary texts but rather to the discursive practices these texts appro-
priate. "e rhetoric of nonnormative desire in Ha#z, nonstate sovereignty in 
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the Mu‘allaq"t, and the prehistoric earth in #akuntal" each contain the trace 
of languages that were not recorded and that consequently resist philologi-
cal analysis. "e #nal steps of a counterphilological method would therefore 
follow this trace. "ey would, in other words, re$ect on the practices—the 
counterhistorical labor—that philology must, ironically, always e!ace. Such a 
mode of re$ection would attempt to turn literary study toward those whom 
it has previously only excluded, those for whom the tools of scholarship were 
never intended. Only in this way could comparative or “world” literature #-
nally realize the new philology’s universalist and egalitarian aspirations.

Conclusion
In Auerbach’s hands, philology pretends to know much more than the histor-
ical archive can attest: it presumes to unfold the “inner” history of the human 
mind as such, from the Homeric period forward.116 Auerbach and Said both 
privilege the term “history” precisely because it encompasses, in their view, 
the full range of emancipatory thought and action—what Auerbach called 
“counteractivity.”117 But historical method inevitably reduces human activ-
ity and political praxis solely to what the written record can represent. In 
other words, it confounds the struggle for emancipation with con$icts that 
occurred largely within the literate and clerical classes alone. For Auerbach 
and Said, history is, for all intents and purposes, the product of those who 
can write and, further, produce permanent written records.118 And literature 
is, of course, the most valuable—or, in Said’s words, the “most heightened,” 
“rewarding,” “complex and subtle”—expression of human experience.119

Auerbach’s inner history of mankind records, moreover, only those mo-
ments that set o! the gradual emergence of historical consciousness. For 
Said also, to be secular or worldly is, explicitly, to think historically. One 
demonstrates one’s worldliness only by reading in a philological way, eluci-
dating the relationship between text and its historical—or, more importantly, 
 geographical—context.120 In sum, history as Auerbach and Said conceive it 
can thus only render invisible those who were not entitled to write, to bequeath 
their writing to future generations, or to acquire historical consciousness. 
"ough we now identify both Auerbach and Said with the interrogation of 
scholarly orthodoxies, the general authority accorded to literate subjectivity 
and to philological knowledge remained, for them, beyond question.
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"e postcolonial scholars who have called for a return to philology intend 
to correct its Eurocentrism, which is abundantly self-evident in Auerbach’s 
Geistesgeschichte. In Pollock’s view, for example, the humanities should pur-
sue a “global knowledge” of precolonial philological practices.121 In Aamir 
 Mufti’s view, the burgeoning #eld of world literature needs to recognize itself 
as the product of colonial Orientalism, which reduced the “formerly extensive 
and dispersed cultures of writing” that existed outside Europe “to narrowly 
conceived ethnonational spheres.”122 In either case, the e!ort to turn phi-
lology against its colonial history comes to rest on the recovery of literary 
formations that, albeit non-European, were nonetheless hegemonic. "ese 
formations were not necessarily any less contaminated by power than colo-
nial knowledge is. However oppositional such scholarly projects may appear, 
they nevertheless remain trapped within the trajectory of philological power.

Because that trajectory now tacitly circumscribes critical method in the 
humanities, we will be able to rethink our approach only by working through 
philology’s terms. Its general premise, across its geographically and histori-
cally diverse forms, is that authoritative languages, particularly written ones, 
stand for a given tradition as such. "e new philology added a second prem-
ise: only a historical understanding of such languages counts as knowledge. 
A dialectical response to the history of philology would turn, therefore, on 
two antithetical premises. First, a given tradition comprises not only the lan-
guages that were authoritative but also those that were unable or unwilling 
to leave a mark on the historical record. Second, it is consequently impossible 
to reduce any tradition to an object of historical or philological knowledge.

To move beyond philology’s #rst premise, we would need to value the 
languages of those who do not possess authority and who do not pursue it. 
For a discursive practice to be truly counterhegemonic, it cannot merely re-
ject some given form of authority. It must resist authority as such, including, 
#rst of all, its own disposition to become socially authoritative. Such a dis-
cursive practice, which fully embraces an unhistorical life, may never occur in 
an unmixed form. But however impure and $eeting, it nonetheless not only 
exists all around us but also points the way beyond the desire for philologi-
cal power. If we searched for it between the lines of every text and tradition, 
we would forget philology and ful#ll the new philology’s counterhegemonic 
 vision at the same time.
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"is is, obviously, not a proposal that comparatists and postcolonialists are 
likely to accept: we are habituated to value literary discourses that have enjoyed 
some measure of global success. Even the contemporary study of anticolonial 
and radical literature focuses, inevitably, on revolutionary parties, tricontinen-
tal congresses, and aesthetic manifestos. If we do not want to fall unwittingly 
into the trap colonial philology set for us, we will need to take a step back 
from all such attempts to de#ne what is revolutionary. "is trap leads us to 
mistake forms of textual authority for counterhegemonic languages, as Robert 
Young and Michael Denning do in the privilege they grant Marxist literature 
or as Auerbach and Said did in their advocacy of philology.123 Needless to say, 
this observation is meant not to dismiss these remarkable scholars but, on the 
contrary, to honor their aspirations, which the philological mindset forecloses 
in their own work. "e languages that resist historical power lie not in spe-
ci#c traditions, even communist and anticolonial ones, but in every moment 
within any tradition when those who lack authority reinterpret the tradition 
in the name of their excluded experience instead.

If we want to move beyond philology’s second premise, we must no longer 
pretend to possess historical knowledge about languages that are not part of 
the historical record. To study what philology has itself absented, we obviously 
cannot appeal to the authority of philological protocols. But literary texts ges-
ture toward precisely these languages whenever they appropriate them or, on 
the contrary, record their erasure. "ese traces of powerless speech give us 
the occasion to imagine carefully what cannot be historically attested: the 
di!erent forms opposition to philological power can take. "is paradoxical 
project—to study languages that were never recorded in the #rst place—has 
the virtue, ironically, of abiding by the new philology, which, at least in prin-
ciple, considered every language to be worthy of scholarly scrutiny and which 
consequently inspired heterodox scholars such as Auerbach and Said.

But apart from this, it also has a practical value. We live now in a global 
state of emergency. According to Achille Mbembe, Nasser Hussain, and 
 Bhavani Raman, colonial rule pioneered this condition. Colonial law de-
volved into martial law, in fact, almost immediately: European empires 
codi#ed native law, it would seem, only so that they could suspend it by sov-
ereign decree. Emergency is now primarily treated as a political and juridical 
condition. But I would emphasize that it is, #rst of all, a discursive practice, 
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whereby the sovereign circumscribes language’s performative power within 
his own speech. He arrogates the right, univocally, to suspend the constitu-
tion and to declare the laws that govern in its place. We literary scholars 
have not, to my knowledge, come up with a critical method that opposes 
emergency, even though it is now the practice that expropriates language’s 
creativity. "ose who abjured historical power understood history itself to be 
an emergency, placing every nonsovereign form of life under threat. But they 
treated this precarious condition as an opportunity: not to become desperate 
for historical authority but, on the contrary, to practice living outside its grip.
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would need to begin, !rst of all, with an archaeology of the literary itself, 
this supposedly oppositional discourse that was bequeathed to us, in fact, by 
European philological power.

1. !e Colonial Grammar of “Literature”
"e historical facts passed down to us about the poet known by the pen name 
Ha!z are largely unveri!able. One detail, though, is unquestionably true: dur-
ing the course of his lifetime, Ha!z became the acknowledged master of the 
ghazal, a genre of poetry that thematizes the pain of the poet’s separation from 
the object of his or her desire. With roots in sixth-century Arabia, it spread, 
with Islam, to Southeast Asia in one direction and Andalusia in the other. It 
continues to shape both the classical and the popular traditions—musical as 
well as literary—of this tricontinental expanse.11 Its cultural consequences 
are, for this reason, beyond reckoning. After the !rst translations of Ha!z 
into English and German in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth cen-
turies, the ghazal would become a popular genre in these languages as well. 
"e inspiration behind Goethe’s West-östlicher Divan, Ha!z’s ghazals were 
consequently key to the original conceptualization of Weltliteratur. But even 
before the publicity the West-östlicher Divan brought Ha!z in the West, his 
work—as the preeminent model of the Islamic world’s most in#uential liter-
ary genre—was a global phenomenon with few historical parallels.

In Ha!z’s own time, though, and in the centuries before his transforma-
tion into a !gure of world literature, the power of his poetry was thought to 
extend, in fact, beyond the farthest reaches of this world. Ha!z was known as 
“the tongue of the unseen” (les"n-al-ḡayb). His D#v"n (or collected poems) 
was said to be su$used by a secret knowledge of the mysterious force that 
rules human destiny and the stars alike—rivaled, in this regard, only by the 
Qur’%n. "e early Su!s took seriously the Qur’%n’s status as God’s word and 
immersed themselves in its language.12 Passages from the Qur’%n became 
the interpretive key through which they understood their own experiences, 
a phenomenon Paul Nwyia called, in an often-quoted formulation, the 
“Qur’%nization of memory.”13 Su! poets—Ha!z in particular—alluded to 
and elaborated the signi!cance of Qur’%nic passages even when they did not 
cite them directly. "ought to unfold the Qur’%n’s hidden meaning, Ha!z’s 
D#v"n was itself treated, therefore, as a kind of divine revelation.
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Precisely because Persian speakers believed Ha!z’s D#v"n partook so 
completely of the Qur’%n’s sacred and revelatory nature, they entrusted the 
D#v"n with the mnemonic, cognitive, and interpretive functions they other-
wise invested only in the Qur’%n and often studied the former text with a 
care normally reserved for the latter. In fact, they went even further, not only 
memorizing Ha!z’s poetry and invoking it proverbially in everyday conver-
sations, practices that have continued into the present, but even using it for 
divination (taf"’ul ). People across the Persianate world, from Turkey to South 
Asia, would open Ha!z’s D#v"n at random and seek for auguries of their 
own future in the radically polysemous language of the poem they found 
there, which they felt free to interpret after their own fashion. "e omens 
they discovered would shape their choices as well as the behavior of family 
members and colleagues.

But when William Jones included “A Persian Song of Ha!z” within his 
Grammar, he brought Ha!z to the West as the vessel of a di$erent knowl-
edge. In Cannon’s view, the Grammar initiated the scienti!c study of language 
in the West, dividing language into the categories of morphology, syntax, 
and phonology—though such terms were not yet available to Jones.14 Éva 
Jeremiás has located, alternatively, an inchoate historical linguistics within 
the Grammar. According to her, it accurately placed Persian within a larger 
typology of languages, pre!guring the comparative techniques that subse-
quently led to the Indo-European hypothesis.15 Lyle Campbell has focused 
on Jones’s insistence—!rst articulated in the Grammar—that languages are 
of scholarly interest only because they contain, more completely than any 
other medium, the respective histories of di$erent nations. He has conse-
quently described Jones as the precursor of the nineteenth-century scholars 
such as Wilhelm von Humboldt and Max Müller who used philology to 
construct the modern categories of racial di$erence.16

 Leading historians of the philological revolution—including  Foucault, 
Hans Aarsle$, John Guillory, Sheldon Pollock, and Haruko Momma, among 
countless others—have also credited Jones with its founding in one regard 
or another.17 But placing Jones at the source of scholarly disciplines that 
evolved, stage by stage, only decades after his death can obscure his distinc-
tive approach to the history of language. Contrary to Cannon’s claims, it 
lay not in the Grammar’s scienti!city or systematicity. Labrosse’s Persian 
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grammar (1648), on whose analysis Jones drew, had already described most 
of Persian’s major morphological features.18 Neither was it the Grammar’s 
historicism. In fact, Jones’s work has less in common with the comparative 
method of historical linguistics and the new philology than that of a num-
ber of his predecessors and contemporaries across Europe, including Llhuyd 
(1707), Sajnovics (1770), Proyart (1776), Kraus (1787), Edwards (1787), and 
Gyarmathi (1799). Earlier scholars—in particular, Jäger (1686)—had even 
articulated more systematic formulations of the Indo-European hypothesis 
than Jones did.19 His imprecise hypothesis gained traction while their more 
methodologically rigorous studies were overlooked only by virtue of Jones’s 
extraordinarily prominent position within the late eighteenth-century re-
public of letters. Nor should Jones be con#ated with the philologists who 
produced Aryan race theory, which draws on the Indo-European hypothesis 
but does not otherwise connect to Jones’s work.

On one hand, the Grammar was, like the work of the seventeenth- and 
eighteenth-century scholars just cited, indeed part of a gradual and ex-
pansive shift from universal to historical grammar. "e former’s roots lay 
in medieval scholasticism, which was concerned to delineate the univer-
sal logic—the rationality God had gifted man—supposedly embedded 
within every language.20 "is project reemerged in the universal grammar 
of  Scaliger, Sanctius, and, after Descartes, the Port Royal school: if all lan-
guages re#ect the same mental structures, each must follow the rules of a 
single, universal grammar. "ese rules were supposedly set forth in the 1660 
Grammaire générale et raisonnée (or Port-Royal Grammar), which de!ned 
orthodox linguistics for the next century. From the perspective of univer-
sal grammar, in short, all languages named the same a priori concepts and 
were, as a consequence, fully interchangeable and translatable. Ironically, the 
Port-Royal Grammar took only Latin and French into account: since all lan-
guages were governed by a single grammar, there was no reason to consider 
any others.

But Europe’s colonial ventures gave the continent’s scholars access to a 
much broader array of languages across both space and time and thus spurred 
the development of historical grammar.21 At the same time, the disavowal of 
a priori analyses in favor of empirical approaches by Locke, among others, 
also encouraged the historical study of language and, by extension, of human 
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nature itself. "e discovery of the planet’s linguistic diversity together with 
the development of empirical methods led, ultimately, to one of the new 
philology’s guiding principles, namely, that languages, far from being seman-
tically interchangeable, were in fact completely incommensurable. Hence, 
in the Grammar’s preface, Jones emphasized that his work “refrain[s] from 
making any enquiries into [universal] grammar.”22

But Jones’s Grammar, like his other early philological studies, was also 
part of another project: to open European letters to the literary practices it 
had abandoned. If the concept of universal logic—a priori and abstract—had 
circumscribed European grammatical thought, an encounter with Asia’s clas-
sical literatures would, Jones believed, !nally give European intellectuals a 
wider understanding of humanity’s historical and geographic diversity. Jones’s 
aim in this regard was to recover the “uncorrupted” language of every liter-
ary tradition—in other words, all the world’s languages that existed before 
the advent, or within the interstices, of despotic law and arbitrary govern-
ment.23 Only grammar can recover the “ancient purity” of languages because 
of its unique capacity to disclose their historical content and to delineate 
their emergence and decline.24 In “"e History of the Persian Language”—
an essay Jones intended to include within the Grammar—he observed that 
though “the transition appears rather abrupt, from the history of Monarchs to 
the history of mere words, and from the revolutions of the Persian Empire to the 
variations of the Persian idiom[,] a considerable change in the language of any 
nation is usually e$ected by a change in the government; so that literary and civil 
history are very nearly allied.”25 Scholarly attention to the “literature of Asia,” 
Jones observed in the Grammar, would enable one to understand “by what 
degrees the most obscure states have risen to glory, and the most #ourishing 
kingdoms have sunk to decay”; to “trace the human mind in all its various 
appearances, from the rudest to the most cultivated state”; and thus to “un-
lock the stores of native genius.”26

Jones hoped that, by delinking philology from universal logic and orient-
ing it toward “native” genius’s countless forms instead, he could make it serve 
an emancipatory project. If philologists studied the historical conditions that 
enabled a given nation’s unique spirit to #ourish and those that led to its 
decay, they would help spread “the light of liberty and reason” within Europe, 
where, according to Jones, it had largely been extinguished.27 In the view 
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of Jones and his politically subversive contemporaries, the study of the Ori-
ent’s “native,” “original,” or, in other words, “uncorrupted” languages would 
arrest European civilization’s cultural decline. "e terms Jones uses here, 
“ native” and “original languages,” correspond in more than super!cial ways 
to the concept of “native” or “aboriginal languages” that the Marxist linguist 
V. N. Volosinov associated with “living speech in its limitlessly free, creative 
ebb and #ow.”28 Volosinov contrasted such everyday use of language by na-
tive speakers with the “foreign” word, with languages, in other words, that 
“entered upon the scene with alien force of arms and organization”: think 
here of any purely scriptural, liturgical, and/or bureaucratic language as well 
as every colonial language.29 In diametric opposition to native speech’s per-
formative power, such languages “systemize” and “singularize” word meaning 
and thus produce transcendent “authority,” “power,” “holiness,” and “truth”: 
they play a “dictatorial” role in cultural production.30 "e opposition here—
implicit in Jones, explicit in Volosinov—is between the political energy late 
eighteenth-century revolutionaries called “constituent power” and its princi-
pal adversary, constituted power.31 "e !rst names people’s originary capacity 
to constitute a body politic, the second the appropriation of this power by 
social and political institutions. In Jones’s view, “original” languages and the 
Oriental literatures he translated were aligned with the former, neoclassical 
aesthetics with the latter. If grammar had immemorially !xed the meaning 
of languages (such as Sumerian, Vedic Sanskrit, Homeric Greek, Qur’%nic 
Arabic) that had ceased to be demotic but still underpinned sovereign and/or 
clerical authority, Jones’s work implicitly opposed this conservative function 
by recovering language’s creative power instead.32

"e Grammar thus marks the beginning of what would become Jones’s 
overarching aesthetic project: the recovery of Asian languages in their “pure” 
forms as alternatives to European cultural and political decay. "ough the 
Grammar participated in the philological revolution (and disseminated it to 
the colonies), its historical importance lies, in other words, not only there: it 
also helped constitute the modern category of “literature.” Historical gram-
mar presupposed that languages are incommensurable and, as a consequence, 
that each language’s meaning is, ultimately, performative, not denotative. "e 
modern category of literature de!nes “the literary” as the conscious embrace 
of this performative power. We can understand Jones’s often-quoted explana-
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tion of his translations in terms of this category, which took nascent form in 
his work:

Our European poetry has subsisted too long on the perpetual repetition of 
the same images, and incessant allusions to the same fables[:] it has been 
my endeavour for several years to inculcate this truth, that, if the principal 
writings of the Asiaticks [were printed] and if the languages of the Eastern 
nations were studied in our great seminaries of learning[,] a new and ample 
!eld would be opened for speculation[;] we should be furnished with a new 
set of images and similitudes.33

What European writers have to gain from “the images and similitudes” of 
Eastern poets is more, though, than a set of new tropes. Whereas European 
writing is, according to Jones, “the likeness of a likeness,” “Eastern poetry” does 
not represent something else but instead realizes “that rich and creative inven-
tion, which is the very soul of poetry.”34 Jones wanted European literature to 
share, in other words, Eastern poetry’s performative power. He considered 
performative language to be not only ontologically prior but also intrinsically 
opposed to constituted power. Jones thus articulated the concept of litera-
ture that still shapes the widespread belief in its supposedly radical potential. 
Jones made Ha!z the model of this concept (and, by extension, one origin of 
world literature), thus dissociating his work from Persianate traditions.

2. From the Persian Imperium to the British Empire
Yet Jones published the Grammar when he did because he realized that the 
British conquest of Bengal—now “the source of incredible wealth to the mer-
chants of Europe”—had suddenly increased the economic value of Persian, 
which had long been the Mughal Empire’s primary political as well as poetic 
medium.35 Persian maintained these roles even after the Mughals lost Bengal 
because the East India Company initially preserved Mughal institutions and 
forced its junior servants (or “writers”)—who were responsible for creating 
the Company’s archive of o&cial records—to learn Persian. In fact, many 
required the specialized knowledge necessary to read the formal documents 
Mughal o&cials used to communicate with each other. In the preface to the 
Grammar, which Jones envisioned as a textbook for Company servants, he 
described the convergence of British imperial history with his own cultural 
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project: “#e languages of Asia will now, perhaps, be studied with uncommon 
ardour; they are known to be useful, and will soon be found instructive and 
entertaining. [#e] manner and sentiments of the eastern nations will be per-
fectly known; and the limits of our knowledge will be no less extended than 
the bounds of our empire.”36

But the utility of Persian went far beyond British India, as Jones fully 
recognized. Persianate elites held power not merely in India but, as men-
tioned, across Central Asia and the Middle East as well. #e Grammar could 
help British merchant corporations, therefore, operate across this vast ter-
ritory: “#ere is scarce a country in Asia or Africa from the source of the 
Nile to the wall of China, in which a man who understands Arabic, Persian, 
and Turkish may not travel with satisfaction, or transact the most impor-
tant a$airs with advantage and security.”37 In fact, the Levant (or “Turkey”) 
Company—responsible for British trade to Egypt, the Middle East, and the 
Ottoman Empire—joined the East India Company in encouraging Jones’s 
work on the Grammar. Jones sought the patronage, furthermore, of conti-
nental courts and learned societies, emphasizing that “all Europe [would] in 
a few years reap the bene!t” of the Grammar, his address to both sovereigns 
and scholars testifying to the Grammar’s simultaneously political and cultural 
project.38 Because its publication coincided with a far-reaching transforma-
tion of imperial power in Asia, Jones was in an unprecedented position to 
disseminate Persian literature to civil servants in India as well as to intel-
lectuals in Europe.

Both aspects of the Grammar’s project, literary and political, depended 
on the appropriation of Persianate linguistic authority. As the court lan-
guage, both administrative and literary, of the Delhi Sultanate (1206–1526), 
Persian had been an imperial language in India long before the Mughals.39 

#e sultans brought Persian literature to South Asia along with Persian court 
scholars to educate the native elite. As a consequence, in the sultanate and 
Mughal courts as throughout the Persianate empires, courtiers proved their 
status by their membership in Muslim gentlemanly (sharif ) culture, their 
mastery of the Persian literary tradition, and their capacity to compose verse 
in the same manner. According to Tariq Rahman, “Persian was the language 
of the powerful, of the exercise of power itself, when the British arrived on 
the scene.”40 As mentioned, the Grammar enabled the Company, wherever 
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possible, to replace native clerks, scribes, record-keepers, and secretaries with 
British writers. Jones’s preface emphasizes the Grammar’s place in this pro-
totypically colonial transformation, what Bernard Cohn called the conquest 
of “epistemological space”: “It was found highly dangerous to employ the 
natives as interpreters, upon whose !delity [the East India Company ser-
vants] could not depend; and it was at last discovered that they must apply 
themselves to the study of the Persian language, in which all the letters from 
the Indian princes were written.”41 Wherever it was not possible to replace 
natives, the Company incorporated them into the lowest levels of its own 
administration. For these natives, Persian literacy remained a prerequisite of 
public employment, and they consequently continued to study Persian even 
after its elimination as an administrative language in the late 1830s.

After the Company’s court of directors recommended the Grammar to 
Company servants, it introduced countless British colonists to the study of 
Persian as well. Jones had illustrated the Grammar’s rules with poetic cou-
plets from “classical” Persian, the medieval literary dialect of Shiraz (which 
he called “the Athens of Persia”).42 He considered Ha!z the “most elegant” 
poet in the Persian tradition and consequently quoted and translated his 
work ad nauseam in the Grammar.43 He aimed, in this way, “to facilitate 
the progress of [Persian] literature” among Europeans.44 Studying Ha!z did 
in fact become one method by which Company servants learned classical 
Persian, proved their own politesse, and hence acquired the quali!cations 
necessary to ascend the Company ladder: those who mastered the language 
most completely moved more quickly to positions of power. Many of the 
nineteenth-century English translations of Ha!z published in British India 
demonstrated precisely such mastery. British administrators created personal 
libraries of Persian literature in the original language and spent their leisure 
absorbing Persian poetry, reserving for Persian the same scholarly attention 
European intellectuals applied to Greek and Latin. #e cultural value they 
attributed to Persian realized Jones’s aspiration to make this language the 
source of an alternative classicism. Hence, for British colonists as well as na-
tive subjects, Persian maintained its cultural prestige long after it had lost its 
administrative function.

Company scholars augmented the Grammar with books about Persian 
scribal and Mughal administrative practices as well as dictionaries, lan-
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guage textbooks, and numerous translations from the original language, 
historiographical as well as poetic. Together with the Grammar, these works 
e$ectively initiated the European !eld of Persian studies. When the Com-
pany created Fort William College (est. 1800) to educate its newly arrived 
servants, it founded a chair in Persian—anticipating both Oxford and Cam-
bridge in this regard—and made the college’s Persian Department its most 
prestigious. Once British scholars realized Persia’s extraordinary impor-
tance to the empire in the early nineteenth century, Persian studies began 
to explode.45

But even as colonial statesmen and soldiers alike treated Persian literature 
as another classical tradition, it also meant something altogether di$erent to 
them. In this also, their encounter with Persian followed Jones’s design. I 
have argued that Jones published the Grammar as part of a larger project 
to transform European poetry. It may be more accurate to say, though, that 
he wanted to turn his readers into something other than what they were, to 
make them no longer European at all or, at least, more than merely Euro-
pean. When he described Persian as a “branch of literature” whose progress 
he hoped the Grammar would facilitate, Jones used “literature” in a sense now 
largely lost to us. From the late seventeenth century, “philology” had denoted 
not a speci!cally historicist approach to language and texts but rather schol-
arly book-learning, “literature” the amateur version of the same.46 During this 
time, the spheres of “philology” and “literature,” on one hand, and of poetry, 
on the other, had not yet been separated from each other: the former were 
thought to shape the latter and consequently blurred into it. Professional and, 
even more, amateur literary study were meant, in other words, to reorient 
poetic production: Jones’s work attests to the late eighteenth-century con-
stellation of these now separate and often opposed concepts, book- learning 
and belles lettres. When Jones was elected to Samuel Johnson’s Club after 
the Grammar’s publication, Johnson himself sent Governor-General of India 
Warren Hastings a copy of the Grammar with the comment “that literature is 
not totally forsaking [us] will appear from [this] book.”47

Many of the British colonists who studied Persian would indeed go on to 
write ghazals themselves. Following the formal convention by which the poet 
would weave his pseudonym (takhallus.) into the ghazal ’s !nal couplet (maqt.a) 
as both his signature and, if possible, a semantic element—a convention 
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whose most artful practitioner was the poet with the pen name Ha!z—these 
colonists assumed Persian, Arabic, and Urdu aliases. Alexander Heatherley 
became “Azad” (Persian for “free”); George Puech “Shor” (Urdu for “noise”); 
General Joseph Bensley “Fana” (Arabic for the verb “to pass away” or “cease to 
exist”).48 #e last takhallus. alludes to the negation of the self considered to be 
the necessary condition for divine union in Islamic mystical thought: it is said 
to originate from the Qur’%nic verse “All things in creation will su$er annihi-
lation [ f!nin], and there will remain only the face of the Lord in its majesty 
and bounty.”49 In their ghazals, Company servants strove to become Su!s. 
#e Grammar’s true progeny, they appeared to testify, if not to the existential 
transformation of European life, at least to the epistemic transformation of 
European and world literature, an aesthetic revolution that occurred, ironi-
cally, under the aegis of colonial rule.

But when Jones, Company Persianists, and generations of colonial of-
!cials ascribed prestige to classical Persian in general and to Ha!z’s work 
in particular, they extended, after their own fashion, the literary preju-
dices of the Persianate elite who preceded them.50 Ha!z’s D"v!n was, in 
the words of Shahab Ahmed, “the most widely-copied, widely-circulated, 
widely-read, widely-memorized, widely-recited, widely-invoked, and widely- 
proverbialized book of poetry in Islamic history.”51 #e Mughals immersed 
themselves in the work of Su! poets and made Ha!z a paradigm for South 
Asian court poetry. In Mughal India—from where more commentaries on 
the D"v!n issued than from even Persia itself—as subsequently in British 
India, the study of Ha!z formed part of the Persian curriculum that enabled 
one to become &uent in the language of the elites and hence in the idiom of 
power. #us, however true to Ha!z’s spirit colonial o"cials such as Heath-
erley, Puech, and Bensley believed themselves to be, their understanding of 
his work was mediated, like our own, by many layers of imperial culture, 
from the emergence of Persianate ruling classes across Western, Central, and 
South Asia through the Delhi Sultanate and Mughal courts to the British 
Empire and European philology. Here, we witness the extent to which the 
sudden formation of a supposedly counterhegemonic Romanticism grew, in 
fact, directly from the centuries of sovereign and philological power that pre-
ceded it. #e Ha!z we have inherited—via the British colonial rule—is an 
imperial legacy through and through.
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3. !e Passions of Literature:  
Ha"z, 1771 A.D.

Jones had himself paraphrased, he claimed, nearly three hundred of Ha!z’s 
ghazals.52 He published !fteen complete verse translations in three di"erent 
languages: besides “A Persian Song of Ha!z” in English, there were thirteen 
much more nuanced translations in French, and even one in Greek. #ough 
the Grammar contains only one complete verse translation, “A Persian Song” is 
by far Jones’s most in$uential. #e original poem, known as “#e Shirazi Turk,” 
is considered, even within Ha!z’s dazzling oeuvre, to be particularly brilliant. 
To translate Ha!z’s dense metaphors, Jones expanded the poem from nine cou-
plets to nine sestets, the !rst famously beginning: “Sweet maid, if thou would’st 
charm my sight, / And bid these arms thy neck infold; / #at rosy cheek, that 
lily hand, / Would give thy poet more delight / #an all Bocara’s vaunted 
gold, / #an all the gems of Samarcand.”53 Jones would republish the poem the 
following year in his Poems, Consisting Chie#y of Translations from the Asiatic 
Languages; !e Annual Register of 1772 reproduced the poem again, testifying 
to its immediate popularity. Eventually, the work of Byron, Shelley, #omas 
Moore, and Swinburne, among others, would bear traces of Jones’s poem. #e 
Ha!z vogue it created would engender countless further translations, in Ger-
man as well as English, that would leave their marks on the poetry, among 
many others, of Goethe, Emerson, #oreau, Whitman, Longfellow, Melville, 
and Tennyson, who studied the Grammar in order to read Ha!z in the original. 
Engels would do the same, updating Marx on his progress: “It is, by the way, 
rather pleasing to read dissolute old Ha!z in the original language[,] and, in 
his grammar, old Sir William Jones likes to cite as examples dubious Persian 
jokes, subsequently translated into Greek verse in his Commentariis poeseos asi-
aticae, because even in Latin they seem to him too obscene.”54 

Scholars have long recognized the seminal place of “A Persian Song” 
within Romantic Orientalism. A. J. Arberry emphasized that of Jones’s “vari-
ous important contributions” to the nascent !eld of Persian studies, none 
was “more far-reaching in its consequences” than his translations of Ha!z.55 
Vivian de Sola Pinto’s claims for “A Persian Song” went further: “#e once 
famous lyric called “A Persian Song of Ha!z” [may be] one of the chief 
sources of that dream-world of Oriental pleasure which haunted the imagi-
nation of so many English poets of the early nineteenth century.”56 Michael 
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Franklin has gone further still: “Romantic Orientalism is born [within] the 
pages of [ Jones’s] Persian grammar.”57

But though these scholars con!ne Jones’s translation within the ambit%of 
Romantic Orientalism, one could argue that Orientalism was constitutive 
of%Romanticism tout court. For Jones and the Romantics who followed his 
lead, poetic language found its exemplary form less in Europe than in the Ori-
ent. #e rede!nition of poetic language that Jones presented in “On the Arts, 
Commonly Called Imitative”—an essay published one year after the Grammar 
within the same volume that reprinted “A Persian Song”—would soon become 
a Romantic axiom. #is essay rejected the Aristotelian “assertion [that] all 
 poetry consists in imitation” and argued instead that poetry originates in “a strong, 
and animated expression of the human passions,” in particular “the violent pas-
sions.”58 But if poetry’s origins lie in such passions, re!ned poetry requires “the 
greatest calmness and serenity of mind” and must, as a consequence, re$ect on 
these passions from a distance.59 #ree decades later, Wordsworth’s “Preface to 
Lyrical Ballads” would formulate this theory more evocatively: “ Poetry is the 
spontaneous over$ow of powerful feelings: it takes its origins from emotions 
recollected in tranquility.”60 But Jones’s emphasis was on the violence of the 
passions that produce poetry: “original and native poetry” is “the language of the 
violent passions”; “genuine poetry” is “some vehement passion [expressed] in a 
common voice.”61 And the prototype of poetry in this sense lies in archaic and 
Oriental writing: Jones claimed that his de!nition of “what true poetry ought 
to be [also] described what it was really was among the Hebrews, the Greeks and 
Romans, the Arabs and Persians.”62 Like the archaic, Eastern poetry—which 
Jones believed to be expressive, not imitative—is closer to the “!rst language of 
man” and as a consequence to the elemental sources of human creativity:

In some Mahometan nations; where [the imitative arts of ] sculpture and 
painting are forbidden by the laws, where dram[a] of every sort is wholly un-
known[,] the pleasing arts, of expressing the passions in verse[,] are cultivated 
[with] enthusiasm. [Poetry’s] greatest e"ect is not produced by imitation, but 
by a very di"erent principle; which must be sought for in the deepest recesses 
of the human mind.63

According to the scholarly literature, Jones’s programmatic declaration 
of “the expressive theory of poetry” turned eighteenth-century aesthetic phi-
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losophy on its head, describing art in terms no longer of the spectator and 
judgment but rather of the artist and “creativity.”64 As almost every scholar dis-
cussing Jones’s poetics has recounted, M. H. Abrams considered “On the Arts, 
Commonly Called Imitative” to be the !rst systematic articulation of Roman-
tic aesthetics and Jones the !rst writer to disavow completely the neoclassical 
principle of imitation in favor of a Romantic emphasis on creativity.65 #e 
Broadview Anthology of British Literature reiterates Abrams’s claims: according 
to its Romanticism volume, Jones’s “theories of poetry and poetic inspiration 
[had] an immeasurable in$uence on the development of the Romantic move-
ment.” #is volume concludes the preface to its William Jones section: “Any 
comprehensive study of Romantic poetry should begin with his work.”66

Actually, though, Abrams misstated Jones’s argument. As a consequence, 
his account of the “expressive theory of poetry”—like those of the countless 
scholars, such as Charles Taylor, who depend on him—empty it of its provoca-
tion.67 According to Abrams, Jones believed that lyric was “the original poetic 
form” and wanted to make it “the prototype for poetry as a whole.”68 In fact, 
Jones described lyric as only one of poetry’s original forms, which are uni!ed 
not by any single genre but only by their shared basis in violent passions. Jones’s 
point was not, furthermore, to replace neoclassicism’s formulaic imitation of 
Greek and Latin tropes with the “emotional intensity,” per Julie Meisami, of 
lyric poetry.69 It was instead, much more ambitiously, to overthrow altogether 
the “classical order of representation” that ruled the !ne arts.70 Within this 
order, the principle of imitation tied the arts to aristocratic forms, to the lan-
guages of the only men supposed capable of political praxis. Ultimately at issue 
for Jones and the Romantics was not the expression of emotion per se but 
instead the e"ort to disentangle art from socially privileged speech, from the 
social hierarchies they believed had de!ned the !ne arts since Aristotle.

Hence, Jones intended his “expressive” theory—his emphasis, more pre-
cisely, on the performative power of “original” languages—not only to evoke a 
more historically and geographically inclusive concept of humanity but also 
to be politically subversive: such languages alone fully inhabit humanity’s con-
stituent power: “#us will each artist gain his end, not by imitating the work 
of nature, but by assuming her power.”71 It was precisely with this “natural” 
power that neoclassical art, in its studied arti!ciality, had lost touch: “consid-
ering [art to be originally expressive] will set the re!nements of modern artists 
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in their true light[;] no man, truly a"ected with love or grief, ever expressed 
the one in an acrostick or the other in a fugue.”72 To the extent that they enact 
the “violent” passions that predate political corruption, expressive languages 
are aligned with popular against autocratic power.

#e Romantic opposition to social privilege is embedded within Jones’s 
very use of the word “literature,” which acquired an additional semantic 
layer—over and above the one already discussed—at this time. While John-
son’s Dictionary still records the older sense (“learning; skill in letters”), texts by 
Voltaire, Lessing, and Herder from 1751 to 1767 employ littérature and Literatur 
in a modern sense: to refer not just to the socially exclusive knowledge pos-
sessed by the cultivated individual but also to the total body of written works, 
whether in a given language, a particular period, or across human history as 
such.73 #is de!nition of literature arrived in Scotland and England slightly 
later: it is evident, for example, in Adam Ferguson’s Essay on the History of 
Civil Society (1767) and in the earliest volumes of Johnson’s Lives of Poets (1779). 
Raymond Williams considered this concept—concerned not to privilege any 
single genre, language, or tradition but to treat them all as sources of histori-
cal knowledge—to be the product of the late Enlightenment.74 Yet colonial 
Orientalists such as Jones—including Alexander Dow (1768) and Warren 
Hastings (1785)—had used “literature” in precisely this sense as early as writ-
ers in Britain. According to Vinay Dharwadker, they “were at the forefront of 
European scholarly thought about the category of ‘literature.’”75

#ese Orientalists intended their reading of texts across genres, lan-
guages, and religions to produce a comprehensive knowledge of human nature 
and development and consequently an epistemic revolution within—and 
against—European civilization. #ey sought, in other words, to know both 
human desire in its original state, before the advent of autocracy, and all the 
diverse paths history had taken from there. In their view, neither end of this 
spectrum—neither desire in its purity nor history in its complexity—could be 
known if one remained wholly within the horizons of European civilization.

#e Orientalist study of “literature” both as the inclusive category of texts 
written across history and as language’s originally performative power in$u-
enced the Romantic reconceptualization of “literature” as the deepest form of 
verbal art, encompassing the language of not just the aristocracies but every 
form of life. In other words, colonial philology informed the Romantic pur-
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suit of languages and forms of life that existed before, outside, or on the 
margins of the historical record. In each of these Romantic dreamworlds—
whether archaic, medieval, rural, illiterate, Oriental, et cetera—the power of 
language resides in its performative, not denotative, aspect.

Jacques Rancière has argued that the Romantic concept of “literature”—
“the radical democracy of the letter that anyone can grab hold of ”—places all 
modes of representation on an equal footing.76 In fact, though, this concept 
privileges one mode above all others: historical understanding. Whether it 
drew its inspiration from archaic or from Oriental poetry, the post-Romantic 
practice of “literature” depended on philological reconstructions. When it in-
voked forms of life, human or not, beyond philology’s grasp, it depended on 
philology’s sister disciplines—archaeology, paleontology, and geology—that 
could tell, respectively, architectural, evolutionary, and geologic time. Like 
philology, each of these new methods gave semantic depth to previously si-
lent objects. If neoclassical art claimed mimetic truth or verisimilitude, the 
new practice of literature staked a superior claim: it possessed the unique 
capacity to read and give voice to the otherwise mute languages inscribed 
in “life”—that which precedes law and politics—itself. “Democratic liter-
arity,” according to Rancière, “spells the absence of any boundary between 
the language of art and that of ordinary life”: “what literature pits against 
privileg[ed] speech [is] writing seen as a machine for making life talk[:] 
speech written on the body of things, taken from the sons and daughters 
of the plebeians; but also speech that is not o"ered by anyone, that does not 
answer to any desire for meaning but expresses the truth of things the same 
ways fossils or striations in rocks bear their written history.”77 Hence, regard-
less of the commonplace opposition between !ction and history, the language 
of literature could emerge henceforward only from historical consciousness, 
as Mimesis tacitly insists. Literature is, in other words, a counterhistorical 
practice that cannot fully acknowledge the forms of historical authority— 
including colonial philology—on which it depends.

#is is not to suggest that Romantic writers were unaware of the paradox. 
Romantic poetry is, on the contrary, full of “things longed for but never re-
ally seen,” images of fugitive experience the poet pursues but consciously fails 
to capture.78 #ey testify to the poet’s recognition of his own imprisonment 
within forms of desire that have been produced by writing itself and, for this 
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reason, cannot be fully realized. Nonetheless, the Romantics’ very desire for 
a"ective and linguistic models outside the classical tradition suggests how 
deeply determined they were by the transformation of grammatical thought 
embodied in Jones’s work. #e concept and practice of literature that fol-
lowed this transformation was less an openness to the East and silenced 
others than one manifestation of philological power’s latest phase, still orga-
nized around historical knowledge. Regardless of Rancière’s claims, modern 
literature is not the democratized representation of previously “mute speech” 
but rather its aesthetic expropriation.

#e transformation of grammatical thought that underlies the modern 
concept of the literary had consequences far beyond the domains of litera-
ture and aesthetic philosophy. It also legitimized colonial rule’s arrogation 
of control over native tradition: because the colonial state possessed histori-
cal knowledge about native languages, literatures, and laws, it could reject 
or subordinate the authority of native philology tout court. #e grammars, 
dictionaries, textbooks, and translations colonial scholars published enabled 
them to reconstruct the most widely spoken native languages, not just in 
South Asia but across the empire, and to claim, at the same time, that each 
of these reconstructions merely restored the proper form of the language in 
question. Hence, regardless of its counterphilological roots, historical gram-
mar eventually became a form of philological power whose global reach was 
much greater than that of any prior phase.

4. Nietzsche and “World Literature”
“I am afraid we have not got rid of God,” Nietzsche famously observed, 
“because we still have faith in grammar.”79 In his view, theological habits 
of mind emerge from the false belief—as old as ancient Greek and Indian 
thought—in the metaphysical reality of semantics and syntax. Glosses of 
this passage fail to mention, though, that Nietzsche was not calling on us to 
treat meaning and order as linguistic constructs. Such an attitude produces 
nihilism, the mirror image of metaphysics, the inevitable outcome of all pre-
viously sacred entities losing their essential signi!cance: “In the beginning 
there was the great disaster of an error, the belief that the will is [a] faculty. 
#ese days we know that it is just a word.”80 Nietzsche referred the linguistic 
organization of the world neither, like early modern proponents of universal 
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grammar, to an eternal faculty nor, like late nineteenth-century philologists, 
to the dead letter. He identi#ed it instead with the endlessly active and af-
#rmative energy he called “the will to power.” "ough this drive to realize 
singular desires has no metaphysical stability, it is nonetheless, in Nietzsche’s 
view, always historically present. Texts and traditions are of interest to him, 
therefore, only to the extent that they manifest this power’s operation.

I would emphasize that Nietzsche’s will to power carries the echo of 
Jones’s “violent passions” and their constituent energy. In fact, though the 
scholarship on Nietzsche has largely overlooked this fact, his overarching 
project—to transcend Europe’s millennia-long tradition of metaphysical 
thought—is symptomatic of the Oriental Renaissance. A century before 
Nietzsche, Jones had already discussed the idea that “Creation was rather 
an energy than a work,” which, in contrast to Nietzsche, he claimed had been 
pervasive in ancient Indian, Persian, Egyptian, and pre-Socratic thought 
and had survived among “the most enlightened” modern philosophers.81 
"e Oriental Renaissance was precipitated precisely by European philolo-
gists’ e!orts to undo the metaphysical faith in universal grammar. Nietzsche’s 
thought merely took historical grammar, the Ha#z vogue, and the Oriental 
Renaissance to their logical conclusion. For Nietzsche as for Jones, in other 
words, emancipation from European knowledge depended on an encounter 
with the Orient. Nietzsche’s private correspondence attests, in the most com-
pact terms imaginable, to this connection: “I want to live for [a year or two] 
among Muslims, speci#cally where their faith is now most severe: thus will 
my judgment and my eye for all things European become sharper.”82

A few years after confessing to his amanuensis this yearning to live 
among the faithful in Tunisia, Nietzsche presented his lifework as prepara-
tion for the return of Eastern thought:

To wait and to prepare oneself [for] strange faces and voices[;] to overcome 
everything Christian through something supra-Christian[;] to reconquer 
southern health and hidden powerfulness of soul; step by step to become 
more comprehensive, more supranational, more European, more supra-Euro-
pean, more Oriental[,] for the Greek was the #rst great union and synthesis 
of everything Oriental, and on that account the inception of the European 
soul, the discovery of our “new world”: whoever lives under such imperatives, 
who knows what he may not encounter one day? Perhaps—a new day!83
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"is entry from Nietzsche’s notebook recapitulates the Oriental Renaissance. 
Like Jones’s “On the Arts, Commonly Called Imitative,” it claims that the Ori-
ent—to which it also assimilates Greece—constitutes both the lost origin and 
the revolutionary future of European civilization. It aligns itself with this ori-
gin in pointed opposition to classical and neoclassical culture. It suggests that 
modern Europeans must now “reconquer” their origin, appropriated even in the 
ancient world by antithetical forces: the one who does so will become “com-
prehensive,” e!ectively absorbing the whole history of civilization into himself.

Nietzsche used Ha#z, more than any other Oriental #gure, to mark Eu-
rope’s limits: he invoked Ha#z’s name throughout his late work and even, like 
colonial Orientalists from the late eighteenth century forward, wrote poetry 
in Ha#z’s honor.84 Ha#z was for Nietzsche the absolute antithesis of the two 
primary currents, Christianity and Romanticism, that composed the prob-
lem of “Europe” as he conceived it. Whereas Christianity is the ethical and 
Romanticism the aesthetic expression of ressentiment (or hatred for the mate-
rial conditions of human existence), Ha#z’s work sacralizes life in precisely 
the sense previously described, the “bare life” that precedes law and politics. 
Ha#z’s poetry re$ects his capacity to experience “the highest and most il-
lustrious human joys, in which existence celebrates its own trans#guration.”85

Nietzsche continually returned to this opposition. "e #fth book of !e 
Gay Science invoked Ha#z in the process of answering the question “What 
is Romanticism?” Here, Ha#z reappears “blissfully jesting,” an artist who 
creates from “gratitude and love,” “super-abundance,” and an “over$owing 
energy [pregnant] with the future.”86 Ha#z’s poetry is an “art of  apotheoses”: 
it dei#es, in an absolutely amoral fashion and without prejudice, every ele-
ment of the human realm.87 Nietzsche contrasted it with the ressentiment 
of the “disinherited” and “underprivileged” who “must destroy, because what 
exists, and indeed all existence, all being, outrages and provokes him.”88 "e 
following year, the third essay of !e Genealogy of Morals used Ha#z to answer 
a related question, “What is the meaning of ascetic ideals?” Here, Nietzsche 
placed Ha#z among “the best and brightest” of “healthy and cheerful mor-
tals” who completely embrace their human condition (“between ‘animal and 
angel’”), experiencing it not as “one of the arguments against life” but rather 
as “one more of life’s charms.”89 "e premise that literature (of a certain kind) 
alone can completely embrace life programs Nietzsche’s passages on Ha#z as 
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clearly as it does Rancière’s Politics of Literature, di!erent as these two philos-
ophers are from each other. "e translation of Ha#z into European languages 
heralded, in Nietzsche’s view, a future Romanticism based—in diametric op-
position to Schopenhauer’s and Wagner’s poverty—on the superabundant 
creativity of desire. "e allusions to Ha#z began to multiply: Beyond Good 
and Evil, Nietzsche contra Wagner, the notebooks, and so on.

Nietzsche aligned Ha#z with Dionysus, the foreign god who, the ar-
chaic cults claimed, had arrived from the Orient. "e “superabundance” of 
Ha#z’s poetry was—as Nietzsche noted in !e Gay Science—“Dionysian.”90 
"e Dionysian principle was, in turn, a more precise name for Europe’s sup-
pressed origin and its revolutionary future. During the period in which Ha#z 
was a motif in Nietzsche’s work, the Dionysian became the antithesis no 
longer just of the Apollonian but, much more momentously, of both Chris-
tianity and Romanticism. "e Dionysian energy that is the source of art in 
Nietzsche’s schema accepts the violence intrinsic to the material world and 
directs it against any entity that con#nes desire: he who “is richest in the full-
ness of life, the Dionysian god and man, [can a!ord] even the terrible deed 
and any luxury of destruction, decomposition, and negation.”91

In diametric opposition, Christian morality turned violence against 
 desire.92 “Romantic pessimism”—which Nietzsche called “the last great event 
in the fate of our culture”—took Christian morality, in turn, to its limit.93 
Schopenhauer’s and Wagner’s generation represents the complete superses-
sion of material life by cultural production; they turn their own hatred of 
life “into a binding law and compulsion.”94 But Nietzsche foresaw a subse-
quent and #nal stage in the dialectical history of desire. Because European 
civilization’s desire to destroy life had become total and pervasive by the 
late nineteenth century, its own destruction would inaugurate a new epoch, 
the return of Dionysus on a continent-wide scale: “[Dionysian pessimism] 
comes! I see it coming!”95 Like Jones’s “violent passion,” Nietzsche’s Diony-
sian principle no less than his “will to power” names desire at the moment of 
its emergence—constituent power, an always revolutionary event.

Nietzsche claimed that this principle was largely invisible to philologi-
cal understanding: “Here is the great depth, the great silence, in all matters 
Greek—one does not know the Greeks as long as this hidden subterranean 
entrance lies blocked with rubble. Importunate scholars’ eyes will never see 
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anything in these things.”96 "e Dionysian—subsequently overcome by the 
successive forms (e.g., Apollonian, Christian, Romantic) of European textual 
authority—remains as only a trace within Greek art. Its recovery required, 
therefore, a revolutionary philology, a revolution against the history of philol-
ogy, an archaeological approach that would destroy the layers of philological 
power that had determined European self-understanding. In the days after 
his breakdown, before friends brought him from the South back to the North, 
Nietzsche signed his “madness letters” with a new pseudonym: “Dionysos.”97

Yet, though Nietzsche aligned his understanding of Ha#z and Dionysus 
with a revolutionary future, it was, in fact, a philological legacy. For example, the 
idea that Christ and Christianity were dialectical appropriations of Dionysus 
and the Dionysian religion, respectively, descended from Hölderlin, Schelling, 
and Creuzer, among many others.98 And the association of Ha#z with Diony-
sus descended from Jones himself, who referred to Ha#z as “the Anacreon of 
Persia.”99 "e Romantics picked upon this association and presented Ha#z in 
bacchanalian terms. "e rejection of imitation and the identi#cation of passion 
as the basis of artistic creation, which recur in Nietzsche as well as Jones, had 
their own antecedents, in both recent European philology (Vico and Bishop 
Lowth) and ancient Epicurean philosophy (Lucretius).100

And in the West-Eastern Diwan, as the Napoleonic Wars drew to a close, 
Goethe had already called on European letters to revitalize itself by turning 
to Ha#z and Islamic poetry, thereby echoing Jones’s Grammar and pre#gur-
ing Nietzsche’s Gay Science. Here are the opening verses of the poem’s #rst 
books (“Hegira” and “Lied und Gebilde”):

"rones are shattered, empires shaking:
Flee to the pure East, and there
. . .
Love, wine, song are waiting for you,
. . .

Origins of humankind,
And that simple lore I’ll #nd
Which they learnt, unschooled, God-given,
Dropped in earthly tongues from heaven.

. . .
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Alien thraldom they rejected.  
Hail, glad early youth of man,
. . .
In their words a power unbroken
Dwelt, for all their words were spoken.

. . .
In the baths and taverns too, Hä#z, I’ll remember you,
When some sweetheart lifts her veil,
Shakes her scented locks; the tale
Of our whispered love shall fashion
Even the Huris’ hearts to passion.

. . .
Let the Greek make shapes of clay
. . .
To rejoice his sight.
But our pleasure is to plunge
In the Euphrates’ stream,
Dipping, drifting to and fro
"rough its liquid dream.101

"e connections between passion, Oriental poetry, and constituent power—
and hence the underlying premise that literary expression, properly practiced, 
precedes politics and opposes autocracy—are particularly pronounced in 
this text at the roots of world literature. "e opposition here, as in Jones, 
is between an expressive art, which possesses performative power (“In their 
words a power unbroken / Dwelt, for all their words were spoken”), and an 
imitative one, which is merely denotative and hence does not (“Let the 
Greek make shapes of clay / [To] rejoice his sight”). Goethe presented this 
opposition in the same terms Jones used in his passage on the “Mahometan 
nations” that cultivate poetry but forbid sculpture and the #ne arts. Only 
expressive art lies at—or before—the very origins of civilization (“Origins 
of humankind / [I’ll] #nd”; “Hail, glad early youth of man”), is truly aligned 
with constituent power (“Alien thraldom they rejected”), and, as a conse-
quence, also points toward the future.
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Hence, far from either an e!aced origin or a revolutionary future, this 
 centuries-old concept of the literary—still responsible, in part, for the 
aura that surrounds literature—is a new-philological construct. "ough 
Nietzsche’s invocations of Ha#z are meant to signal his break with the Eu-
ropean tradition, they follow strictly in its tracks. "e fantasy of becoming 
“supra-European” accompanied the rise of comparative method and world 
literature. Nietzsche patterned his lifework, in other words, on the proto-
typical quest of the new philology, which believed itself to be dismantling 
the prior history of philological authority in order to recover the primordial 
human creativity that such authority had appropriated and deformed. But 
this epistemic revolution ended up only reinforcing philological authority 
in a reconstituted form. Despite their own counterphilological ambitions, 
Jones, Goethe, the Romantics, and Nietzsche remained captivated by the 
new philology’s trick: with the emergence of historical grammar, philologi-
cally transmitted texts and traditions became embodiments of historical 
di!erence. In other words, our alternatives to the history of philology are, 
perversely, always its own products. Historical grammar’s e!ort to recover 
the uncorrupted form of every language from its written record—and, in 
this way, to de#ne normative use in the present—reinforced and natural-
ized the di!erent phases of philological power that had created that record. 
In his centrality to the court cultures of the Persianate empires, Ha#z was, 
for example, practically a civilization-founding #gure. Each of these em-
pires—including the Ottomans in Turkey, the Safavid and Qajars in Persia, 
the Timurids in Central Asia, and the Mughals in India—were, as Leonard 
Lewisohn has noted, “Ha#zocentric” and treated the Divan itself as a type of 
“miraculous scripture.”102

Nietzsche not only recognized such paradoxes but also understood he 
could not extricate himself from them—hence the epigraph from him that 
begins this book: “I know [the philologists]: I am myself one.”103 But however 
much Nietzsche ironized philology, his very dream of an epistemic revolu-
tion—and the limits that de#ned his dream—was tacitly governed by it. Like 
Jones and the Romantics, Nietzsche attempted to oppose the philology of 
his day and, indeed, the whole history of European philology but could not 
oppose philological authority as such. One cannot stress this distinction 
enough: Nietzsche’s own training prevented him, despite his best intentions, 
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from brushing traditions against their philological grain. "e history of phi-
lology must be understood—precisely as Nietzsche suggested—in terms of an 
endless series of appropriations. But what lies before or at the origins of this 
history is, ultimately, not the Dionysian. "is principle—the “superabundance” 
and “over$owing creative energy” of desire—was in fact integral to Western 
philology long before Nietzsche. A truly constituent politics would need, 
therefore, to conceive the exclusion at the origins of European civilization and 
neoclassical culture in terms very di!erent from those we have inherited from 
Jones, Goethe, and Nietzsche.

Historical grammar sutured precolonial to colonial forms of philological 
authority. "e prescriptive and universal grammars that respectively de#ned 
Islamic and European language study before colonial rule were fundamen-
tally normative practices. Historical grammar was originally premised, as 
Gramsci noted, on the “uselessness” of normative grammar.104 Yet historical 
grammar emerged at a speci#c historical juncture: the moment when sin-
gularly centralized state structures began to govern exceptionally large and 
heterogeneous territories. Gramsci identi#ed this moment with the rise of 
nation-states, but one could argue that it belongs to the emergence of mod-
ern empires instead.105 In either case, though, despite its opposition to the 
normative rules that de#ned language use, historical grammar only ended 
up reproducing such rules, as Gramsci emphasized: “Since the study of lan-
guages as a cultural phenomenon grew out of political needs[,] normative 
grammar ha[s] exerted an in$uence on historical grammar and on its ‘leg-
islative’ conceptions.”106 Historical grammar remained, therefore, the site of 
linguistic struggle: the o%cial languages it created e!aced discursive practices 
that would have otherwise threatened the concentration of linguistic author-
ity. Historical grammar’s ultimate e!ect was less to eliminate the normative 
implications of grammar than to give them a historical foundation.

Another name for the language that wins the struggle within historical 
grammar for hegemony is—as Gayatri Spivak has observed—“literature.”107 
Once the authority of this language exceeds the sphere of the nation, it be-
comes a part of “world literature.” Criticizing the criteria David Damrosch 
used to include texts within this category, Spivak has commented: “What 
is selected out [i.e., excluded from Damrosch’s “World Literature”] is the 
space of subalternizaton that must be disavowed for a polity to function.”108 
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In other words, the institutional imperatives behind the development of 
world literature parallel the political logic of historical grammar: both func-
tion to marginalize discursive practices that do not conform to its ethos. "e 
disciplines of the new philology and world literature are exercises in “sub-
alternization.” No longer legible within scholarly frameworks, the practices 
they silence survive only as the substance of subaltern consciousness.

Many di!erent empires, from the Timurids to the British, used Ha#z’s 
poetry to reinforce their own power and prestige. In the process, they in-
evitably rendered many of languages that originally informed Ha#z’s work 
subaltern. "e existing scholarship on Ha#z has failed to delineate this 
process, that is, precisely how his work originally opposed the imperial for-
mations within which it was composed and how it was also, from its very 
origins, forced to be complicit with such formations. If, in contrast to this 
scholarship, we could discern the trace of such subaltern practices between 
the lines of Ha#z’s work, we might #nally liberate ourselves from the new 
philology’s authority and, at the same time, keep faith with its heterodoxy.

5. Sovereign Law and Sacred Life:  
Ha"z, 1390 A.D.

Jones presented “A Persian Song of Ha#z” as the model of a poetry founded 
not on the imitation of neoclassical values but on the expression of passion. 
"e poem thus became an early model of what we now call the “literary,” 
a language that embraces its own performative power. About Ha#z, Jones 
simply observed that “the Persian poet was too sincere a lover, to imitate the 
passions of others”; what pleased Jones most about the poem he translated was 
its “wildness and simplicity.”109 "e interpretations of this poem and of Ha#z 
in general from Jones’s translation to the twentieth century and beyond— 
including Hammer-Purgstall, Bell, Arberry, Hillman, Meisami, and Dabashi, 
among many others—have tended to emphasize Ha#z’s hedonistic and secu-
lar tendencies as the ground of his opposition to Islamic orthodoxies.110

And indeed, in Ha#z’s work no less than in the new philology, the form 
of life that cannot be encompassed by the legal and political spheres—“life” 
in Niezsche’s and Rancière’s sense—is precisely what is in question. But once 
we recognize the extent to which new-philological approaches have deter-
mined Ha#z’s reception, we will see that his vision of this life—as well as of 
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desire, the human domain, and poetic experience—is fundamentally di"erent 
from the new philology’s. “!e literary” does not in any way correspond to 
this vision, nor does Ha#z’s work place any particular value on literature. In 
fact, his work purposefully turns away from the written record toward the 
forms of life it cannot see: it is only this unseen life, Ha#z’s ghazals suggest, 
that is truly exterior to the law. Ha#z’s own discursive practices were, as a 
consequence, antiliterary to their core.

Scholars who insist that Ha#z was secular suggest that “the libertine” 
encapsulates his heterodoxy; those who acknowledge his Su#c learning 
emphasize “the mystic” instead. In fact, though, far from opposing the law, 
both these #gures were aligned with fourteenth-century elites. Shiraz’s rul-
ers depended on the taxes they received from the “booming business” of the 
brothels, bars, and opium dens the libertines frequented.111 Hence, liber-
tinism was, in general, o$cially encouraged, not suppressed. !e libertines 
not only #nanced the government but were themselves often servants of and 
paid by those in power. On the other hand, Shiraz’s Su# masters came, invari-
ably, from its aristocracy, which remained on intimate terms with its foreign 
rulers. Su#sm eventually shaped the agricultural, commercial, bureaucratic, 
and even legal practices of the new states and empires that developed across 
the Islamic world just before the advent of European colonialism. Colonial 
states consequently came to depend on the cooperation of Su# masters, 
whose shrines often possessed vast swathes of agricultural property and thus 
commanded large followings.

Ha#z was himself deeply implicated in the political and economic struc-
ture of Shiraz. For example, though well known for mocking the orthodox 
morality of the judges (q"z.i) and jurists ( faq#h, mofti, etc.) who controlled the 
law, he did not hesitate to praise the most powerful of these #gures,  Shiraz’s 
chief judge (Q%z. i al-Qozat), whenever he patronized Ha#z’s poetry.112 !at 
patronage was itself the product of the Q%z. i’s landed property, often so ex-
pansive that it encompassed many villages within its boundaries. !e Q%z. i 
would accumulate massive private estates by rack-renting peasants, forcing 
many of them to &ee their land and placing those who remained under even 
greater pressure. Such fortunes not only provided the patronage for court 
poets such as Ha#z but also funded the religious infrastructure—comprising 
Shiraz’s numberless shrines, madrasas, and mosques—that Ha#z attacked. 
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Hence, understood in historical context, the mere fact that Ha#z mocked 
the political and religious elite—or that libertines and mystics appear to be 
revolutionary characters in his writing—means little: such rhetoric merely 
conceals a deeper complicity. In fact, Ha#z’s poetry itself makes this complic-
ity clear. Far from sparing Su#s, more than a third of his ghazals criticize 
them, presenting them, regardless of their “cloaks of poverty,” as institutional 
#gures who pursue pro#t and power.113 Ha#z condemned even the #gure 
of the h. "!z.—those who, like himself, had memorized the Qur’%n and were 
entrusted with its recitation—in exactly these terms.

In diametric opposition to Jones’s concept of the literary, Ha#z em-
phasized that worldly desire is inseparable from temporal power and, as a 
consequence, always already inscribes the law. Poetry for Ha#z is therefore 
in no sense identical to the performative language that actualizes passion. 
!e desire for worldly objects, the a"ective attachment to the human do-
main, is, on the contrary, precisely the problem to which his work responds. 
His  poetry’s very goal is to help its audience transcend—or transform—this 
desire, to protect all those who listen to it from the pathology of power. In 
contrast to Romanticism’s “natural supernaturalism,” Ha#z was concerned 
not to replace sacred with secular authority, or vice versa, but rather to oppose 
authority as such. He did so from a cultural position that cannot be disentan-
gled from the particular forms of power and authority that governed Shiraz. 
Both poles of this contradiction—the conceptual rigor of his opposition and 
the historical depth of his complicity—have been largely overlooked by the 
scholars who extol his work. Despite what the Ha#z industry would claim, 
his work opposes power in the name not of desire per se but only of a desire 
that does not want power. !e essence of Ha#z’s art lies in this invisible de-
sire, which physical entities and philological approaches alike only obscure.

Ha#z’s poetic practice thus explicitly disavowed the authority not just of 
written texts but indeed of everything history attests. !ere is, for example, 
no possibility of a de#nitive edition of his D#v"n: Ha#z could not be both-
ered to write his compositions down because—according to anecdotes told 
by his contemporaneous biographer Muhammad Gulandam—he spent his 
leisure reciting the Qur’%n instead.114 And though his work is, as mentioned, 
full of Qur’%nic allusions, Ha#z understood even the Qur’%n to comprise 
not a written text but instead the fourteen semantically di"erent recitations 
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(qir"’"t) produced by its fourteen early reciters (qurr"’ ), each of whom imag-
ined the Qur’%n’s unmarked vowels in a unique way. !e word qur’"n in fact 
means recitation, and like Ha#z’s own work, the Qur’%n’s original and still 
often preferred form is not a written text but an oral performance wholly 
from memory. Like the D#v"n, the Qur’%n was textualized only posthu-
mously, and the authenticity of its orthodox recension is thus equally open to 
question.115 Ha#z commented in regard to the relationship of his own  poetic 
achievement to the Qur’%n’s variant recitations: “All I’ve done has come from 
the grace /And embarras des richesses of the Qur’%n.”116 Ha#z chose his pseud-
onym because, as mentioned, he had memorized the Qur’%n. But he claimed 
to have memorized not any single recitation but all fourteen, the embar-
rassment of riches to which he refers: “No h. "!z.  in the prayer-niche dome 
of the heavens can ever know / !e blessings I have had from the wealth 
of the Qur’%n.”117 Within the tradition of Qur’%nic exegesis, the Qur’%n’s 
polysemous language—comprising both exoteric (z."hir) and esoteric (b"t. in) 
layers—is considered one of its “miraculous features.”118 Whereas the con-
ventional view held each sura (or chapter) of the Qur’%n to contain four such 
layers of meaning, the medieval scholar al-Zarkash' claimed that every word 
within the work contained twenty distinct layers in itself.119

According to Ha#z, those who renounce the world alone gain access to 
these mysteries. His own ghazals disclose their meaning only on the same 
condition. As a court poet, Ha#z addressed his ghazals to sovereigns but 
nonetheless insisted that he would acknowledge them only if they #rst 
“humbly abased themselves [at] the threshold of this door.”120 Because the 
ghazal ’s formal rules are so stringent, any audience immersed in the ghazal 
form—such as the court connoisseurs who composed the audience for 
Ha#z’s poetry—would have had a sophisticated understanding of what was 
rhetorically and syntactically possible as they listened to the poet complete 
each couplet.121 When he did so properly, he defeated the audience’s expec-
tations, suddenly expanding the semantic possibilities of the tradition and, by 
extension, his audience’s consciousness. Ha#z intensi#ed this dimension of 
the ghazal: his performances were less texts than events, the production of an 
experience designed to transform the audience’s desire, as we shall see, from 
human to divine and thus sever its consciousness from the power relations 
that produced it.
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In any case, though, the meaning of the ghazal resided not in a text but 
rather in a series of extratextual relationships philology cannot easily recon-
struct.122 Herein lies the irony of the attempt, common across Persianate 
empires, to use Ha#z’s work to model the rules of normative grammar. His 
performances purposefully subverted precisely these rules. !ey depended on 
amphiboly (in Arabic and Persian, #h"m), a phrase that contains more than 
one grammatical possibility and hence that means multiple things at once.123 
$h"m enabled Ha#z’s metaphors to register the secular and spiritual realms 
simultaneously, both this world and its absolute annihilation. Ha#z empha-
sized language’s grammatical indeterminacy in order to free his audience 
from grammar’s otherwise inescapable hegemony. He aimed, no less than 
Nietzsche, to free language from grammar (and logocentrism) altogether but, 
unlike Nietzsche, did not look for such languages within the written record. 
He knew the philologists but refused to remain one.

!e ghazal Jones translated happens not only to be one of Ha#z’s most 
masterful but also, ironically, to illustrate how poorly our concept of “the 
literary” #ts Ha#z’s work and the discursive practices on which he modeled 
it. But before we analyze this ghazal, we will need to consider the form in 
general. Its common theme is the grief that attends the awareness of one’s 
inescapable separation from the object of one’s desire; in the ghazal, the be-
loved is always absent. Whereas the absent beloved is political revolution in 
the anticolonial ghazals of the twentieth-century Urdu master Faiz Ahmad 
Faiz, it is sacred experience in Ha#z.124 Desire pervades Ha#z’s ghazals, as 
all Western commentators from Jones forward have recognized. But whereas 
they have tended to understand Ha#z’s desire as Dionysian, it is in fact the 
expression of a Su#c ideal. !e desire (’ishq, or “love”) expressed in Ha#z’s 
ghazals has less to do with human passion than with its overcoming. Su#c 
’ishq is a kind of disease: its root (’a-sha-qa) refers to an ivy that chokes any 
plant it entwines.125 In other words, this concept of ’ishq implies that the 
desire for divine consciousness lies within every desire for a particular object 
and, if properly elicited, will shatter the latter desire and unveil itself.

In Ha#z’s ghazals, therefore, ’ishq operates dialectically. If the obsessive 
quality of desire forces us to forget all objects but one, Su#c ’ishq takes desire 
to its logical conclusion. It emancipates desire from every object. It leads, 
in other words, from every particular passion to “pure love” (’ishq-i pak), an 
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all- embracing love of existence as such—from secular desire to sacred ex-
perience.126 !e human (or historical) domain is important here, ultimately, 
because it contains, concealed within itself, the desire to transcend its own 
limits. Hence, the ghazal ’s explicit objects of desire—wine as well as the ab-
sent beloved—are also vehicles for the spiritual quest along which the ghazal 
guides the listener—that is, the esoteric path (t.ar#qat) that abolishes exoteric 
knowledge (shari‘a) in order to arrive at divine truth (haq#qah) and gnosis 
(ma‘rifa) instead.

We can now read the opening couplet of “!e Shirazi Turk,” here trans-
lated verbatim: “If that Tartar, that fair-skinned Turk of Shiraz, gets hold of 
my heart / I’ll give Bokhara and Samarkhand for the Indian-black mole on his 
cheek.”127 On an exoteric level, the couplet claims that Ha#z would sacri#ce 
the richest cities in the world for a single blemish on the face of his absent 
beloved. But within the lexicon of Su# esotericism, the “Shirazi Turk” (turk-i 
shirazi) #gures the object of pure love and the sun—that is, a light that can set 
#re to the self, a desire beyond self-object dualism.128 !e Shirazi Turk there-
fore stands, at the same time, for same-sex desire and divine union (ittih. "d ). 
As a blemish, the Indian-black (kh"l-i hind%) mole on his face symbolizes, 
again on an exoteric level, something the world denigrates. But hind% also has 
esoteric connections to the planet Saturn (zuhal ): both are the watchmen, the 
latter, as the outermost planet, guarding the mystery of the universe. Hence, 
the kh"l-i hind% is, all at once, the beloved’s blemish, a sunspot (thought to be 
caused at that time by planetary transits across the sun’s face), and a metaphor 
for the cosmic mystery that cannot be seen, much less solved, within the con-
#nes of this world. What the world judges to be a mere blemish thus holds 
the key to this mystery—or, in other words, to divine union. It is to unlock 
this mystery, to satisfy this desire, that Ha#z would sacri#ce the world. !e 
poem begins, in short, with an act of world renunciation (zuhd )—a refusal to 
accede, above all, to the world’s judgments—as the precondition of pure love.

In fact, the words commonly read as “libertine” and “mystic” in Ha#z’s 
poetry carry much more historically precise meanings, referring not to liber-
tinism and mysticism per se but rather to those in particular who renounced 
the world. !e term for the former, rend (pl. rindan), alluded to those who 
not only frequented bars, brothels, and opium dens but, furthermore, sought 
infamy and notoriety. !e tradition of Su# poetry that immediately preceded 
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Ha#z linked the #gure of the rend to a loose Su# order (or t.ar#qat, the same 
word used for the esoteric path) called Qalandariyya, based on extreme pov-
erty, the renunciation of all property, itinerancy, the rejection of society, and 
the refusal to engage in its economic reproduction to any extent.129 But the 
qalandar (literally, “uncouth”) was identi#ed, above all, with uniquely shock-
ing forms of social deviance, including nudity (or appearing strange in other 
ways, such as wearing woolen sacks or animal hides; shaving o" all facial hair 
including their eyebrows; or encircling otherwise naked body parts, including 
their penises, with iron collars, bracelets, belts, and rings), the use of narcotics, 
engaging in forms of nonreproductive sexuality, and self-morti#cation. !ey 
nonetheless helped spread Islam across the Middle East, South Asia, North 
Africa, and Andalusia and are still today venerated as saints. Both the rend 
and the qalandar became spiritual #gures in Persian poetry, despite or perhaps 
precisely because of their associations with debauchery, with the emergence of 
the ghazal in the late eleventh and early twelfth centuries.

!e qalandars were linked, in turn, to another t.ar#qat, the Mal%matiyya 
(“the path of blame”), which originated in late ninth- and early tenth- century 
Persia.130 By the late tenth and eleventh centuries, the Mal%matiyya involved 
the self-conscious transgression of legal prescriptions as well as social con-
ventions—an absolute hostility, in other words, toward juridical and clerical 
authority. For the mal"mat#, the sacred and the law were mutually exclusive. 
!e esoteric wisdom contained within divine union had priority over the 
exoteric—or discursive—knowledge articulated by the law. One’s union with 
the divine thus e"ectively abolished the law, freeing one from its grasp. To 
prove this freedom, the mal"mat# broke laws as blatantly as possible and thus 
courted society’s “blame” (malama). In fact, if anyone attempted to honor 
them as saints, they would, according to colorful anecdotes, scandalize that 
person in the most vulgar ways imaginable, even at the risk of breaking the 
law in order to do so. !ey drew their inspiration in this regard from the 
Qur’%nic verse that described Muhammad and his companions as those who 
“struggle in the path of God and do not fear the blame of any blamer.”131

Only after we understand the precise historical resonance of Ha#z’s 
own terms for the libertine and the mystic can we read one of “!e Shirazi 
Turk” ’s central couplets: “!ough you revile and curse me, yet I will pray for 
you; / for bitter answers well become those sugared, ruby lips.”132 !e couplet 
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articulates an axiom of Ha#z’s philosophy: he who refuses to judge opens 
himself to judgment. Against sovereign law, Ha#z here counterposes an 
older concept of sacred life in which one’s identi#cation with those who have 
been judged and condemned—the supposedly unsavable—alone leads one to 
salvation: “God did not send his Son into the world to judge the world, but 
to save it.”133 In other words, if one wants not to judge but to save, one has 
no choice but to place oneself directly in the path of juridical authority and 
expose oneself to its judgment. Hence, in the Gospel of Nicodemus, Jesus 
responds to the question with which Pilate examines him—“Is there not 
truth on earth?”—by emphasizing the truth’s opposition to secular author-
ity: “!ose who tell the truth are judged by those who have authority on 
earth.”134 About this episode Giorgio Agamben has observed: “He—who 
has not come to judge the world but to save it—#nds himself, perhaps pre-
cisely for this reason, having to respond in a trial, to submit to a judgment”; 
Jesus nonetheless “does not want to escape [this] judgment.”135

!e truth Jesus tells—exactly like the haq#qah to which every t.ar#qat 
should lead—testi#es “in this world” to a kingdom “not from this world”: it 
attests “in history and in time to the presence of an extrahistorical and eter-
nal reality.”136 !e higher truth—for Jesus, the qalandar, and the mal"mat# 
alike—is that we are, in fact, ultimately unjudgeable and hence already have 
access to salvation. !e kingdom to which this truth testi#es belongs not 
to this world but to those it has deemed unsavable, those who no longer 
have any place in history. Yet, as Agamben notes, “the juridical order does 
not allow itself to be inscribed [into] the order of salvation nor the latter 
into the former”; “earthly judgment does not coincide with the testimony of 
truth.”137 !e manner in which Jesus conveys his testimony—not the half-
human, half-divine being attributed to him posthumously—is, therefore, the 
real paradox and mystery of his life. “How can one testify,” Agamben has 
asked, “to the presence of a kingdom that is not ‘from here’?”138 How can one 
testify, in other words, to that which cannot be historically attested?

Kierkegaard provided an answer: “A witness to the truth [is] a person 
who is &ogged, mistreated, dragged from one prison to another[,] then #nally 
is cruci#ed or beheaded or burned[,] his lifeless body thrown away [in] a 
remote place[,] unburied.”139 !is testimony must occur not in words but in 
the sacri#ce of this world, which alone demonstrates one’s acceptance that 
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one belongs not to it but to another. !e qalandars not only engaged in self-
morti#cation but in fact courted their own deaths and treated themselves, 
furthermore, as if they were already dead, in accordance with the hadith that 
one should die before one’s death.140 Such self-sacri#ce constituted a “mys-
tery” in the original sense of the word, which referred, as in the Eleusinian 
mysteries, not to a secret doctrine but rather to a “sacred drama,” that is, the 
interruption of “human” experience with a “divine” happening.141 !e mystery 
of the truth-teller who opens himself to judgment but nonetheless refuses to 
speak in the law’s terms or to defend himself in any way: however ine"ective 
this act might appear, it suddenly unveils another kingdom hidden inside 
this one, making the human domain and divine consciousness correspond. In 
other words, it implies that everything else judged unsavable might also have 
access—precisely by virtue of its illegitimacy within the human domain—to 
a much deeper power. Anyone who observes such an act is thus also deliv-
ered from the former to the latter. !is transformation is, of course, precisely 
the point of Ha#z’s performances, hence the alignment of his  poetry with 
the other-worldly power of those who sought blame: “Let’s be faithful and 
endure blame, and be happy / For in our t.ar#qat, it is blasphemy to take 
o"ense.”142

!is power might be, at the same time, the very basis of an alternative 
politics. !e preceding Agamben citations are from a book, Pilate and Jesus, 
that, though written immediately after the end of the decades-long Homo 
Sacer series, returns to an early—and particularly riveting—instance of the 
basic con&ict, between sovereign power and bare life, that the series treats. 
According to the original volume in the series, the constitutive exclusion of 
bare life from every juridical order o"ers the “key by which not only the sa-
cred texts of sovereignty but also the very codes of political power will unveil 
their  mysteries.”143 In any case, though, once sovereign power takes the form 
of biopolitics, we can no longer assume an opposition, to any extent, between 
human desire, on one hand, and “the deployment of power,” on the other.144 
At this point, the defense of “bodies and pleasures” that we have observed in 
Jones, Goethe, Nietzsche, and Ha#z’s Western specialists (and that Agamben 
attributes to Foucault) can no longer found a politics against existing power 
relations, if it ever could: “nothing in [the body] or the economy of its pleasure 
seems to allow us to #nd solid ground on which to oppose the demands of 
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sovereign power.”145 A politics that truly opposed such power would need 
instead, in Agamben’s view, to disavow the premise that life must be disci-
plined by heteronomous law (or biopower) to any extent: “!is biopolitical 
body [must] be transformed into a form of life that is wholly exhausted in 
bare life.”146 !is disavowal is, for Agamben, the precondition of any e"ort 
fundamentally to rethink political praxis (as opposed to the reconstitution of 
sovereign power).147

One could argue that the mal"mat#s and, even more starkly, the  qalandars 
were engaged in precisely this e"ort. By refusing, in the most rigorous ways 
conceivable, to circumscribe life within any existing legal structure, they in-
tended to open the space of human action once again. For the qalandars 
in particular, one’s salvation depended on one’s capacity completely to re-
ject human culture in the forms it then took.148 But this rejection entailed 
not social withdrawal but instead a ceaseless confrontation with this culture: 
the qalandars self-consciously created a “social wilderness” within society.149 
!eir aim was not to constitute an alternative polity but rather to engage in 
a permanent revolution against the one at hand. !is polity depended on the 
emergence of the institutionalized Su# master (shayk) previously mentioned, 
who made the promise of salvation a socioeconomic enterprise. By means of 
juridical works, clerical biographies, historical surveys, and conduct manuals, 
they created o$cial norms for salvation that shaped the behavior of their fol-
lowers and served the interests of allied sovereigns. It was in response to this 
particular complex—which practiced a form of biopower avant la lettre—
that the mal"mat#s and qalandars attempted to negate all laws and thus make 
their worldly selves pass away. !e invocation of “the libertine”—that is, of 
the t.ar#qats followed by mal"mat#s and qalandars—in Ha#z’s ghazals needs 
to be understood, more precisely, as a critique of the very complex that would 
eventually align itself with European colonial rule.

Within the Homo Sacer series’s many volumes, only one, &e Highest 
Poverty, locates a form of life that consciously sought to liberate itself from 
religious law. Not coincidentally, this form of life belonged to a medieval 
renunciatory movement. Not only were Christian monastic and Su# men-
dicant orders coeval, both originating in the #rst centuries of the second 
millennium(.)., but their shared vows of extreme poverty were reactions 
against the new forms of urban and merchant capital that had emerged in 
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the Italian city-states and the Islamic caliphates alike. In fact, Christian and 
Su# movements were connected at this time by the Eastern trading routes 
that terminated in Venice’s and Genoa’s ports.150 According to &e Highest 
Poverty, in any case, the Franciscans attempted “to realize a human life and 
practice absolutely outside the determinations of the law”: “perhaps for the #rst 
time, what was in question in the movements was not the rule, but the life, 
not the ability to profess this or that article of faith, but the ability [to] prac-
tice joyfully and openly a certain form of life.”151 

In Agamben’s narrative, such attempts falter whenever monastic com-
munities cease to induce their rules from their very form of life and instead 
deduce them from already written texts, when, in other words, they pass from 
“the rule-form of life to the rule-text.”152 !e failure of the Franciscans in 
particular to achieve “a human existence beyond the law” lies, furthermore, 
in their ill-considered e"ort to argue before the Church that their “abdica-
tion of every right” was legally justi#ed, that their attempt to live beyond the 
law could somehow be lawful.153 In both these regards, the mal"mat#s and 
qalandars were, needless to say, much more radical. Considering spirituality 
an internal state compromised by every desire to manifest itself externally, 
they left little in the way of a written record.154 !ey tended not to record 
their own lives; what little they wrote circulated only among themselves. Our 
knowledge of them now comes, ironically, largely from Su# clerics who con-
demned them as criminals and heretics.

One of Ha#z’s couplets observes: “Around the tavern door the reprobates 
of God—qalandars—swarm / !ey withdraw and they bestow the diadems of 
Empire.”155 As this couplet demonstrates, Ha#z located in the rend and the 
qalandar a power more fundamental than sovereign authority. !is power—
the desire for union—silently governs everything in the universe, both visible 
(e.g., the movement of the planets and the stars) and unseen: the esoteric path 
that refuses to testify to its truth in the idiom of power. When fully realized, 
as in the Su#c #gures of the rend and qalandar, this desire dissolves every 
object and every law, in order to embrace the forms of life they have judged 
unsavable. It is by virtue of this desire—which treats constituted power as 
a prison—that Ha#z’s D#v"n was considered, before colonial philology, “the 
tongue of the unseen.” Ha#z’s poetry was modeled, in other words, on forms 
of life and language that did not care to be historically attested and cannot 
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now be philologically reconstructed. It is no accident that, exactly like the 
mal"mat#s and qalandars’ t.ar#qats, Ha#z’s ghazals, which intended to defy 
normative grammar, also avoided their own transcription. In each case, the 
resistance to representation’s limits re&ected a desire to keep the experience of 
life open. Ha#z’s ghazals were designed to liberate precisely this desire in their 
audience, to make them, in other words, mal"mat#s and qalandars as well. Like 
so much of Islamic art, they intend to sublate human desire from the material 
to the divine realm by revealing the sacred character of mundane life.156

In fact, when Ha#z invokes his takhallus. at the end of each ghazal, it 
functions both as an imperative and a vocative: it both commands the listener 
to inhabit a di"erent consciousness and addresses him as if he already has. 
By its end, in other words, the ghazal has, ideally, turned each of its listeners 
into a h. "!z. . H. %#z.  is, in fact, one of God’s names: in the Qur’%n, he is often 
called “H. %#z.  of everything.”157 !e root of h. "!z.  (h. -f-z. ) means, among other 
things, “to protect, guard, preserve” and “to follow, observe, comply with (an 
oath, covenant, divine command).” In line with the former meaning, God is 
the “H. %#z.  of everything”—the one who preserves and protects all being—by 
virtue of the boundlessness of his creative love. As a takhallus., H. %#z.  thus 
connects these two senses of the root: it commands the ghazal ’s audience to 
ful#ll their sacred covenant with the divine by safeguarding everything that 
has existed and thus to partake in divine consciousness. But if at the end of 
each poem every listener is potentially addressed as a h. "!z. , we can respond to 
this call only if we #rst realign our consciousness with “the unseen” (ghayb). 
We would comprehend, in this way, the esoteric meaning both of poet’s pen 
name and of his lifework (“the tongue of the unseen”).

Only if we do so will we be able, furthermore, to appreciate the #nal 
couplet (the maqt.a) in any of his poems, where his signature always appears. 
Here is the conclusion of “!e Shirazi Turk”: “A ghazal have you composed 
and pearls threaded, so, H. %#z. , come and bravely sing: / !e heavens over 
your verse scatter the necklace of the Pleiades.”158 In Su# poetry, “pearl” 
(durr) refers, among other things, to a substance at the bottom of the sea 
and, esoterically, to the cosmic realm that lies beyond the reach even of 
Saturn.159 !e Pleiades (‘iqd-i thurayy") are a star cluster that lies, of course, 
past the furthest limits of our own universe as well. !is maqt.a suggests 
that any h. "!z.  who sees, hidden in the words of this ghazal, pearls and the 
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 Pleiades has passed through the visible universe and can now view its mys-
tery in a di"erent light. Ha#z’s ghazals enable one to perceive, in other 
words, not just the visible spheres but the source of the cosmic mystery, the 
invisible force that governs the movement of every sphere: it is by virtue 
of this capacity that his D#v"n was used in divination across the Persian-
ate world. !e force that moves all things is, of course, the divine love that 
originally made them and still embraces each—that which the world deni-
grates as much as that which it esteems—equally. Hence, “the unseen” every 
h. "!z.  must safeguard has a double sense: it is both that divine love and that 
denigrated thing; the beloved and the blemish on his face; the one who 
comes to save and the one who cannot escape judgment; the higher truth 
and its intransigent refusal to testify in the language of the law. In each case, 
the former is sacred only by the virtue of its relationship to the latter (and 
vice versa). H. "!z.  names the one who searches for and is able to recognize 
divinity in this intertwined love and anonymity.

Indeed, if every h. "!z.  must align himself with the unseen, the pen name 
“H. %#z. ” is another word, paradoxically, for self-annihilation. It manifests a 
kingdom where judgment—and hence self-regard—are no longer possible. 
Contrary to the many imperial appropriations of as well as more recent 
scholarship on Ha#z’s poetry, it is thus modeled on the practices not of Per-
sianate power but instead of the politically disenfranchised. !e mal"mat#s 
and qalandars’ illicit acts were designed to undermine their own desire for a 
“good” name ( j"h) because they believed this desire turned the t.ar#qat toward 
hypocrisy.160 In precisely the same vein, one of Ha#z’s ghazals describes his 
own illicit acts as attempts to escape the limits of ethics and hence of the 
self: “I’m the one who is the talk of the town for love-making. / It is I whose 
sight is not polluted by seeing ‘evil.’ // I have drowned my image worshipping 
wine / !at I might destroy the idolatry of the self.”161 !e qalandars were 
committed, much more uncompromisingly than Ha#z himself, to the belief 
that life itself (before and outside the law) is unjudgeable and sacred. For 
this belief, they were themselves judged, criminalized, executed, and always 
rendered subaltern.162

On an even deeper level, the takhallus. H. %#z.  in itself joins the Word 
and indeed name of God to human language. In another volume of the 
Homo Sacer series, &e Sacrament of Language, Agamben has observed that, 
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according to Jewish esoteric thought, divine language and human speech 
communicate their properties to each other via “the name of God.”163 !e 
proper name thus #rst contains the crossing of the human and the divine 
(the communicatio idiomatum) subsequently attributed to the Christian 
incarnation. Walter Benjamin’s “On the Language as Such and on the Lan-
guage of Man” expands on precisely this point. According to this early essay, 
after the Fall, language ceases to communicate irreducibly particular expe-
riences—or, in other words, to operate according to proper names—and 
becomes the medium of judgment instead: “the abstract elements of lan-
guage [are] rooted in the word of judgment. [In] the Fall, man abandoned 
immediacy in the communication of the concrete—that is, name—and 
fell into the abyss of the mediateness of all communication.”164 Judgment 
suddenly intervenes between (otherwise sacred) life and (all-too-human) 
language. God’s Word had previously foreclosed the very possibility of judg-
ment: “!e Tree of Knowledge stood in the garden of God not in order 
to dispense information on good and evil, but as an emblem of judgment 
over the questioner. !is immense irony marks the mythic origin of law.”165 
“Mythic” here corresponds to the concept of mythic violence—that is, 
sovereign law—in Benjamin’s “Critique of Violence.” Opposed to mythic 
violence is “divine,” or revolutionary, violence, which seeks to destroy not a 
particular legal order but sovereign law as such. In this essay, as in the en-
counter between Christ and Caesar narrated by Agamben, the divine exists 
only in its confrontation with the law: if it judges anything, it judges only 
judgment (or the law) itself. !e “immense irony” of judgment is, therefore, 
that it violates God’s Word, which originally prohibited not the commission 
of evil but rather the question of “good” and “evil” itself. Before the Fall, 
this question—or, more precisely, the paradigmatically human knowledge to 
which it leads—alone was evil.

For Ha#z likewise, judgment is the only sin the Qur’%n recognizes: “I 
said to the master of the tavern: ‘Which road is / !e road of salvation?’ He 
lifted his wine glass and said, / ‘Not #nding fault [‘ayb] with others.’”166 !e 
categories of good and evil overturn God’s Word and transform it into sov-
ereign law; it is this perverse genealogy that Ha#z’s poetry also identi#es 
and attempts to reverse, in order to make divine speech audible and sacred 
life visible, once again, within the human domain. He chided his competi-
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tion: “You writers who write such bad poems, why do you envy Ha#z so 
much? / His grace of speech that people love comes entirely from God.”167

Conclusion
!e Western reception of Ha#z re&ects the broad project of cultural transfor-
mation that the philological revolution precipitated. From the late eighteenth 
century forward, this project attempted to resist the main trajectory of Euro-
pean development, which, it believed, obscured the ontological priority and 
primordial creativity of human desire. Its belief that Ha#z’s unquali#ed af-
#rmation of desire was the source of an alternative aesthetic followed in the 
tracks of Jones’s Grammar, which considered such an a$rmation art’s lost 
origin and revolutionary future. Jones’s seminal premise was that the “expres-
sive” (or nonreferential) language of desire is not just historically prior but 
also intrinsically opposed to constituted power. Historical grammar claimed 
that it alone could comprehend the historical speci#city of such language—a 
claim the widespread call among postcolonial scholars for a return to phi-
lology tacitly accepts. It is also by virtue of this claim that Jones, Goethe, 
Nietzsche, and British colonial administrators imagined they could enter 
directly into Ha#z’s D#v"n and appropriate its peculiar power. In any case, 
though, Jones’s argument about expressive poetry remained in&uential long 
after the eighteenth century. On one hand, it de#nes our concept of litera-
ture and “the literary,” which is precisely the conscious embrace of language’s 
performative power. On the other, it programs how scholars across the hu-
manities and social sciences understand the antithesis of colonial knowledge, 
as I suggest in the Introduction and demonstrate at greater length in the 
Conclusion. Its in&uence is evident as well in the de#nition of modern lit-
erature put forth by Foucault’s early essay “Language to In#nity”: that is, a 
language “that appropriates and consumes all [supposedly divine and refer-
ential] languages in its lightning &ash.”168

At the same time, though, this cultural project also possessed a colonial 
utility. Because historical grammar possessed singular access to every lan-
guage’s historical truth, it legitimized the colonial state’s control over literature, 
law, and tradition and undermined the authority of all competing approaches. 
It enabled the colonial state, furthermore, to acquire knowledge about the gov-
erned simply by studying their languages and texts. !is chapter has argued, 
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in diametric opposition to the postcolonial premise that new-philological ap-
proaches are inherently oppositional and even emancipatory, that they were 
instead the instrument of colonial rule and remain the latest stage of philo-
logical power. If we hope to conceive a truly postcolonial approach, we would 
need #rst to make this instrumentality visible. Until we do, we will fail to 
acknowledge, much less address, literary studies’ own colonial legacy. In this 
regard, philology is precisely what we must now bring to crisis.

In diametric opposition to the history of philology, Ha#z refused to valo-
rize texts or textual traditions. !ough his ghazals are utterly immersed in 
material life, they nonetheless aim, in fact, to transcend the human domain 
altogether. In its place, they privilege the practices of world renouncers who, 
in the name of sacred life, lived in a ceaseless confrontation with sovereign 
law but refused to represent themselves in its terms. Hence, in Ha#z’s view, 
the power that is both prior and opposed to the law exists not in texts but 
only in the esoteric consciousness they conceal. Even as literature appropri-
ates this power, it re&ects a contrary impulse: “literature” is precisely the name 
for the desire to leave a mark on the historical record. Perhaps the literary 
always exists, therefore, in an intimate and violent relationship with antithet-
ical practices. In any case, we cannot even begin to understand what is most 
provocative for literary studies in whole traditions now called “literature” or 
even misappropriated as the very model of “the literary” if we do not #rst 
acknowledge the presence within them of discursive practices that were, for 
the most profound and urgent reasons, fundamentally opposed to the very 
production of literature. Such practices, and their otherworldly power, may 
help us reconsider what politics could mean today.
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categorically cannot be represented by it: those discursive practices that un-
derstood implicitly the danger textual and philological authority have always 
posed to those who possess none. !e point of these ephemeral practices 
was not to produce texts—much less leave a legal, religious, or cultural 
 legacy—but rather to reinterpret tradition for the sake of a vanishing present. 
Colonial philology needed above all to undermine these acts of local appro-
priation—which alone have the potential to make communal life “collective” 
and its laws “immanent,” if anything does. Whenever, like Anderson, we as-
sume that texts articulate horizontal relationships, we play into the hands of 
colonial philology, confusing the artifacts of philological power with the dis-
course of collective life. If we recognized the extent to which world literature 
shares the logic of colonial law, we could begin to approach texts di"erently. 
In order to honor literature’s most radical aspirations, this chapter searches, 
hidden within the text, for the practices literature itself served to e"ace.

1. !e Colonial Rule of Law
During the #rst years of British colonial rule, the East India Company failed 
to balance its military expenditures and its territorial revenues, thus imperil-
ing metropolitan #nance, both public and private: whereas the British state 
depended on the Company’s annual payment, the British aristocracy and 
bourgeoisie were heavily invested in Company stock. In response to this eco-
nomic crisis, Parliament established a select committee to investigate East 
Indian a"airs in 1772. Picking up on a common discourse of the period, the 
Company’s metropolitan critics accused it of being an extension of “Asiatic” 
or “Oriental Despotism”: supposedly like the Islamic empires that ruled the 
Middle East and South Asia, the Company had undermined property rights 
and turned land to waste.24 One possible outcome of the select committee’s 
hearings was the metropolitan imposition of a British legal system on the 
Company’s territories.

In order to prevent Parliament from circumscribing Company policy in 
this way, Hastings elaborated a “countermodel” to the discourse of Asiatic 
despotism. Appealing to his connections both in the Company Court of 
Directors and the British state, he argued against the premise that sover-
eign power in India had always been founded only on its despots’ “arbitrary 
wills” and emphasized instead that both Hinduism and Islam did in fact have 
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written laws. Hastings wrote that the “[original inhabitants of Hindostan] 
have been in possession of laws which have continued unchanged, from the 
remotest antiquity.”25 Hence, India possessed an “ancient constitution” just 
as England did, and the Company was consequently obligated to align its 
rule with this law rather than any British system: “It would be a grievance 
to deprive the people of their own laws, but it would be wanton tyranny to 
require their obedience to others of which they are wholly ignorant, and of 
which they have no possible means of acquiring a knowledge.”26 Hastings 
attempted to prove his point—that is, Hindu and Islamic law could be viable 
bases for a modern state—by commissioning Company scholars to translate 
sastric and shari‘a manuscripts into English. !ese commissions produced, 
respectively, Nathaniel Brassey Halhed’s A Code of Gentoo [Hindu] Laws, 
or, Ordinations of the Pundits (1776) and Charles Hamilton’s !e Hedàya, or 
Guide; A Commentary on the Mussulman Laws (1791).

Hastings’s “Plan for the Administration of Justice in Bengal” called on 
British magistrates to consult with the Islamic and Hindu jurists (mulavis 
and pandits) who were the generally acknowledged experts in their respective 
traditions. But this process of consultation only made both traditions appear 
self-contradictory and endlessly “pliable” because, to colonial  observers, the 
mulavis’ and pandits’ opinions seemed wildly inconsistent with each other.27 
Company o$cials interpreted this seeming inconsistency as evidence of the 
native susceptibility to bribery and basic dishonesty. In his preface, Halhed 
commented: “In every place the immediate magistrate decided all cases ac-
cording to his own religion[.] Hence terror and confusion found a way to all 
the people, and justice was not impartially administered.”28

Jones devised the “obvious remedy for this evil.”29 During his #nal year 
in England—as he campaigned for and won a seat on the Company su-
preme court in Bengal—he published his translation of a twelfth-century 
treatise on Islamic inheritance law to general acclaim and sent copies to 
Benjamin Franklin as well as Edmund Burke and other British legisla-
tors involved in East Indian a"airs.30 Jones intended !e Mahomedan Law 
of Succession to the Property of Intestates (1782) both to showcase his unique 
quali#cations to serve on the high court and to help the East India Com-
pany implement the 1781 Judicature Act. In the preface, he wrote: “Perpetual 
references to native lawyers must always be inconvenient and precarious; 
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[even] if they be neither in%uenced nor ignorant, the court will not in truth 
bear and determine the cause, but merely pronounce judgment on the report 
of other men.”31 He insisted, therefore, that colonial administrators them-
selves acquire “knowledge of Mahomedan jurisprudence and consequently of 
the languages used by Mahomedan writers”; refer to “their books of allowed 
authority”; and consequently keep “a check over the native counsellors.”32 
Colonial textual authority was, in other words, Jones’s remedy for the evil 
of native clerical authority. As he told Cornwallis, the governor-general of 
India would need to codify Islamic and Hindu law, as Justinian had codi-
#ed Roman law: “If we had a complete Digest of Hindu and Mohammedan 
laws, after the model of Justinian’s inestimable Pandects, [we] should never 
perhaps, be led astray by the Pandits or Maulavi’s, who would hardly venture 
to impose on us, when their impositions might so easily be detected.”33

Jones arrived in India amid another parliamentary investigation into East 
Indian a"airs, occasioned, again, by both colonial and metropolitan #nancial 
crises. Almost as soon as he was settled, he wrote “Best Practicable System 
of Judicature” (1784), which called for “Digests of Hindú and Mahomedan 
law[s] reposited in the treasuries of [the Company’s civil courts].”34 Whereas 
Hastings had originally invoked written law to forestall parliamentary su-
pervision, Jones actually made it the foundation of colonial authority: legal 
adjudication would, in principle, be based henceforth not on personal discre-
tion but rather on codi#ed texts. Jones’s “System” severed tradition from the 
local authority of native jurists and linked it instead to the intertwined and 
universal authority of writing and the state, which alone could preserve na-
tive laws “inviolate.”35 Jones began thus to transform both the material and 
epistemic bases of South Asian tradition.

But he added one #nal step. His plan initially called for “Mulavis and 
Pundits” to compile the Arabic and Sanskrit manuscripts on which the 
 English codes would be based.36 Such a process of compilation—already 
used for Halhed’s Code and Hamilton’s Hedàya—would have involved 
native scholars translating original source manuscripts into Persian and 
Company scholars retranslating the Persian versions into English (since 
only one knew Sanskrit and few, if any, knew Arabic). Eventually, though, 
Jones rejected this approach, observing in regard to Halhed’s translation 
that, though Halhed “had performed his part with #delity,” the native 
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scholar had omitted “many essential passages” and added his own “from a 
vain idea of elucidating or improving the text.”37 Jones decided, therefore, 
to use his own Arabic and nascent Sanskrit skills to supervise the compila-
tion of the source texts and then edit and translate them alone: “Sanscrit 
and Arabic will enable me to [procure] an accurate digest of Hindu and 
Mohammedan laws [by] which both justice and policy require [the natives] 
be governed.”38 As he unfolded his plan to the secretary of Britain’s India 
Board, Jones explained: “[Parliament] wisely gave their Indian subjects the 
bene#t of their own beloved and revered laws; but the di$culty is to ef-
fectuate the intention of the Legislature without a complete check on the 
native Interpreters of the several Codes. Never imagine, that I have an un-
reasonable prejudice against the Natives, but I must declare what I know to 
be true.”39 Cornwallis quickly approved Jones’s plan to produce “complete 
digest[s] of Hindu and Mussulman law” and thus give the Company “total 
control” over legal administration.40 Jones’s translation of a twelfth-century 
Hana# treatise on Islamic inheritance law—Al Sirájiyyah: or, !e Moham-
medan Law of Inheritance (1792)—would become the basis of all subsequent 
Muslim property law in South Asia. After he obtained su$cient mastery of 
Sanskrit, Jones translated the most authoritative Dharma&'stra—!e Laws 
of Manu (Institutes of Hindu Law; or, !e Ordinances of Menu [1794])—and 
also supervised the compilation and began the translation of Al Sirájiyyah’s 
sastric analog: A Digest of Hindu Law on Contracts and Successions (1797), 
completed by H. T. Colebrooke after Jones’s untimely death.

With Jones’s codi#cations, therefore, a new philological approach to Arabic 
and Sanskrit became the key to Islam and Hinduism and hence to the colonial 
rule of law. And if the new philology was the necessary precondition for co-
lonial rule of law, the rule of law had become equally fundamental to colonial 
legitimacy. !e parliamentary investigations into East Indian a"airs, culmi-
nating in the Hastings impeachment (1786–94), had, as mentioned, identi#ed 
Company rule with Asiatic despotism. In order to distinguish its sovereignty 
from despotic power, the Company claimed that its juridical order substi-
tuted “the rule of law” for “the rule of men.”41 In other words, whereas both 
European (e.g., the Spanish and Portuguese crowns) and Oriental (e.g., the 
Ottoman, Safavid, and Mughal courts) empires operated on an ancien régime 
model, where rights were distributed di"erentially based on an individual’s so-
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cial status, the Company claimed that its new order would treat all natives as 
equal under the law. As the binary opposition “rule of men” / “rule of law” sug-
gests, the latter is supposedly based not on discretionary power but rather on 
textual authority. Jones repeatedly emphasized this point during his colonial 
career. In his #rst address to the Calcutta Grand Jury, he explained: “It is the 
duty of a judge to pronounce his decisions, not simply according to his own 
opinion of justice and right, but according to prescribed rules. [It] is the judge-
ment of the law, not his own, which he delivers”; “legislative provisions have 
not the individual for their object, but the species”; “let us be satis#ed [with 
the] law [and] not call for equity in its popular sense, which di"ers in di"erent 
men, and must at best be dark and uncertain.”42 In one of the notebooks he 
used while hearing cases on the supreme court, Jones scribbled: “When a prin-
ciple of law is certain, we have nothing to do with its consequences.”43

In each of these comments, Jones invoked what John Brewer and John 
Styles have called an eighteenth-century British “shibboleth”: the rule of law 
was thought to be the “birthright” of the British, who were governed not by 
sovereign caprice but rather by “a set of prescriptions.”44 In fact, legal scholars 
such as Muhammad Zaman, Radhika Singha, and Wael Hallaq have argued 
that British legal practice was no more prescriptive or consistent than shari‘a, 
since both were based, in e"ect, on customary law.45 Even after the Company 
codi#ed shari‘a in India, it still sometimes distributed rights di"erentially, en-
trenching customary distinctions in regions such as the Panjab, for example, 
rather than eradicating them.46 But even if absent, the rule of law would 
nonetheless become a powerful discourse, not just for the colonial state in 
South Asia but equally for the postcolonial regimes that would succeed it. As 
we shall see, this discourse has led Muslims and Hindus alike to align their 
own religious beliefs with civil codes.

When explaining the reasons Jones originally called for codi#cation, Jones 
specialists have taken his rule-of-law rhetoric at its word, describing his codes 
as if they were disinterested. According to Michael Franklin, for example, Jones 
learned Sanskrit in order to deal with frequent perjury, fraudulent a$davits, 
and “unscrupulous pundits who make Hindu law (‘at reasonable rates, when 
they cannot #nd it ready made’).”47 Yet codi#cation hardly created incorrupt-
ible magistrates. Instead, it enabled British administrators to appropriate the 
native clerisy’s juridical authority. !e Hedàya, Al Sirájiyyah, Institutes of Hindu 
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Law, and A Digest of Hindu Law were, in this regard, part of the same project as 
Jones’s Grammar of the Persian Language. Jones’s relentless e"ort to de authorize 
native clerics—however bribable they may or may not have been—in his let-
ters to MPs, the Board of Control, and the governor-general re%ected one side 
of the contest between colonial and precolonial forms of philological power 
and must be understood in this light. Colonial rule is, by de#nition, the e"ort 
to eliminate competing forms of social authority; we need to view philology 
and codi#cation as its #rst scholarly weapons. !e fact that the #gure who is 
often given credit for founding the new philology in post-Enlightenment Eu-
rope also designed the rule of law in colonial India is not a mere coincidence: 
it marks the emergence of a new philologico-political formation.

2. !e Imperial Institution of Shari‘a
In diametric opposition to the East India Company, precolonial sovereigns 
rarely intervened in shari‘a’s operation, though they often patronized the 
keepers of the tradition.48 !e Mughal Empire’s own legal institutions had 
force for the gentry and urban merchants but not for other communities, 
which remained legally autonomous. !e Mughals were concerned neither 
to administer these communities’ laws nor to make its own laws superior to 
theirs. !ey did not, in other words, con%ate sovereign power with juridical 
authority as such. Because jurists during the Mughal period practiced juris-
prudence “without o$cial sanction,” they were able to keep their practice, per 
Scott Kugle, largely “outside the sphere of political control.”49 Soon after the 
Company conquered Bengal, one of its o$cers condemned such autonomy:

Justice is su"ered to be greatly perverted by [those] who, from their inherent 
art or abilities, substitute their own decisions where government have [sic] 
established no legal judges[.] Every Mahommedan, who can mutter over the 
Coran, raises himself to a judge, without either licence or appointment.50

Hastings reiterated this condemnation—and e"ectively outlawed jurispru-
dence outside the purview of the state—as soon as he became governor of 
Bengal:

It has been too much the Practice in this Country, for Individuals to exercise 
a Judicial Authority over their Debtors[,] a direct Infringement of the Pre-
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rogative and Powers of the regular Government[.] Publications shall there-
fore be made, forbidding the Exercise of all such Authority, and directing all 
Persons to prefer their Suits to the established Court.51

In response to the “staggering variety” of native rulings, the Company 
would gradually standardize the law and concentrate juridical authority in its 
own institutions. It removed certain shari‘a scholars (e.g., qazis) from their 
place within native society and assimilated them instead to state bureaucracies, 
where its codes constrained their decisions. Scholars who were not made part 
of the colonial state (e.g., muftis) lost their social authority. $e Company used 
philological authority in this way to wrest shari‘a from local communities, to 
make it a department of the state, and thus to become the ultimate arbiter of 
traditional practice on a vast array of topics, a function previously dispersed 
widely across society. We need to keep in mind that such a complete identi#ca-
tion of justice and the state, which we now take for granted, had not previously 
existed—neither in precolonial South Asia nor even in premodern Europe.

$e Company needed, unlike the Mughal Empire, to control the law 
because its economic system depended—to a much greater extent than the 
tributary economies that preceded it—on the transformation of local tra-
ditions. Company rule began with a single administrative function: the 
collection of property rent. $e Company’s overriding concern was con-
sequently to maximize rent, needed to pay for both Britain’s exponentially 
rising military debts and the dividends owed to metropolitan investors. But 
as British #nance became deeply entangled in the colonial conquest econ-
omy, the Company’s own military debts only spiraled further out of control. 
$e Company compensated by expropriating agricultural production to a de-
gree unparalleled on the subcontinent.

It gradually eliminated noncommercial relationships, including gift 
economies (whereby sovereigns redistributed the rent they took from their 
subjects) and usufruct (whereby peasants claimed free access to the earth’s 
resources). Land that had been possessed in common and could not be ap-
propriated under any circumstances was ascribed to a newly created class of 
private property owners. If they failed to meet the state’s tax demands, their 
land could be taken from them and auctioned to the highest bidder.52 $e 
Company eventually surveyed, measured, and clearly demarcated every piece 
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of agricultural property, assigned it a cash value, and referred it to a single 
owner whose right to the land was considered real only because the colonial 
state had certi#ed it. In this way, the Company delegitimized the customary 
rights of low-caste and outcaste groups. $e only form of property the Com-
pany o%cially recognized was exclusive possession, a right of which women 
were systematically bereft because they were thought to lack the social power 
necessary to ensure the "ow of rent from tenant farmers to colonial  co!ers. 
Only by eliminating all competing claims to the products of agricultural 
labor could the Company achieve the levels of extraction demanded by met-
ropolitan #nance. $e Company in this way abruptly and violently enacted 
an epochal transformation, e!ectively turning the earth into liquid capital, a 
massive act of territorial recoding.

According to Carl Schmitt, the modern state was able to “bracket war”—
thereby making itself the vessel of progress and civilization—precisely because 
it subordinated all legal jurisdictions to its own.53 Henceforth, armed con"ict 
inside Europe was bound by the principles of just war. Only actions outside 
the “lines of amity,” where European states conquered native peoples with 
impunity, were not bound by these principles.54 But Western European states 
were able to subordinate all other jurisdictions to their own and consequently 
bracket war only because they militarized themselves to a historically unprec-
edented degree. $ey paid for this militarization, in large part, with revenue 
from their colonies. $e rise of the state within Europe led, as a consequence, 
to the reorientation of land outside Europe. From the perspective of the pe-
ripheries, the rule of law appears less to bracket war than to make the economy 
of war limitless, substituting it for all prior forms of habitation.

$e Company’s legal codes participated in this process by purging native 
traditions of hereditary customs, thus providing modern forms of ownership 
and exchange with the apparent sanction of tradition.55 Jones’s introduction to 
Al Sirájiyyah, for example, insisted that the Islamic legal canon established “an 
absolute right of ownership, right of possession, and power of alienation”: “nothing 
can be more certain, than that land, rents, and goods are, in the language of all 
Mohammedan lawyers, property alike alienable and inheritable”; “no Muselman 
prince, in any age or country, would have harboured a thought of controvert-
ing these [legal texts].”56 But though the colonial codes were supposed to 
translate archaic texts, they contained passages about property absent from the 
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originals. Even when the codes were based on source material, Jones and his 
colleagues #xed words whose meanings had been historically "uid, attaching 
them to completely alien concepts from eighteenth-century political econ-
omy and jurisprudence. For example, Jones and Colebrooke’s Digest of Hindu 
Law translated Sanskrit terms for inheritance as “ownership,” or an exclusive 
right of possession.57 $ey turned terms for the division of land (vibh"ga and 
d"yabh"ga) into the “alienation” of property, thereby sanctioning land markets 
and state expropriation. And they rendered the term for the resolution of a 
dispute (vyavah"rapada) as “legal title,” thereby implying that such resolutions 
gained their legitimacy only from law. $e earliest colonial codes were, in short, 
little more than treatises on property, as their titular emphases on “succession,” 
“inheritance,” and “contracts” suggest, the Islamic and Hindu “traditions” they 
passed down products of an e!ort to commercialize land wherever possible.

Ultimately, the Company’s decision to institute the rule of law—or, in 
other words, to subsume justice completely within the state—had much less 
to do with clerical corruption than with its own military-#nancial logic.58 In 
fact, notwithstanding the claims of Jones’s own biographers that his juris-
prudence was disinterested, Jones himself identi#ed the interests behind the 
colonial rule of law. He wrote to the prime minister in 1785: “A good system of 
laws, a just administration of them, and a long peace, will render this country 
a source of in#nite advantage to Great Britain.”59 Almost a decade later, he 
concluded the preface to one of his codes: “[$ese laws] are actually revered 
[by] nations of great importance to the political and commercial interests of 
Europe, and particularly by many millions [of ] subjects, whose well directed 
industry would add largely to the wealth of Britain.”60 Once the Company 
codi#ed shari‘a and the Dharma&'stra, its management of property seemed 
to be founded, if not on the consent of the governed, on a higher truth: their 
own authoritative texts. Its unmediated invocation of these texts enabled it 
to deauthorize all precolonial juridical and philological practices at once; co-
lonial codi#cation was thus, as mentioned, the counterhegemonic move par 
excellence. Suddenly, the Mughal order became foreign (“Turko-Persian”) 
and Company institutions, remarkably, “native.”

In his masterwork, Economy and Society, Max Weber created a typol-
ogy of legal orders that a%rmed Jones’s initial evaluation of Islamic legal 
practices as “unsystematic, inconsistent and mostly arbitrary,” depending as 
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they did on the “undisciplined and uncontrollable legal interpretation of the 
[ mulavis].”61 Just as Weber’s evaluation of Islamic legal traditions followed 
in the tracks of earlier Orientalists, twentieth-century European scholars 
have followed Weber in considering Islamic law “atomized”—despite its 
evident resemblance, at least before the advent of colonial rule, to British 
common law. $e negative estimation of shari‘a that has de#ned its West-
ern reception from Jones until the present is, in large part, the consequence 
of viewing it through a completely alien prism that inevitably distorts its 
own history. $is prism, the codi#cation of law, makes the triangulation of 
canonical texts, juridical authority, and sovereign power appear natural. It 
makes all other legal systems seem illegitimate.

In fact, legal historians such as Singha, Upendra Baxi, and Lauren Benton 
have argued, in contrast to Schmitt, that it was in the colonies, not Western 
Europe, that the modern state form—that is, a secular institution that sub-
ordinates all preexisting legal orders to its own—#rst emerged.62 One could 
note, in support of this argument, that the #rst modern codes of law were pro-
duced in the colonies, not Europe. At a time when European states each still 
comprised various, overlapping systems of law, the East India Company had 
already imposed a single, overarching legal system upon its colonial territo-
ries: decades before the Napoleonic Code was instituted, Hastings had already 
commissioned Halhed’s Code of Hindu law and Hamilton’s Hedàya. Hence, 
when Jones recognized the inadequacy of these works, he could pattern his 
own codes not on any modern European model but only on Roman law.

As the Company established its courts and colleges (Calcutta Madrassa 
[est. 1781] and Fort William College [est. 1800] in Bengal; East India Company 
College [est. 1806] in Haileybury, Hertfordshire), the identi#cation of shari‘a 
with a codi#ed or textualized law became a tenet of colonial knowledge.63 
Well into the late nineteenth century, legal education was thought to be more 
sophisticated at these colonial colleges, which taught the rules of “universal 
jurisprudence,” than at Oxford and Cambridge, which largely avoided legal 
theory. As Eric Stokes and others have demonstrated,  nineteenth-century 
British legal reformers took their cue from British India, where reform-minded 
liberals had already enacted their principles without the resistance of represen-
tative bodies.64 In fact, colonial India became a model of centralized power 
for European statesmen in general, as they reacted to late eighteenth- and 
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nineteenth-century revolutionary movements. In all these ways, the histori-
cal record suggests that as it standardized law, centralized legal authority, and 
transformed tradition philologically, the East India Company did not follow 
in the wake of European development but served as its vanguard.

3. Shari‘a from Colonialism to Islamism
In late eighteenth-century colonial India, a European empire attempted, in 
sum, to rule conquered populations by their laws for the #rst time. $is e!ort 
led to the earliest codes of modern law and, arguably, to a more complete 
incorporation of law into the state than had ever been attempted before. To 
the extent that this characteristic distinguishes the modern state, colonial 
India served as one of its prototypes. Mamdani has argued, accordingly, that 
it was with Company rule that “the de#nition and management of di!er-
ence” #rst became “the essence of governance.”65 In his account, colonial 
law in particular was the “central” institution for the original de#nition and 
management of “cultural di!erence,” which would become, in turn, the cen-
terpiece of “modern statecraft,” and, consequently, the “holy cow” of the social 
sciences—the fundamental category, in other words, of both representative 
democracy and academic discourse.66 “$e language of pluralism and dif-
ference is born,” Mamdani observes, “in and of the colonial experience.”67 
Whereas all prior European empires had attempted to “eradicate di!erence” 
through policies of cultural assimilation, Company rule “involved a shift in 
language, from that of exclusion (civilized, not civilized) to one of inclusion 
(cultural di!erence).”68

Mamdani dates this transformation to the nineteenth century, mistakenly 
grouping eighteenth-century colonial India with all “previous empires.”69 In 
fact, eighteenth-century Company rule was concerned, fundamentally, to 
“shape,” not “eradicate,” di!erence.70 If we overlook this fact, we will mis-
understand precisely how colonial law #rst managed cultural di!erence. If, 
as Mamdani claims, colonial law made non-European traditions suddenly 
univocal, unchanging, and hence knowable, it did so by reducing them to 
print. Jones and other Company Orientalists claimed, for example, that be-
cause Indian laws were essentially religious, they must be de#ned by ancient 
texts, not contemporary practice: he described the manuscripts from which 
the Company would draw its prospective legal codes as “Six or Seven Law 
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Books believed to be divine.”71 "eir divine authority enabled the Company 
to deem any social customs or interpretive practices that deviated from its 
codes to be corrupt.

Jones put this strategy into practice even before he codi!ed the law: 
“Pure Integrity is hardly to be found among the Pandits and Maulavis, few 
of whom give opinions without culpable bias, if the parties can [bribe] them. 
I therefore always make them produce original texts, and see them in their 
own Books; for I have greatly improved my stock of Arabick [and] have ap-
plied myself for a twelve month so diligently to Sanscrit that I can correct 
or verify any Translation.”72 Jones’s demand that native clerics be faithful to 
the letter of the law—or rather to his own reconstruction of its meaning—
could serve as a synecdoche for the colonial rule of law in general: it replaced 
native juridical practices with European legal principles wherever possible 
and eliminated the former wherever it was not. For example, in regard to 
shari‘a, Jones and his contemporaries called the Qur’$n, the hadith, and a 
few archaic manuscripts the “sources” of Islamic law.73 Particular eighth- and 
ninth-century legal scholars became “authorities,” the “counterparts” of Coke, 
Littleton, and Blackstone. "eir treatises were considered “legal textbooks,” 
their opinions binding “precedents.” In this way, the Company ascribed to its 
own Islamic—and subsequently Hindu—codes universal authority over all 
members of the faith. 

“Colonial administrators may never have changed Islamic legal arrange-
ments quite so profoundly,” Michael Anderson has commented, “as when 
they were trying to preserve them.”74 Colonial law made shari‘a “something 
it had never been: a !xed body of immutable rules beyond the realm of in-
terpretation and judicial discretion.”75 It purported, in this way, to de!ne 
the essence of Islam and shari‘a, of Hinduism and the Dharma%$stra, and, 
even more fundamentally, of Muslims and Hindus as distinct peoples. Legal 
codes became a primary medium of historical knowledge about colonized 
populations, not only for European scholars but even for those populations 
themselves. As a consequence, Muslims and Hindus came to see each other 
as separate “nations”; to identify their respective laws with codi!ed texts; and 
to insist that law be administered only by a sovereign state. Colonial law thus 
led to the logical—or we could say philological—necessity of partition two 
centuries later.
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In fact, the new philology controlled colonialism long after it ceased to be 
the cutting edge of European knowledge. Mamdani has followed Nicholas 
Dirks in arguing that “anthropology supplanted [philology] as the principal 
colonial modality of knowledge and rule” during the late nineteenth cen-
tury.76 "eir primary example is the preeminent late nineteenth-century 
British imperial intellectual, Sir Henry Maine, who insisted that colonial 
administrators base their policies no longer on Orientalist texts but instead 
on the ethnographic observation of everyday life. Yet Maine’s premises—
which would be woven into the colonial civil service curriculum from Africa 
to Malaya—accorded with Jones’s: Indian society was essentially stationary; 
the colonial state must therefore prevent social change. In fact, notwithstand-
ing Mamdani’s and Dirks’s claims, Maine’s “ethnographic” vision of Indian 
society—which presupposed that “the primitive Aryan groups[,] institutions, 
[and] ideas [were] arrested in India at an early stage of development”—was 
shaped, both ideologically and methodologically, by philology.77 Maine him-
self acknowledged his theory’s philological provenance, insisting on the value 
of “Historical [and] Comparative Method,” which reveals that “a large part 
of ancient Europe survives in India.”78 Hence, regardless of whether colonial 
rule chose to codify archaic manuscripts or, instead, social customs, it ended 
up only reinforcing colonial law’s textual authority.

"e history of late eighteenth- and nineteenth-century colonial India 
would be repeated in Southeast Asia, the Middle East, and Africa. In each 
case, precolonial society had been characterized by “legal pluralism”—or, in 
other words, the coexistence of di#erent, overlapping, relatively autonomous 
jurisdictions, none of which was sovereign over the others.79 In each case, co-
lonial rule replaced this traditional pluralism with a single, overarching legal 
system, which subordinated all preexisting arrangements to its own. For ex-
ample, in British Africa, though the tradition was oral rather than scribal, 
the colonial operation was similar: in the words of John Comaro#, “vernacu-
lar dispute-settlement institutions, their jurisdictions and mandates severely 
restricted, were everywhere formally, sometimes forcibly, incorporated into 
the colonial state at the lowest levels of its hierarchy of courts and tribunals; 
furthermore, local cultural practices deemed ‘primitive’ or ‘dangerous’ were 
statutorily criminalized.”80 Colonial law thus reconstructed traditional au-
thority in the process of producing historical knowledge about countless races 
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and ethnicities. And in each case, even after the colony in question gained 
independence, it reformed but did not undo the colonial legal system.

Colonial law eventually became an almost universal language: it was not 
only the medium through which the colonized were obligated to address their 
colonizers if they wanted justice but also one framework by which European 
thought made non-European worlds legible.81 For example, though they 
were largely philological constructs, the colonial translations of  al-Hid!yah 
and al-Sir!jiyyah became original source material both for the rule of law and 
for the Orientalist study of Islamic society. In fact, even before they began to 
be used by colonial courts, these codes established “the fundamental [prem-
ise] of all classical Orientalism”: that is, “a proper knowledge [of the Orient] 
could not be had without a detailed study of the classical legal texts.”82 It 
is no coincidence that Christiaan Snouck Hurgronje—alongside Maine, the 
major nineteenth-century theorist of colonial law—helped codify shari‘a in 
French North Africa and the Dutch East Indies before he founded the disci-
pline of Islamic philology in Europe.

"e colonial insistence on legally binding texts would have wide-ranging 
consequences. On one hand, it lies at the roots of the Western prejudice 
against Islam as intrinsically conservative, not to say medieval, incapable 
of transformation from within. On the other, the codi!cation of shari‘a 
played an essential role in the production of Islamic fundamentalism, which 
gained ground only after the advent of colonial law. In South Asia, scriptural 
 fundamentalism—that is, the belief that religious truth derives solely from 
the Qur’$n, the hadith, and shari‘a texts—was the direct product of colo-
nial law, which linked clerical authority to the mastery of textual knowledge: 
Jones’s demand that the high court mulavis always “produce original texts” 
!rst established this connection.83 "ough the Muslim clerisy (‘ulam! ’)— 
beholden to the hermeneutic techniques of the legal school in which they 
were trained—were conservative by nature, colonial law turned their conser-
vatism away from traditional interpretive practices toward canonical texts. 
Hence, when the Company’s legal system transformed the nature of the 
‘ulam! ’’s authority, it stripped them of the power that had previously de!ned 
their professional identity: the interpretation of shari‘a. In fact, it was no lon-
ger Muslim jurists trained in shari‘a but rather British judges lacking in any 
such training who now controlled Islamic law.
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By 1864, mulavis (and pandits) had been eliminated from colonial courts 
altogether.84 In response to the absence of Muslim judges in the adjudica-
tion of shari‘a, a situation the ‘ulam! ’ considered insu#erable, they insisted 
that the faithful strictly adhere to the letter of law. In the Islamic seminary 
Darul Uloom Deoband (est. 1867)—where a widely in&uential anticolonial 
Islamist movement began—scriptural fundamentalism became an o'cial 
 Islamic dogma. In this way, the ‘ulam! ’ perversely and unwittingly identi!ed 
shari‘a with a doctrine—textual literalism—with which they themselves had 
been inculcated only during the previous century of colonial rule. Colonial 
law had reduced their authority to a literalist understanding of canonical 
texts and, after this transformation, completely taken even this authority 
away from them. In order to defend what they had come to identify as the 
very source of their authority, the ‘ulam!’ re&exively insisted on literalism 
even more stridently than the colonial state had. Islamic fundamentalism 
is colonial philology’s o#spring turned, ironically, against colonial rule—the 
conservatism of the clerisy intensi!ed beyond all recognition by logic of the 
modern state.

During the late nineteenth century, scriptural fundamentalism quickly 
spread, along with colonial law, from urban centers to every sector and region 
of Islamic society.85 Eventually, the call for Islamic states founded on !xed 
legal codes—which was intended to defend traditional ways of life against 
colonial modernity—would become pervasive across the Islamic world. 
Hence, it was not merely secular statesmen such as Nehru who failed to dis-
tinguish between the British construction of “ancient Indian law” and Indian 
traditions themselves.86 Orthodox believers have protested public policies in 
the name of their private orthodoxies, which both Muslim and Hindu com-
munalists treat as the “sole pillar of their community.”87 But private law is, in 
fact, no less a colonial construct than public law. Shari‘a became a rigid ortho-
doxy rather than an interpretive process only after colonial codi!cation had 
brought this process largely to an end. Even anticolonial Muslim nationalists 
such as Muhammad Iqbal and Maulana Maududi, who attempted to oppose 
the Deobandi program and revive precolonial religious and legal traditions, 
could imagine this revival occurring only within the framework and under 
the purview of the state. For them, as for us, the equation of shari‘a and codi-
!ed law—justice and the state—was beyond question.
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Colonial law’s philological mindset has thus outlived the colonial era. 
In fact, it has managed to become neocolonialism’s most spectacular adver-
sary and alternative. Deobandi fundamentalists would open thousands of 
 madrasas and mosques, !rst in South Asia, subsequently in Afghanistan, 
South Africa, and the West. "e origins of the Taliban are conventionally 
located in Deoband. Its global ambassador, Rahmatullah Hashemi, told in-
terlocutors at Berkeley: “Every [member of the Taliban] is a Deobandi.”88 
But colonial law survives not only in Islamism but in religious fundamental-
isms of every stripe, which have inherited their basic ideological premises, 
unwittingly, from European philology. First, the pure form of the colonized’s 
traditions exist in an archaic past preserved now only in the sacred texts. 
Second, the emancipation of the colonized requires the seizure of state power 
and the realignment of sovereign law with the historically correct interpreta-
tion of those texts. If “these two propositions constitute the basic platform of 
every political fundamentalism in the colonial and the postcolonial world,” 
Mamdani has argued, “colonial powers were the !rst political fundamental-
ists of the modern period.”89

Ironically, though, the massive epistemic rupture colonial law produced 
within non-European traditions has rarely featured in discussions of colo-
nial culture, Said’s Orientalism not excepted.90 Said claimed that colonial law 
had “symbolic signi!cance” for “the history of Orientalism.”91 "is comment 
betrays his failure to recognize colonial law’s material signi!cance for Ori-
entalism: it was colonial law that !rst textualized non-European traditions, 
thus turning them into objects of scholarly knowledge. Said could not rec-
ognize this rupture because he remained within the philological mindset, 
presupposing the adequacy of texts to traditions. Said’s oversight in this re-
gard is not his alone but shared across the humanities. Whenever we assume 
that we can know cultures—and by extension cultural di#erence—by means 
of texts, we extend colonial law’s textual attitude. We overlook the part of 
every tradition that rejected textual authority.

4. Shari‘a from the Qur’$n to Colonialism
In fact, precolonial shari‘a, by de!nition, could not be textualized. In its only 
occurrence within the Qur’$n, the word shari‘a denotes the broad moral path 
God has provided for the welfare of people (tahqiq masalih al-‘ibad ) in this 
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life and their resurrection in the afterlife.92 Like the Jewish halakha, shari‘a 
was supposed, therefore, to guide practically every aspect of the believer’s life, 
private as well as public. Like halakha again, shari‘a was thought to have been 
conveyed from God to humanity by means of a limited discursive corpus: 
the Qur’$n, the hadith, and the !rst Muslims’ reported conduct (sunna). No 
less than the Torah, this limited corpus depended on an endless exegetical 
tradition that explained the source texts’ relevance to each new generation’s 
moral dilemmas. "e tradition turned on the practice of !qh (commonly 
called Islamic jurisprudence), which was designed to make shari‘a’s divine 
wisdom humanly accessible, to whatever extent possible. Fiqh manuals such 
as al-Hid"yah and al-Sir"jiyyah were, therefore, fundamental to traditional 
understandings of shari‘a. But when the Company treated them as codes, it 
forced them into a role they had never played before. "ese works’ overarch-
ing premise had been that the ontological distinction between divine wisdom 
(shari‘a), on one hand, and human interpretation ( !qh), on the other, entailed 
that the former could never be contained by any manmade text, much less 
codi!ed.

Hence, in diametric opposition to the legal codes that would eventually 
reach every region of the Muslim world, !qh manuals were, in Brinkley Mes-
sick’s words, “open” texts.93 "ey were designed not to de!ne shari‘a but, on 
the contrary, to provide new possibilities for its interpretation. For example, 
the !qh manuals the Company codi!ed were compilations of fatwas. But be-
fore colonial rule, the pronouncement of a fatwa was absolutely not intended, 
as we now almost universally assume, to enforce a doctrinal truth or produce 
a binding precedent. Its aim was instead to rethink the legal implications 
of the Qur’$n, the hadith, and/or the sunna and thus break new ground in 
the understanding of shari‘a. In other words, rather than dictating the law 
to future jurists, fatwas o#ered them novel hermeneutic and argumentative 
methods to relate the source texts to their own time and place.

Fiqh manuals not only kept these texts open to interpretation but were 
also always open to elaboration themselves.94 "ey were composed in a form 
that in fact demanded further commentary. Designed for the pedagogic ritual 
of recitation, repetition, and memorization, these manuals were necessar-
ily compact and elliptical, omitting not only the connections between their 
statements but even basic explanations of their dense arguments. Hence, as 
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a commentary repeated a given manual verbatim, it would literally open the 
text in order to insert elided connections and relevant explanations. With-
out such commentary, the manuals would have been barely legible and, for 
all practical purposes, useless. But as a commentary elucidated its precursor, 
it also replaced obsolete rulings with new interpretations or, conversely, re-
activated marginalized rulings that survived within its author’s memory. As a 
consequence of the commentaries, there is practically no topic on which the 
science of !qh has not generated, according to Khaled Abou El Fadl, “a large 
number of divergent opinions and con%icting determinations.”95 Given this 
state of a#airs, the Company’s attempt to reduce shari‘a—which could be 
made to say almost anything—to a closed system of law appears particularly 
absurd, albeit necessary for its subsumption by the state.

"e written tradition of shari‘a developed by means of the text-expansion 
relationship at every point in its history.96 For example, the Qur’$n was the 
!rst source text; the hadith and the sunna the !rst expansions. Subsequently, 
the Qur’$n, the hadith, and the sunna e#ectively constituted the source text, 
the science of !qh its expansion. As this science developed, the relationship 
resurfaced within !qh itself, with the works of legal-school founders becom-
ing source texts and manuals such as al-Hid"yah and al-Sir"jiyyah expansions. 
Some of the commentaries these manuals inspired subsequently rose to the 
level of source texts in their own right and were expanded in turn. Of course, 
every textual tradition—after as well as before print technology and the new 
philology—involves the critical expansion of a textual canon. But in preco-
lonial shari‘a, as perhaps in other ancient commentarial cultures, the critical 
practice refused to invest power in the text per se and, as we shall see, often 
left the textual domain altogether. Understanding this tradition’s attitude to-
ward texts will help us unthink the new philology’s ideology of the text.

"ough the word qur’"n is conventionally translated as “the reading,” a 
more precise translation would be, as mentioned, “the recitation,” from the 
verb qara’a, “to recite.” "e Qur’$n is supposed to be God’s “spoken word,” 
given !rst to a prophet said to have been illiterate, who consequently recited 
it to others.97 Hence, though the Qur’$n is indeed a text, it was nonetheless 
not originally a written one like the Old and New Testaments. Ideally, Mus-
lims absorbed the Qur’$n by means of memorization and transmitted it by 
means of recitation, as Muhammad originally had—hence, the still-common 
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practices of Muslims “by hearting” the whole Qur’$n and chanting prescribed 
passages during many Islamic rituals. Hence also the practice, within the Is-
lamic legal schools, of transmitting !qh by means not of reading and writing 
but rather of recitation and memorization: the teacher would repeatedly recite 
a fragment of a !qh manual until the students memorized it and then move 
on until the students memorized the whole text. Just as the Qur’$n’s writ-
ten form was, in principle, secondary to its recitation, written copies of !qh 
manuals were merely by-products of this pedagogic process. "eir presence 
was not necessary in either the madrasa or the court because the authoritative 
version of the manual was already present within the cleric’s memory.

Precolonial shari‘a invested authority, therefore, not in the text’s written 
but rather in its embodied form. "e authoritative text lay within those jurists 
who had memorized it, who alone were licensed to recite it within Islam’s 
legal schools, and who consequently transmitted both the text and its correct 
interpretation directly to the next generation of licensed jurists.98 Owing to 
this genealogy of transmission, the !qh manual—to an even greater extent 
than the Qur’$n—was literally embodied. On one hand, the privileging of 
embodied texts gave !qh scholars monopoly possession not just of interpre-
tive power but even of the texts themselves. But, on the other, such embodied 
texts also checked the concentration of philological power in subtle but pro-
found ways. 

Scholars of shari‘a have argued that, in contrast to colonial legal codes, 
!qh manuals presumed to de!ne not Islamic law as such but only the histori-
cally and geographically speci!c principles of the author’s legal school.99 In 
fact, though, the point of the !qh manual was even more particular than that: 
it was less to textualize principles, however speci!c, than to enable its author 
to make his whole life one model of the path. As scholars of medieval Islam 
have exhaustively detailed, jurists were treated not just as “arbiters” but more 
importantly as “exemplars” of shari‘a.100 "eir public comportment was “more 
carefully observed and copied,” according to Megan Reid, than anyone else’s: 
“there was no di#erence” between their personal conduct and their juridical 
principles.101 According to Michael Chamberlain, “the shaykh was as much 
a model of bodily norms as he was a carrier of truths.”102 

However strange such a scholarly occupation may appear to us, it re%ects 
a concept of shari‘a not as a de!nite system of law but rather as an ultimately 
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inde!nable way of life. Even when written, a given shari‘a text pointed not to 
abstract truths but to the jurist’s lived practice. It was “su#used,” according 
to Messick, with his “human presence” (haiba): in the “old texts,” writing was 
“a nonarbitrary mark of the person.”103 Such texts could, as a consequence, 
not easily be abstracted from the particularities of a given life, acquire their 
own objective existence, or legitimize institutional or sovereign power. Fiqh 
constituted a paradoxical form of philology, one that depended on written 
texts but remained alert to the perils of textual authority.104

In fact, !qh was linked, at one extreme, to a form of life that rejected 
philological power altogether. According to the biographies of famous  jurists 
from the !qh canon’s formative period, many were honored as much for their 
withdrawal from the world of learning as for their participation in it.105 Such 
jurists might, for example, remain in their homes during the day in order to 
avoid human contact, visit only abandoned mosques at night, or take ascetic 
rituals (fasting, poverty, bodily morti!cation, etc.) to their physical limits. 
As these rituals illustrate, following shari‘a was associated less with the pos-
session of scriptural knowledge than with the practice of “bodily devotion” 
(ta’abbud ). Hence, even more starkly, these jurists would periodically trade 
their scholarly lives within the urban network of madrasas, mosques, and 
courts for a radically di#erent existence among the lawless holy men (mu-
wallahun) who inhabited mountain and desert retreats—or in the case of 
Yusuf al-Qamini (d. 1259), a hospital refuse heap. Urban jurists came to be 
seen, remarkably, as even better examples of world renunciation than the mu-
wallahun during this period. 

But the former’s understanding of shari‘a depended, nonetheless, on the 
latter’s antinomian practices. Even as the muwallahun’s transgressive behav-
ior mocked the ‘ulam"’’s hegemony, it was intended not to abolish shari‘a 
but on the contrary to ful!ll it. "eir rejection of the ‘ulam" ’ ’s judgments 
on good and evil not only emphasized the ontological distinction between 
divine wisdom and human interpretation—demonstrating that God, not law, 
was sovereign—but also suggested precisely where the discrepancy between 
the two lay. Not coincidentally, then, despite acts that were normatively un-
acceptable, the muwallahun were revered by the illiterate and members of 
the ‘ulam"’ alike. Whenever the  muwallahun shattered social norms, they re-
vealed the divine path hidden by human law. 
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If jurists modeled their understanding of the shari‘a on the  muwallahun’s 
heterodox relationship with it, laypeople modeled their own, of course, on 
the jurists’: medieval Muslims were indeed immersed in shari‘a, but their en-
gagement with the law at every level of society, across gender as well as class, 
was creative. Yet precisely to the extent that this ceaselessly creative tradi-
tion opposed philological power, it cannot be recovered philologically (for 
example, the discursive practices of the muhallawun, who did not themselves 
write, no longer survive).

In sum, the precolonial tradition demonstrates that if shari‘a was ever a 
collective (or “immanent”) practice, it was so by virtue less of the production 
of texts than of their constant appropriation. Such appropriation is in fact the 
essence of shari‘a as an ethical path each person must discover for him- or 
herself. Shari‘a is ideally embodied, not written, because in the human realm 
it can take only particular, not universal, forms. “According to classical legal 
reasoning,” Abou El Fadl has observed, “no one jurist, institution, or juris-
tic tradition [has] an exclusive claim over the divine truth, and hence, the 
state does not have the authority to recognize [one] to the exclusion of all 
 others.”106 Any text that might potentially circumscribe shari‘a must, there-
fore, be reopened, reinterpreted, mocked, transgressed, and so on. "e rulings 
that pertained to relations between people (as opposed to ritual relations with 
God) could not be abstracted from the particular cases because, furthermore, 
no sovereign entity possessed the power to enforce such universal laws.107

Colonial rule overturned this state of a#airs—and, along with it, tradi-
tional concepts of what constituted a text, a legal opinion, and a collective 
practice.108 Enacting a prototypically modern episteme, the East India Com-
pany turned !qh manuals into printed texts, located all juridical authority 
within these texts, and equated them with the principles of Islamic life. 
However logical this approach appears to us now, its e#ect—if not its con-
scious aim—was to dismantle the textually sophisticated tradition of shari‘a 
as it had been practiced for centuries. Colonial law thus revealed its raison 
d’être: not just to establish private property or any particular mode of pro-
duction but also to concentrate juridical power within the state. "is history 
belies the still-widespread premise that written texts alone contain a society’s 
collective principles. It suggests that this premise began its life as the ideol-
ogy of the modern state.
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By replacing embodied texts with codi!ed ones, the Company turned 
shari‘a, in any case, into one more species of state law: what counted as licit or 
illicit ceased to exist only on a case-by-case basis and acquired the a priori re-
ality of statutory law.109 "e Company e#ectively codi!ed shari‘a, we should 
note, as soon as it translated al-Hid"yah and al-Sir"jiyyah into English. "e 
moment it did so, it severed these texts from the Arabic commentarial tra-
dition, which had kept such manuals open. In fact, Jones made sure that 
wherever al-Sir"jiyyah was open, his translation would provide closure in-
stead. In the Persian translation of al-Sir"jiyyah Hastings had commissioned 
from a mulavi, Jones found Siraj al-Din’s manual “so intermixed” with the 
mulavi’s own commentary, together totaling more than six hundred pages, 
that, he complained, “it is often impossible to separate what is !xed law 
from what is merely [the mulavi’s] own opinion.”110 Jones’s criticism here 
of the mulavi’s commentarial insertions repeated his previously cited criti-
cism of the pandit’s insertions into the sastras Halhed had translated. Jones’s 
translation broke o# al-Sir"jiyyah from the mulavi’s commentary and then 
reduced what remained to a mere !fty pages, “omitting all the minute criti-
cism, various readings, [and] subtil controversies with the arguments on both 
sides.”111 Jones himself added his own “commentary” to his abridged transla-
tion of  al-Sir"jiyyah—though, tellingly, not within the original text, in order 
to reopen it, but rather at its end, in order to close it once and for all. "e 
commentary to end all commentary, it thus encapsulates the textual transfor-
mation of precolonial shari‘a into colonial law. Precolonial shari‘a depended, 
in fact, much less on the manuals the Company codi!ed than on the com-
mentaries that made them pertinent to the present; the former remained 
meaningful only by virtue of their symbiosis and physical integration with 
the latter. In themselves, al-Hid"yah and al-Sir"jiyyah did not possess the 
historical importance the Company claimed.

When it codi!ed these compilations of fatwas, it e#ectively foreclosed the 
practice. Whereas fatwas had enabled judges to interpret shari‘a in historically 
unprecedented ways, the Company’s Muslim judges had no choice but to 
apply its legal codes. Perversely, though, the Company nonetheless preserved 
the term: it called those judges’ rulings “fatwas,” even though they merely 
rehearsed colonial statutes.112 Whenever those judges pronounced a fatwa 
in its traditional form, the Company overturned their rulings on the premise 
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that shari‘a prohibited new interpretations. "e Company was responsible, in 
this way, for pioneering the fatwa in the sense we now understand the term: a 
legally binding judgment on the guilt or innocence of an individual based on 
a literal reading of the law. In a manner emblematic of colonial philology, the 
Company turned the fatwa’s signi!cance upside down: where the fatwa had 
been one source of shari‘a’s sophisticated capacity for historical adaptation, it 
became the symbol of shari‘a’s supposed stasis instead.

"e fatwa had been the primary expression of ijtihad (“independent rea-
soning”), the analytic process by which quali!ed jurists made decisions that 
did not adhere to any existing school or ruling. To the extent that !qh was 
“a !eld of debate and dissent” that “evolved in the context of changing so-
cial circumstances,” as Talal Asad has argued, ijtihad was its essence.113 "e 
Company entrenched its policy of prohibiting new interpretations by claim-
ing, incorrectly, that Islam had closed the gates of ijtihad centuries ago. In its 
place, the Company imposed the alternative doctrine of taqlid, which bound 
jurists to school authority. 

But even here colonial policies e#aced and overwrote shari‘a practices. Be-
fore colonial rule, the point of taqlid was not to eliminate jurists’ autonomy but, 
on the contrary, to prevent sovereign power from intervening in the juridical 
sphere. Only after the Company had incorporated shari‘a into the state could 
it make taqlid a sovereign policy. During the late nineteenth and early twenti-
eth centuries, Islamic nationalists across the colonial world called for the gates 
of ijtihad to be opened again. "is nationalist vision was founded—ironically, 
if typically—on a colonial fallacy: in this case, that Islam had enforced taqlid 
since the tenth, eleventh, or twelfth century. Regardless, Islamic nationalism 
would ultimately su#er a di#erent fate: the colonial codi!cation of shari‘a led 
naturally to postcolonial Islamic states founded on written constitutions.

Company scholars selected two manuscripts to stand for shari‘a as such, 
despite their realization that many others had informed the tradition in 
South Asia. Al-Hid"yah and al-Sir"jiyyah acquired “almost exclusive author-
ity” in colonial courts—the latter becoming the basis of all Islamic property 
law, as Jones had intended.114 "ey remained authoritative throughout the 
nineteenth century, during which time only one other work was added to 
the canon of Anglo-Islamic law.115 "ese codes enabled the Company to de-
authorize not only all the shari‘a texts its scholars had not translated but also, 
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even more importantly, all constructions of shari‘a besides its own. Only after 
the Company separated orthodox shari‘a from the pedagogic, hermeneutic, 
and ritual practices I have described above could it appear backward and 
benighted, incapable of modernization from within. Colonial philology thus 
arrested the very history it claimed to know.

At the same time, it hurtled shari‘a into another history. Codi!cation 
was supposed to replace the socially embedded authority of the clerics with 
the suprasocial authority of the state.116 Instead, it started a con%ict that, far 
from being concluded within the colonial period proper, has become only 
more intractable over time. "e ‘ulam"’’s capacity to mobilize popular resis-
tance proved even more threatening to postcolonial governments than it had 
been to their colonial predecessors. From the Maghreb to Southeast Asia, 
these governments attempted, as a consequence, either to subordinate cleri-
cal organizations or to exclude them from politics altogether—thus turning 
the postcolonial polity into a mirror image of colonial rule. In response, 
disenfranchised but now politically astute clerics have created an endless 
series of Islamist networks, parties, and paramilitary organizations, most 
hoping to found an orthodox national or transnational state. "e colonial 
attempt to collapse the political and juridical spheres is, in other words, one 
precondition of the now four-decades-long dialectic of state and nonstate 
(i.e., “terrorist”) violence. Only after colonial administrators took control of 
shari‘a did its previous guardians try to take over states.

More to the point of my argument, once shari‘a was co-opted by colo-
nial philology and modern sovereignty, the part of the tradition on which 
I have focused here and which rejected textual authority, singular ortho-
doxies, and the fusing of sacred and secular power, became marginal, if not 
altogether invisible. Like Christian pastoral power, shari‘a metamorphosed 
from the ethical practice of individuals and communities into the biopoliti-
cal strategy of sovereign entities.117 Whenever a tradition mutates from the 
!rst to the second, its texts must undergo a corresponding transmutation: 
from  particular/ephemeral to universal/permanent; from embodied/open to 
printed/standardized. "e raison d’être of “the text” as we know and fetishize 
it now was to foreclose tradition as it had operated before.

In that tradition, shari‘a works were appropriated, %eetingly, in ways 
textual scholarship can now barely grasp—opened up by new generations, 
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reinterpreted in local contexts, consciously violated by those who consid-
ered the law itself to be illicit. Perhaps Western-educated scholars are still 
too blinded by the ideology—not to say fundamentalism—of the text to see 
the relationship between textuality and collectivity implicit in such acts of 
textual appropriation. But others recall a di#erent time. "e revolutions that 
swept across the Arab world from the end of 2010 invoked a vision of shari‘a 
that, in stark contrast to Islamization campaigns, actually harked back to 
precolonial traditions. Even as they justi!ed their political demands in terms 
of shari‘a, the jurists who participated in these revolutions not only did not 
call for the imposition of “shari‘a law” but in fact refused to identify shari‘a 
with any system of positive law at all. For example, many of the clerics from 
Al-Azhar Mosque and University (est. 972 &.'., arguably the most respected 
center of !qh in the world today) participated in the January–February 2011 
demonstrations that overthrew the Mubarak regime. According to the proc-
lamation of the Al-Azhar scholars, whereas dictatorship produces “social 
alienation,” shari‘a presupposes a fundamentally “collective or communal 
ethos.”118 "is proclamation (Wathiqat al-Azhar) insisted that shari‘a consid-
ers democracy, not positive law, to be the foundation of legitimate sovereignty 
and that it sanctions any legal system that supports democracy. Such a mod-
ern reinterpretation of shari‘a as the police state’s antithesis points not only 
to the democratization of !qh but, more importantly, to a reconsideration of 
the constitutional principles that now underpin “democracy” itself.

5. State Models and War Machines I:  
#e Mu‘allaq$t, 1782 A.D.

On one level, the politics behind the two works Jones translated from Ara-
bic in 1782—when the !rst British Empire, oriented around the American 
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India Company territory—appear to contradict each other. #e Mohamedan 
Law explicitly supported British colonial rule in India: it aligned shari‘a 
with a modern property regime. In contrast, #e Moallakát implicitly sup-
ported the American Revolution: it aligned nomadism with the struggle 
against imperial power. Jones’s support for the American (and later the 
French) revolutionaries, universal male su#rage, and abolitionism placed 
him, famously, on the Whig party’s far left wing.119 He published #e Moal-
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lakát—with its repeated expression of the nomad’s violent contempt for 
rulers—near the war’s end in order to rebuke British imperial overreach and 
to encourage anticolonial insurgency against it. Jones introduced one of the 
poems within the collection in precisely this way: “"e king of H'($, who, 
like other tyrants, [left] all nations free but his own, had attempted to enslave 
the powerful tribe of T$)*+,, [but these] warlike possessors of the deserts 
[openly] disclaimed his authority, and employed their principal leader and 
poet to send him de#ance, and magnify their own independent spirit.”120 
According to Jones, the Arab “Nomades have never been wholly subdued by 
any [other] nation” and, as a consequence, still enjoy “liberty.”121 Even when 
they exist on the margins of states or empires, they “only keep up a show of 
allegiance to the sultan, and act, on every important occasion, in open de#-
ance of his power.”122

On a deeper level, though, the two works were part of a single philo-
logical project. Jones intended the concept of literature implicit in "e 
Moallakát—like the concept of property rights articulated by "e Ma-
homedan Law—to model the proper constitution of a state. For him, 
Bedouin poetry re-ected—more clearly than even Ha#z’s D#v$n—the true 
source of all poetic language, that is, the expression of violent passion: the 
nomads “pour out” their poems “extempore, professing a contempt for the 
stately pillars, and solemn buildings of the cities.”123 But "e Moallakát 
joined Jones’s concept of poetry as the expression of violent passion to an-
other concept that would become even more seminal for Romanticism: 
ancient literature is “the voice of a people still in its infancy.”124 As the pre-
viously cited quotation from Wellek attests, this concept made “literature” 
the immanent language of a “nation,” that is, a people who possess the ca-
pacity and therefore the right to be sovereign.125

"e Moallakát is linked, via this de#nition of literature, to three poems 
Jones wrote at the same time, each of which would circulate for many de-
cades among English radicals: “Ad Libertatem Carmen” (1780), a loose 
translation of William Collins’s “Ode to Liberty” in support of the American 
revolutionaries; “An Ode in Imitation of Alcaeus” (1781), an original compo-
sition sent by Jones to Joseph Priestley and Benjamin Franklin that would 
be published by the Society for Constitutional Information in 1787; and “An 
Ode in Imitation of Callistratus” (1782), which Jones patterned on the Greek 
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poet’s praise of tyrannicide.126 "e “Ode in Imitation of Alcaeus” foregrounds 
the question of the state’s proper foundation:

What constitutes a State?
. . .
Not cities proud with spires and turrets crown’d;
. . .
Not starr’d and spangled courts,
. . .
No:— .+/, high-minded .+/,
. . .
Men, who their duties know,  
But know their rights, and, knowing, dare maintain,
Prevent the long-aim’d blow,
And crush the tyrant while they rend the chain:
"ese constitute a State,
And sov’reign *$0, that state’s collected will.127

In this poem, the British constitute a nation only to the extent that they 
preserve the will to war against autocratic power. And only to the extent, 
in turn, that this ancient will pervades their body politic can it constitute a 
“state” in the proper sense of the word. Here, the ancient practice of the war 
machine—whose origins lie, according to Georges Dumézil, Pierre  Clastres, 
Gilles Deleuze, and Félix Guattari, in a primordial opposition to the state’s 
emergence—becomes, paradoxically, the foundation of the republican state, 
that is, one that replaces tyranny with popular participation.128 "e “Ode 
in Imitation of Alcaeus” thus delineates the larger political vision within 
which Jones’s embrace of nomadism took place: Bedouin poetry was im-
portant to Jones precisely to the extent that its violent opposition to every 
principle of rule outside itself expressed the republic’s—or, in other words, 
constituent power’s—essence.

Hence, if "e Mahomedan Law and "e Moallakát have diametrically 
opposed attitudes toward colonial rule, they nonetheless share a single pur-
pose: to evoke a people whose opposition to autocratic power displays the 
prerequisites of immanent sovereignty and hence legitimate statehood. "e 
nomad’s war against oligarchy recurs in the civil defense of private prop-
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erty, though at a more advanced stage of social development. According to 
Jones, shari‘a identi#es “freedom” with “the civil existence and life of a man” 
and hence with “his right of property”: “subjects without property” are “mere 
slaves without civil life.”129 But as the publication of both "e Moallakát 
and "e Mahomedan Law attest, a people’s right to be sovereign must be 
produced philologically, in the reconstruction of their literary and legal tradi-
tions. After the new philology, languages and texts must, therefore, contain 
historical knowledge about national peoples, thus documenting the shifting 
fortunes of popular sovereignty.

"is requirement has less, however, to do with democratization than with 
centralization, with sovereign and scholarly institutions that sought author-
ity over culturally heterogeneous populations. “"e people” is a rei#cation 
“reinvented,” according to Jacques Rancière, by “philologists, antiquarians 
and archaeologists” partly to oppose ancien régime politics.130 According to 
this rei#cation, “poetry did not [originally] exist as a separate activity” but 
was instead woven into “the fabric of collective life.”131 Like the bardic, 
the Bedouin became one sign of this lost paradise, which Romantic na-
tionalism mourned and dreamed of restoring. For many decades after "e 
Moallakát ’s original publication, pre-Islamic poetry was understood in these 
terms, whether by early nineteenth-century intellectuals such as Goethe 
or late nineteenth-century Arabists such as Ignác Goldziher and Wilhelm 
Ahlwardt, who claimed in Über Poesie und Poetik der Araber that the Arab 
love of poetry constitutes “the very character of the nation.”132 Arabia thus 
became “the land of poets and singers.”133 Whether they studied literature 
in nationalist or in comparatist terms, nineteenth-century philologists took 
an interest in pre-Islamic Arabic poetry only to the extent that it remained 
tied to this rei#cation, the people in its infancy. Almost a century after Jones 
called on the British nation to mimic the Bedouin war machine, the Semitic 
philologist "eodor Nöldeke reiterated this call in the context of the Franco-
Prussian War: “"is manly disposition, which expresses itself throughout the 
songs of the old desert nomads, can also serve us as examples. Especially now 
when the German nation faces the question of whether it has the mind to 
cleanse old shame with its blood!”134

But if Arabists in the late nineteenth century still understood literature 
in Romantic terms, as the quotations from Ahlwardt and Nöldeke attest, 
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most of them no longer felt that pre-Islamic Arabic poetry #t the category. 
On one hand, rather than creative, this poetry was captive to predetermined 
themes and forms. On the other, it was irredeemably “atomized,” like Islamic 
law—unable to think collectively. Revising his earlier positive valuation, 
Nöldeke eventually described Arabic poetry in the same terms in which 
Weber described shari‘a: though pre-Islamic poetry remained the vessel of 
the Arab people, both poetry and people were now understood to be static 
and hence fundamentally underdeveloped.135 

When the late nineteenth-century study of pre-Islamic poetry aspired to 
be more than a method for establishing historically authentic texts, it became 
part, along with the study of shari‘a, of a broader, anthropological approach 
to “the Arab mind.” A leading philologist of the period, Julius Wellhausen, 
announced: “"e interest which we take in the old songs of the Bedouins is 
not poetic but linguistic and historical.”136 Hence, even as Western philology 
turned its evaluation of the Mu‘allaq$t inside out in the century after Jones’s 
translation, it never surrendered its commitment to the aesthetic values and 
historical approach Jones had helped establish. Late eighteenth- and early 
nineteenth-century philologists claimed that the pre-Islamic poetry tapped 
directly into the very source of poetic language and, consequently, gave voice 
to the people. Late nineteenth-century philologists believed that it lacked 
all artistic value because it was historically arrested. In either case, European 
philology conceived of “art” as an expressive practice untouched by—and 
diametrically opposed to—philological power.

No such practice exists, of course: philological power necessarily shapes 
both the production of all hegemonic art and the history of its transmission. 
But, like every other #eld of literary studies, recent scholarship on pre-Islamic 
poetry continues to see its task as the production of historical knowledge 
about a people and tradition, rather than as the investigation of its own philo-
logical presuppositions. In fact, even as early twentieth-century comparatism 
chose the path of critics devoted to humanistic values over that of philologists 
committed strictly to the scienti#c study of language, it did not question the 
basic philological axiom that printed texts provide historical knowledge.137 
Decades later, counterhistoricist schools such as poststructuralism ended up 
serving only as brief, albeit resonant, interludes between di!erent historicist 
movements. Hence, even when contemporary Arabists such as Jaroslav Stet-
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kevych or Suzanne Pinckney Stetkevych leave more conservative approaches 
behind and masterfully analyze pre-Islamic poetry as the expression of sym-
bolic archetypes or, alternatively, as “a total social phenomena,” they still align 
the text with a collective consciousness—not philological power.138

In fact, though, the printed texts we now call the Mu‘allaq$t constitu-
tively misrepresent the aesthetic phenomenon they name—and by extension 
the culture from which they are said to descend—because these poems did 
not originally take textual form. Many scholars have, of course, criticized 
Orientalism for treating non-European societies as purely textual entities, as 
well as for claiming that, absent Western intervention, these societies would 
not have developed historically. But these criticisms nonetheless leave un-
scathed the axiom that texts provide historical knowledge—precisely the 
premise that has made non-European legal and literary traditions appear 
historically arrested in the #rst place.

"e alternative to the new-philological position is to disavow this prem-
ise altogether. Archaeological approaches are concerned less to reconstruct 
history than to become conscious of their own limits and, by extension, the 
epistemic principles and discursive practices that have been marginalized 
along the way. It is not now possible for the study of literature simply to 
transcend the colonial reconstruction of tradition or, to paraphrase Aamir 
Mufti, be produced from a position uncontaminated by it: comparatism as 
we now know it would not exist without colonial philology.139 Hence, if lit-
erary studies is to be “postcolonial,” it must be so in the sense not of having 
moved beyond this particular history once and for all but, on the contrary, 
of being condemned to grapple with it inde#nitely. It could begin to do so 
by ceasing to confound philological artifacts with immanent practices. It 
would need instead to treat every text any tradition has passed down to us 
as the site of con-ict between di!erent forms of philological power and, ul-
timately, between those who possessed such power and those who did not. 
"ese con-icts are the ones most immediately responsible for the production 
and dissemination of any canonical work of literature. As Michel de Certeau 
argued in "e Writing of History, an archaeological approach must use the 
study of texts neither to transcend nor to resuscitate the past but, on the 
contrary, to recognize its stubborn and invisible persistence in contemporary 
methods.140 "e task is, in other words, not to turn history into an object but 
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rather to objectify our own scholarly premises instead, in order to recognize 
how tradition has become rei#ed and hence naturalized therein.

6. State Models and War Machines II:  
"e Mu‘allaq&t, 550 A.D.

"e originally unwritten Mu‘allaq$t comprises seven separate poems composed 
by seven di!erent authors, each of whom was a member of a sixth-century 
Bedouin tribe. "ese tribes existed between Byzantine and Persian Empires 
and their Arab client states, all of whom wanted to incorporate—or at least cir-
cumscribe the movement of—the tribes, in order to stop their raids on desert 
trade routes.141 In response, the poems insist, above all, on the Bedouins’ refusal 
to subject themselves to any empire. Here is the conclusion to the mu‘allaqah 
translated as “"e Regicide,” by ’Amr, who himself reputedly killed a king:

When kings deal with their peoples unjustly
we refuse to allow injustice among us.
We are called oppressors; we never oppressed yet,
but shortly we shall be starting oppression!
When any boy of ours reaches his weaning
the tyrants fall down before him prostrating.142

It is in the refusal of any external authority that Jones discerned an a1nity 
between the explicitly antistatist Mu‘allaq$t and American republican politics. 
In his view, these poems articulated the consciousness that precedes the rise 
of writing and the state. In fact, though, they go much further, expressing not 
just the tribe’s rejection of transcendent sovereignty but the nomad’s disavowal 
of human settlement altogether. After Jones, Arabists have insisted that the 
Mu‘allaq$t constitutes a fundamentally di!erent relationship between lan-
guage and history—or, even more profoundly, the experience of time as such.

Each of the seven mu‘allaqah begins with a memory of settlement only 
to break with this experience and cancel it out. "ey follow the classical Ara-
bic form of the qas.#dah, opening with the poet’s return to an encampment in 
which he had had a sexual encounter but which has since been abandoned. 
In this opening motif (the at. l$l, from al-wuq%f ‘alá al-at. l$l, “stopping at the 
ruins”), the poet literally reads the traces of the abandoned desert encamp-
ment.143 Take for example the #rst lines of Labid ibn Rabia’s mu‘allaqah, called 
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“#e Centenarian”: “#e abodes are desolate, halting-place and encampment 
too[,] / [naked] shows their trace, / rubbed smooth, like letterings long since 
scored on a stony slab”; “#en the torrents washed the dusty ruins, until they 
seem / like scrolls of writing[.] / So I stood and questioned that site; yet how 
should we question rocks / set immovable, whose speech is nothing signi!-
cant? / All is naked now, where once the people were all forgathered.”144 Here, 
as at the beginning of each mu‘allaqah, the deserted encampment becomes an 
inscription, “like lettering long since scored on a stony slab,” whose signi!cance 
the poet must glean: “I stood and questioned that site.” Yet here inscription 
does not preserve or consolidate memory but in diametric opposition dissolves 
into the “trace” of irretrievably lost worlds: “naked shows their trace, / rubbed 
smooth.” #e deserted encampment thus represents experience not in its con-
tent but rather in its loss; this image, paradoxically, represents loss. One could 
claim that, like Ha!z’s work, each mu‘allaqah is designed, therefore, to make 
the world fade away. #e deserted encampment’s meaning is always the same: 
whatever people make is essentially temporary; any attempt to achieve immor-
tality or permanence ends in failure; built environments become wild again; 
only the wild—and the devastation of human life—is everlasting.

Within the Mu‘allaq"t, all sign systems must, therefore, symbolize human 
mortality: ruins become a metaphor for poetry itself.145 Each mu‘allaqah ex-
presses a historical vision in which the tragedy of historical transformation is 
not mitigated by reference to progress in any sense. Every poem within the 
Mu‘allaq"t begins with a loss that is never—within Hegel’s terms—negated 
or sublated. Loss is not the precondition of a higher stage: its consciousness is 
in fact the highest stage. #e poem merely forestalls the past’s total oblitera-
tion: “Yet the true and only cure of my grief is tears outpoured: / what is there 
left to lean on where the trace is obliterated?”146 Memory likewise preserves 
nothing but the experience of loss. #e act of reading that initiates the poem 
constitutes the form of consciousness that distinguishes what it means to be 
human, one who is separated from nature by his or her mortality and from 
the animal by an awareness thereof: it is the human alone who knows the 
experience of mortality.

If in the at. l"l and nas#b (or the memory of lost love) section of the clas-
sical qas.#dah the poet reads the traces of the deserted encampment in order 
to experience the transience of all human building, in the section that fol-
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lows (the rah. #l ) the poet crosses the desert, at the risk of his life, in order 
to incorporate this experience of transience into his own being.147 See, for 
example, the mu‘allaqah of Tarafa: “When grief assails me, straightaway I ride 
it o$ / mounted on my swift, lean-&anked camel, night and day racing.”148 
Whereas states and empires presume to confer some measure of their own 
immortality on their subjects, any antistatist society must, in diametric op-
position, celebrate and indeed court death, as the qas.#dah does not only in 
the desert-crossing but also in the paean to warfare with which it often con-
cludes. Every act of departure and abandonment becomes an opportunity to 
take the experience of death into oneself, to accept mobility and mortality 
as the conditions of human life and hence to free oneself from one’s fear of 
death, a freedom that any attachment to the state’s quasi-permanence fore-
closes. #e journey enacts, in Suzanne Stetkevych’s words, “the failure of the 
polity, the destruction of the social order, and the dispersal or scattering of 
its members.”149 Hence, it also symbolizes the poet’s willingness to break 
any social relationship or convention that binds him. In Arberry’s literal 
translation, Labid proclaims, “I / am skilled to knot the bonds of friendship, 
and break them too[.] / I am quick to be gone from places when they’re un-
pleasing to me”; in O’Grady’s free translation, Labid is “glad to void void 
places.”150 If the Mu‘allaq"t lies at the origins of a tradition, the qas.#dah, that 
would not only dominate Arabic poetry but also shape Hebrew, Kurdish, 
Persian, Turkish, Hausa, and Urdu verse well into the twentieth century, it 
nonetheless insists that the past should have no hold on the present. In this 
regard also, it appears to be aligned with constituent power.

Yet, by its conclusion, every mu‘allaqah culminates in an a%rmation of 
value, whether the poet’s skill, the tribe’s ethos, or some countervailing ethic, 
normally involving violence and/or hedonism. Take Tarafa, for example, again:

Unceasingly I tippled the wine and took my joy,
unceasingly I sold and squandered my hoard and patrimony
till all my family deserted me, every one of them[.]
. . .
So now then, you who revile me because I attend the wars
and partake in all pleasures, can you keep me alive forever?
If you can’t avert from me the fate that surely awaits me
then pray leave me to hasten it on with what money I’ve got.151
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Most commonly, the poet chooses to rejoin the tribe in the qas.#dah’s third 
and !nal section, which often takes the form of the fakhr (the poet’s praise of 
himself or his tribe). But the very form of the qas.#dah—which always radiates 
out from at. l"l’s initial separation of language from stable denotation—in-
sinuates that the experience of transience that begins the poem imbues and 
destabilizes the values that conclude it. In other words, because the poet has 
chosen freely to reenter the tribe, he possesses the same power to withdraw 
once again whenever it becomes unjust. Labid observes that “the best knot-
ters of friendship sever the bond at need” and hence enjoins his listeners to 
“bestow your gifts in plenty on him who entreats you fair; / you can always 
break, when his love falters and swerves away.”152 Each mu‘allaqah implies, 
in short, that the tribe constitutes an immanent community, founded on the 
absolute freedom, mobility, and contingency of the desert, recognizing no law 
outside the will of its members.

Hence, contemporary Arabists read in the Mu‘allaq"t the spirit of the 
Jahiliyyah, the time of “ignorance” before Islam, which left no written record 
but poetry. M. M. Badawi, for example, has called pre-Islamic poetry “the 
product of a tribal desert society with its own ethos” and a “re-enactment 
of the common values of the tribe[,] enabling the tribe to face with greater 
fortitude the forces of death in a hostile world.”153 Mohammed Bamyeh 
has likewise inferred from the Mu‘allaq"t “the desert’s inhospitability to any 
other life than one of permanent wandering” and, hence, “an altogether dif-
ferent arrangement of the world,” where spatial and temporal indeterminacy 
“posed little problem.”154 #e Mu‘allaq"t articulates the Bedouin’s belief in 
“the normatively tragic meaning of existence,” whose only recompense is 
poetry.155 Bamyeh reiterates the centuries-old claim that, in the Jahiliyyah, 
“the only form of communication worthy of immortalizing, the only records 
worthy of any e$ort at preservation were seen by contemporaries themselves 
to consist of nothing other than poetry.”156

But these scholars have inherited their premises about the organic rela-
tionship of the qas.#dah to Bedouin life from, ironically, an Abbasid philological 
establishment that had itself appropriated the qas.#dah for distinctly ideologi-
cal purposes, to sing the praise of the Prophet and, above all, the Caliphate. In 
fact, the Mu‘allaq"t was itself not written down until the Abbasid Caliphate, 
when it was “codi!ed and institutionalized as one of the twin foundations,” 
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along with the Qur’"n, of Arabic literary culture.157 It was furthermore com-
posed, in its written form, in the Qurayshi Arabic of the Qur’"n, not in the 
earlier dialects of the pre-Islamic Bedouin. In other words, the Mu‘allaq"t we 
have inherited descends to us not from the desert but from Islamic cities and 
empires. We are left, e$ectively, with no written records from the Jahiliyyah. 
#e !gure of the intrinsically poetic Bedouin re&ects not the immanent prin-
ciples of nomadic life but rather the ideology of medieval Arab scholars.

Even the almost universal premise that nomadic life is exterior to ur-
banization and state formation should be reconsidered. Sixth-century Arab 
nomads were, on the contrary, integral elements of peninsular commerce'and 
politics, which was intimately connected, in turn, to both the Byzantine 
and'Sassanid Empires that bordered the peninsula. In fact, the Bedouin often 
served as conduits from one to the other. Some settled temporarily on the 
edges of a city; others established permanent roots therein. As Wael Hallaq 
has observed, “no clear lines [can] be drawn between the two.”158

#e Bedouin performed poetic recitations such as the Mu‘allaq"t, fur-
thermore, at the precise interface of nomadic, mercantile, and agrarian 
cultures—at the market in al-H. (rah, the capital of the Arab Lakhmid king-
dom, and at trade fairs in ‘Uk"z. , near Mecca, which was a merchant republic 
as well as a pilgrimage site and literary center.159 Hence, the mu‘allaqah were 
performed before sovereigns, and though some of them do defy monarchs, as 
Jones emphasized, other pre-Islamic qas.#dahs in fact swear oaths of fealty. In 
either case, though, such poems are the expression less of nomadic conscious-
ness than of the formal relationships that obtained between Bedouin chiefs 
and these various polities, “the cutting and binding of ties of allegiance” with 
various sovereigns.160 #e performance of a mu‘allaqah was therefore, like 
every other form of ritual exchange, a “formal pretence and social deception”: 
they simultaneously express the tribal aristocracy’s explicit hostility to, and 
ritualize its complicity with, sovereign power.161 #e pre-Islamic qas.#dah has 
been passed down to us precisely because it was a ceremonial form; it must 
be understood, during Jahiliyyah no less than after the rise of Islam, as the 
instrument of philologico-sovereign power.

Yet the supposedly immanent language that each mu‘allaqah evokes may 
exist elsewhere within Bedouin culture—not in these poems composed by 
members of the political elite but rather in a discursive practice that has 
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 always shielded itself from them. #e everyday poetic performances of Bed-
ouin women and youth purposefully avoid transcription and, on a deeper level, 
simply cannot be transcribed. As Lila Abu-Lughod’s ethnographic research 
has demonstrated, the purpose of these performances is, in part, to convey 
“non-virtuous” sentiments, that is, to articulate emotions that defy masculin-
ity, masculine authority, and the tribal code of honor.162 #ese include, in 
particular, desire outside the con!nes of marriage, a$ective dependence on 
those who are absent, and a sense of the self ’s essential vulnerability. It is no 
coincidence, then, that the tribal leadership re&exively denigrates this poetic 
form ( ghinn"wa, or “little song”) or, furthermore, that male anthropologists 
have failed to take it seriously as well. And precisely because they dare to 
question the authority of the tribal leaders, ghinn"was are never intended for 
them or any public audience but only for one’s intimates in private: the aes-
thetic experience of the ghinn"wa vanishes as quickly as the recitation itself.

#ough Bedouin women have sometimes allowed anthropologists to 
record the tribe’s collection of ghinn"was, the genre nonetheless remains 
completely beyond the grasp of textual understanding. A given ghinn"wa 
performance cites and, often, creatively reconstellates images, lines, and 
poems from the tribe’s repertoire, in order to articulate personal feel-
ings about interpersonal relationships within the tribe.163 #e meaning of 
a recitation—in itself extremely condensed, necessarily vague, and often 
 conventional— derives therefore not from the semiosis of Arabic in general 
or even of this genre of Arabic poetry in particular but rather from the poet’s 
allusion to the speci!c poems the tribe knows and the precise circumstances 
of its members. For these reasons and others, the emotional e$ect (and in-
deed, practical e%cacy) of these recitations—which frequently both move 
their auditors to tears and inspire them to act—depends on a social context 
that cannot be reconstructed philologically. It will be invisible not just to 
literary scholars who study only printed texts but even to ethnographers who, 
lacking access to private exchanges, focus only on public life. #e philologi-
cal condemnation of Arabic poetry as formulaic, atomized, and historically 
arrested—like the historical stereotype of shari‘a as static—completely ig-
nores such contexts. #e even older philological praise of Arabic civilization 
as particularly poetic—even to the extent that it is true—is equally devoid of 
substance for the same reason.
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In the at. l"l, nas#b, and rah. #l sections of the qas.#dah, poetic language is sup-
posed to become unbound !rst from human settlement, then from the tribe, 
and ultimately from stable denotation altogether. Liberated in each of these 
ways, the poet’s language can instead become immanent to his individual ex-
perience and, once he rejoins the tribe at poem’s end, to its collective life. #e 
language of the qas.#dah is thus itself the performative realization of the poet’s 
and the tribe’s independence. In fact, though, each mu‘allaqah served to ar-
ticulate and perhaps inculcate the tribal code of honor (sharaf ), whose social 
function was, in turn, to legitimate tribal relations of inequality, dependence, 
and control, particularly between men and women.164 Within the terms of this 
code, men must present themselves as powerful, self-willed, and self- controlled 
(as in fact every author does well before each mu‘allaqah’s conclusion), their 
only sentiments anger, vengefulness, and an overarching indi$erence toward 
their own fate. But for women and youth, those whom the tribe renders de-
pendent, the honor code produces an irresolvable contradiction: if they commit 
themselves to it, as tribal belonging demands, they will subscribe to ethical 
ideals from which they are, constitutively and paradoxically, excluded.

#e ghinn"wa responds precisely to this contradiction by turning the 
honor code upside down. It cites themes—namely, abandonment, absence, 
emptiness, and grief—that are as old as the Mu‘allaq"t, that in fact serve as 
the starting point of each mu‘allaqah and hence of the tradition as a whole.165 
But the ghinn"wa, unlike the o%cial tradition, refuses to suggest that one 
can ever transcend the paradigmatically nomadic (and human) experience 
of distance, separation, loss, and longing. In diametric opposition to the em-
phatically autonomous and self-disciplined subjectivity of the Mu‘allaq"t, the 
ghinn"wa never ceases to be haunted and destabilized by the experience of 
unrequitable and hence immodest desire.

In the ghinn"wa, authorship is unimportant, proper names absent, pro-
nouns always plural, and gender usually unmarked. #ese conventions make 
the poem’s author, auditors, and subject indistinct and ensure, further-
more, that only they will ever know the poem’s referents.166 To the extent 
that the ghinn"wa expresses the very desires tribal belonging forbids and 
makes such prohibited desires the basis of a self-organizing community, this 
genre, in contrast to any elite poetic tradition, constitutes a truly immanent 
and collective practice. Whereas pre-Islamic ceremonial poems such as the 
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Mu‘allaq"t could be performed only by a select few, the ghinn"wa is open to 
 everyone—or at least all those excluded from the political elite. And whereas 
the Mu‘allaq"t explicitly rejects sovereign power, only the ghinn"wa actually 
resists such power: it voices the su$ering produced by those who are sover-
eign within the tribe; aligns itself only with the values they proscribe; makes 
no normative claims; and is, in fact, even more fugitive than the always 
particular experiences it names. In short, every mu‘allaqah begins by invok-
ing a language that leaves no mark on the historical record and by aligning 
itself with this language. Yet such languages belong not to the Mu‘allaq"t 
proper but rather to poetry that appropriates its themes for nonsovereign 
ends. Women’s everyday poetic performance is thus the discursive practice on 
which the Mu‘allaq"t ’s deep meaning actually depends.

#e problem with the centuries-old premise—from the Abbasids to con-
temporary Arabists and beyond—that the Mu‘allaq"t re&ects the immanent 
principles of Bedouin life is that the production of texts cannot constitute a 
truly immanent practice. As the ghinn"wa as well as precolonial shari‘a attest, 
only their appropriation can. #e Mu‘allaq"t, like the Company’s codes, was an 
attempt to de!ne, once and for all, the rules of collective life. It was, in other 
words, a transcendent, not immanent, practice. #e philological revolution 
only reinforced such practices: after it, printed texts became the primary me-
dium through which democratic collectivities were imagined, whether on the 
plane of law or literature, the statesman or the scholar. Our failure to recognize 
the fundamental distinction between the sovereign production and the non-
sovereign appropriation of textual authority is one index of how completely 
the modern disciplines of law and literature now limit our understanding.

#is failure recurs, needless to say, in !elds far from philology, even in what 
we take to be the most radical forms of philosophy. In the Handbook of Inaes-
thetics, Alain Badiou uses Labid’s mu‘allaqah to exemplify a discursive practice 
that makes truth “immanent” to individual and collective experience.167 In 
response to the dead ends of liberal democracy and the Communist Party, 
both of which make truth transcendent, Badiou asks “thought” to “take a step 
back” toward “the desert,” the “bare place,” and “the void” of the “pre-Islamic 
ode,” so that “truth” may become, once again, “immanent and terrestrial.”168 
His term “the void” refers, in the context of the mu‘allaqah, to the abandoned 
desert encampment with which every qas.#dah begins. But it is also intended to 
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connect this poetic motif to the concept of truth that distinguishes  Badiou’s 
philosophy, which emphasizes the constitutive importance of that which does 
not now count and has therefore been rendered “void.” Take, for example, the 
undocumented workers (sans-papiers) on whose behalf Badiou’s Organisa-
tion politique advocated: the state depends on their labor but refuses to count 
them as members of the polity; it discounts their work by calling them “illegal 
aliens.” As Badiou’s Ethics explains, the state is, in fact, that which by de!ni-
tion miscounts labor in order to expropriate its product.169 In any case, though, 
a radical politics—or, more precisely, the only praxis that rises to the level of 
“politics” for Badiou—!ghts for some reality that does not now count, some-
thing beyond the existing limits of representation, some “void,” as its truth.

When the qas.#dah stops at ruins and then makes this experience of emp-
tiness its own foundation (or abyss), it is, Badiou implies, doing precisely 
that. In fact, he identi!es the at. l"l with his own concept of truth: “Truth 
always begins by naming the void, by voicing the poem of the abandoned 
place”; “there is no possible truth save under the condition of crossing the 
place of truth, conceived here as a null, absented, and deserted place.”170 #e 
mu‘allaqah does even more: it attempts “to sustain the ordeal of the empty 
place and of dispossession to its conclusion.”171 #e poem never forgets, in 
other words, that “dispossession”—history’s inevitable erasure of every non-
sovereign form of life—characterizes the human condition. To the extent 
that the mu‘allaqah sides with what has been erased from the historical re-
cord, it makes truth immanent rather than transcendent: “#e great strength 
of this poem lies in rigorously maintaining a principle of immanence.”172

Badiou thus illustrates this chapter’s overarching thesis: as a consequence 
of the philological revolution, we identify immanent truths with printed 
texts. He claims, in fact, that his philosophy “assumes the poem as one of 
its conditions.”173 Yet the historical function of elite poetry such as the 
Mu‘allaq"t was to articulate and inculcate the tribe’s sovereign honor code; 
it was much less “the poem of the abandoned place” than the o%cial ideol-
ogy of the tribe. Badiou himself intuits the disjunction between immanent 
practices and written poetry:

#e poem, forever inscribed and lying stellar upon the page, is [persistence’s] 
exemplary guardian. But are there not other arts devoting themselves to the 
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fugacity of the event, to its allusive disappearance, to what is un%xed in the 
becoming of the true[?] Arts of mobility and of the “just once”? What are we 
to say of dance[,] cinema[,] theater[,] of which one day—the actors vanished, 
the sets burned, the director omitted—nothing will remain[?] Is philosophy 
as comfortable with these arts of public passage[?]174

But even here Badiou fails to recognize that poetry itself often resists inscrip-
tion in order precisely to keep faith with the “fugacity” and “disappearance” 
of “the event.” Whereas the Mu‘allaq"t ’s motifs of stopping at the ruins and 
crossing the desert are, in fact, precisely what philological power has passed 
down as Bedouin life’s historical truth, the everyday poetry of women and 
youth submits exactly to the evanescence that Badiou’s radical politics simul-
taneously desire and fear.

Like the arts Badiou describes above, the politics he advocates must 
always be ready to dissolve its structure the moment it solidi!es. As his 
Metapolitics observes, “A genuinely political organization, or a collective sys-
tem of conditions for bringing politics into being, is the least bound place 
of all.”175 But such an immanent politics will remain unrealized as long as 
we are unable to discern the discursive practice on which it depends: not 
the production of texts but the e$ort instead to escape textual authority. 
How rigorous—or radical—can any philosophy that fails to make this basic 
distinction actually be? #is failure—far from Badiou’s alone—re&ects how 
profoundly the philological revolution reshaped the text’s social role. #e 
principles we now imagine are “immanent” to a given people, period, or place 
appear so only after philology’s grand colonial design—to substitute eternally 
!xed texts for always evolving practices—has long been complete.

Conclusion
I have used Badiou’s reading of the Mu‘allaq"t to illustrate this chapter’s argu-
ment about the relationship of texts and immanent principles in the context 
of literature. I turn, !nally, to the ongoing debate about the colonial “invention 
of tradition” in order to illustrate this chapter’s parallel argument in regard to 
law. Whereas the volume edited by Eric Hobsbawm and Terrence Ranger 
that initiated the debate claims that colonial law calci!ed previously pliable 
customs, British imperial historians such as C. A. Bayly have insisted that 
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colonial law, far from a British invention, emerged directly from precolonial 
history.176 In a deeply erudite reconsideration of colonialism’s preconditions, 
he argued that colonial policy was “e$ective mainly where it went with the 
grain of indigenous social change.”177 But despite its many nuances, Bayly’s 
argument for the continuity of precolonial legal traditions and colonial legal 
codes misses the fundamental distinction between the two: the sudden shift 
from manuscript to print society, which undermined the forms of textual 
appropriation that had obtained before colonial rule. Hence, from his per-
spective, precolonial no less than colonial law comprises normative texts and 
settled orthodoxies. For Bayly and those who accept his argument, the di$er-
ence between tradition transmitted via manuscripts that di$er across space 
and time and legal codes that standardize such manuscripts becomes histori-
cally insigni!cant, if not invisible. Somehow the same “native” tradition, albeit 
in&ected by British jurisprudence, is responsible for colonial rule.

Drawing on Bayly, Rosalind O’Hanlon and David Washbrook have em-
phasized that the Company’s late eighteenth-century codes were the “jointly 
authored products” of colonial “o%cials” and their clerical “informants.”178 In 
fact, O’Hanlon and Washbrook make the continuity even deeper, arguing, 
contra Cohn, that “individualism,” “contract,” “private property rights,” and 
“commercial rationality” were not introduced by colonial law and Company 
rule but rather by precolonial economies.179 When one overlooks such forms 
of collaboration and continuity, one “underplay[s] [India’s] own capacity for 
agency”: the Company “did not abruptly introduce new processes of rule [but] 
inherited most of its servants, some at least of its purposes, and almost all of its 
early instruments for penetrating rural societies from [precolonial] states.”180 

#is line of argument has recently become as in&uential as the inven-
tion-of-tradition paradigm. New versions of it reach far beyond Oxbridge 
historiography, now often passing for postcolonial studies itself. Typically 
taking issue with Said’s Orientalism, such scholarship claims, perversely, to 
“recover” native “agency” by describing its role in the creation of colonial cul-
ture. #is scholarship thus depoliticizes the very category of agency (and 
postcolonial studies along with it). In order to reduce native agency to co-
lonial complicity, such scholarship must overlook the fact that the forms of 
state-controlled and standardized textual authority demanded by colonial 
rule had never existed in native society before.
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Yet we all—Oxbridge, Marxist, and postcolonial scholars alike—exist on 
this side of the philological divide. Hence, even when we accept that co-
lonial rule fundamentally transformed native traditions, we will apprehend 
that transformation only with the greatest di%culty. No less than Bayly, 
O’Hanlon, and Washbrook, we will confuse normative texts and philologi-
cal formations, on one hand, with native traditions and precolonial society 
as such, on the other. We will lose access, in the process, not just to the full 
range of discursive practices that preceded the philological revolution but, 
more importantly, to those who lacked sovereign and philological power 
even before the advent of colonial rule. For example, while Ronald Inden’s 
Imagining India argues that Orientalist knowledge displaced “the agency of 
Indians,” it implies that this agency (the “capacity of Indians to make their 
world”) belongs only to those who controlled precolonial “Indian economic 
and political institutions”—in the case of the medieval period on which he 
focuses, to “kings,” “courts,” “states,” and “imperial formations.”181 In her 
study of the transition from precolonial tradition to colonial law, Nandini 
Bhattacharyya-Panda explicitly follows Inden in this regard: the transfor-
mation she describes is from “traditional normative texts,” a “vast written 
tradition,” to “colonial legal codes”—in, other words, from one form of philo-
logical power to another.182

We need to !nally recognize that, in the spheres of law and literature, 
the appropriation of otherwise authoritative texts by willfully nonsovereign 
formations is the pre- and anticolonial practice par excellence. Only this dis-
cursive practice truly articulates an agency from below, one that does not 
seek to colonize others in turn. Hence, the con&ict between the &eeting ap-
propriation of textual authority, on one hand, and the philological revolution, 
on the other, is the paradigmatic colonial encounter we have so far failed to 
name. Until we do, every new vision of postcolonial democracy will meta-
morphose into yet another colonial ruse in the end.
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excavates, in particular, the three-thousand-year-old history of dharma (from 
the Sanskrit root dhr. , “give foundation to”), a word that, however ultimately 
untranslatable, now denotes the original law. !is term, like every other 
Sanskrit concept considered originary, is instead the product of various phil-
ological formations, from the Vedic and dharmasastric traditions to colonial 
and postcolonial law. From its earliest texts, the dharma has been identi"ed 
with nonviolence (ahim. s!) and ecology, the prescription that one must pro-
tect the earth. In diametric opposition, an archaeological approach reveals 
that ecological sensitivity belongs only to forms of life that textual culture 
attempted to destroy. !e dharma texts were, for example, deeply implicated 
in Indo-European violence: that is, the burning of the forests, the dispos-
session and displacement of its inhabitants, and the erasure of their way of 
life. Supposedly originary texts such as Manu and "akuntal! that evoke the 
code of nonviolence expropriated it, therefore, from those who preceded and 
those who opposed this epoch-making change. !ose who were truly exte-
rior to civilization—that is, who refused to play any part in it—would not 
have left records behind. To imagine their consciousness—which refused to 
take part in civilization—we will need "rst to retrace philology’s millennia-
long unfolding.

In other words, like the preceding chapters, this one practices a critical 
method whose intent is, ultimately, to recognize the forms of life philology 
itself has excluded. !is method thus turns philological research against its 
own history. In the manner of the prototypical philological quest, we will 
return to the origins of Indo-European civilization. But we will "nd there 
not the key to total historical knowledge but, on the contrary, relics that re-
main outside philological understanding. An archaeological approach does 
not care to advance the cause of literary history. Its aim is rather to throw the 
violence of this civilization-founding craft into relief.

1. From the Indo-European Hypothesis to Hindu Nationalism:  
!e Laws of Manu, 1794 A.D.

Before the late eighteenth century, as mentioned, the orthodox view held 
language’s origin to be divine. In contrast, the cutting edge of philosophical 
speculation—represented in the work of Turgot, Condillac, and Monboddo, 
among others—understood language in terms of sense perception instead.21 
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From this perspective, every language is reducible to the interaction of two 
ultimately invariable entities, mind and nature. Articulating precisely the 
same material reality, di#erent languages can, therefore, be exchanged for 
each other without semantic loss. But from the late 1750s to the early 1770s, 
the Berlin Academy initiated a series of formal debates on these theories, the 
most famous contribution being Herder’s Treatise on the Origin of Language 
(1772), which shifted the ground of debate from language’s metaphysical ori-
gin—whether divine, rational, or natural—to its historical evolution.

!ese debates form one precondition of Jones’s pioneering argument 
that, in the study of language, “philosophical” (i.e., a priori) methods must 
give way to “historical” (i.e., a posteriori) approaches.22 Jones called on schol-
ars, in other words, to treat language not as the re#ection of “transcendental” 
truths but, in diametric opposition, as the basis of empirical knowledge.23 At 
a time when archaeological techniques had yet to be discovered, the study 
of language was, in Jones’s view, the primary means to an understanding of 
humanity’s historical development: “How little soever I may value mere phi-
lology, considered apart from the knowledge to which it leads, yet I shall ever 
set a high price on those branches of learning, which make us acquainted 
with the human species in all its varieties.”24

Jones’s philological research had begun to model the historical approach 
to language and literature that would become the sine qua non of the new 
philology even before he started to study Sanskrit, as we have observed in 
the previous two chapters. But only after the Indo-European hypothesis 
de"nitively replaced the divine language with irreducibly di#erent language 
families did humanistic study acquire a strictly historicist foundation and 
philology become an independent discipline.25 Nineteenth-century com-
parative philologists and historical linguists imagined that if they could 
delineate the development of each language and language family from its 
origins, they would produce a complete outline of human history. As they 
created ostensibly rigorous divisions between di#erent language families—
and, by extension, national peoples—they systematized the techniques of 
comparative method. !e echoes of Jones’s new project for philology could 
thus be heard throughout the following century: in Max Müller’s words, “the 
object and aim of philology, in the highest sense, is [to] learn what man is, by 
learning what man has been.”26
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In his “Anniversary Discourses” before the Asiatick Society in Calcutta, 
Jones claimed that the "liation between the Indo-European languages was 
demonstrated by their verb “roots” (as well as “the forms of grammar”), and he 
adduced cognate words from the di#erent languages as further evidence of 
their common derivation.27 Jones’s emphasis on root words and comparative 
grammar in his formulation of the Indo-European hypothesis pre"gured the 
dominant tendencies of nineteenth-century philology and linguistics, which 
focused on the internal development of language to the exclusion of its 
 social and material contexts. In fact, using metaphors "rst found in Herder, 
philologists from the Schlegels and Humboldt to Grimm and Schleicher 
explicitly described languages (no less than “nations” and “races”) as natural 
organisms, each possessing a “life of its own.”28 !e point of this metaphor 
was to imply that languages contain the “seeds of their own evolution,” con-
form without exception to regular laws, and are, as a consequence, amenable 
to scienti"c analysis.29

Jones’s concept of the root word suggested another principle that would 
become seminal for nineteenth-century philology: the origin of a language, 
tradition, or civilization holds the key to its development.30 Jones designed 
his discourses to trace “the origin and progress” of Asia’s “"ve principal 
 nations”—Hindus, Arabs, Persians, Turks, and Chinese—and, in regard to 
the "rst of these, claimed he had extended his inquiry “upwards, as high as 
possible, to the earliest authentick records of the human species.”31 In this 
way, he pre"gured the German Romantics, who also “undertook to trace 
everything back to its origins”: “In the convenient vocabulary of short Ger-
man particles[,] ‘Ur’ was the key to ‘sym,’” that is, the origin ties everything 
together.32

By the 1830s, the study of the protolanguage in the work of Franz Bopp 
and Eugène Burnouf began to ful"ll the agenda Jones had originally set 
forth: Proto-Indo-European became the object of linguistic science rather 
than the expression of a merely mystical desire for the universal religion.33 
In the wake of the Indo-European hypothesis and Jones’s “Discourses,” 
 nineteenth-century philology presupposed not simply that the past produces 
the present but rather that the origin e#ectively determines everything that 
succeeds it. !e new philology’s premise was that once one has recovered the 
origin of an object, one can explain its subsequent history by specifying its 
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“principles of change.”34 Philologists became obsessed, as a consequence, not 
just with humanity’s earliest records but also with the languages that came 
even before. !ey needed only to deduce, from a given language’s supposedly 
original texts, its prehistorical roots and to specify its subsequent laws of 
development to possess total historical knowledge—not only of the tradition 
in question but also of the “people,” “nation,” or “race” to whom it belonged. 
Even though history was in"nitely heterogeneous, such original texts cou-
pled with proper critical methods were thought to make every past available.

One could argue, then, that Jones and the scholars who followed in his 
wake used philology not to think history for the "rst time but rather to es-
cape it once again. Even after philology disentangled itself from theology, it 
accorded epistemic privilege to the putative origin of the object under study. 
Both “historically and historiographically,” the origin became “the master mo-
ment.”35 !is privilege attests to the obduracy of philology’s theological habits 
of mind, to its belief that, because our linguistic origins precede history, they 
possess the singular power to shape it. As Foucault observed, “the origin al-
ways precedes the Fall. It comes before the body, before the world and time; 
it is associated with the Gods, and its story is always sung as a theogony.”36

Jones’s presentation of Manu exempli"es Foucault’s point—and the 
new-philological concept of the originary text—precisely. As previously 
mentioned, Manu had long been considered the original Dharma$%stra. 
But Jones’s translation, which "rst disclosed the dharmasastric tradition to 
European scholars, presented Manu not merely in this way but as the very 
origin of Indian religion as such. In fact, he made Manu’s originary func-
tion even more fundamental. Jones linked the origin of Indian religion—by 
virtue of the deep linguistic connections the Indo-European hypothesis had 
uncovered—to the origins of European civilization as well. Jones assumed 
Manu—which he dated to 1300–900 &.'.—to be a millennium older than 
it actually was, claiming, incorrectly, that it was “one of oldest composi-
tions” extant anywhere in the world.37 He suggested that his translation of 
Manu had therefore made the origin of non-Hebraic law available to Eu-
rope once more: “If Minos, the son of Jupiter[,] was really the same person 
as Menu, the son of Brahma, we have the good fortune to restore, by means 
of  Indian literature, the most celebrated system of heathen jurisprudence.”38 
Jones furthermore o#ered his reconstruction of root words as evidence that 
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Manu contained the trace of the original law: “We cannot but admit that 
Minos and Mneues [Egypt’s ‘"rst lawgiver’] have only Greek terminations, 
but that the crude noun is composed of the same radical letters in Greek and 
Sanskrit ”; “the name of Menu is clearly derived (like menes, mens, and mind ) 
from the root men, to understand.”39 Neither European nor Indian scholars 
would ever overturn the priority Jones accorded Manu within the history of 
Indian law.40

In fact, nineteenth-century Europeans treated Manu as the single most 
important text for an understanding of India’s ancient past.41 And, as a 
consequence of Jones’s pioneering research, European intellectuals came to 
believe that ancient Indian texts—whether Manu or the signi"cantly older 
Vedas (1700–500 &.'.)—contained the traces of an undocumented culture 
that encompassed both South Asia and Europe and would shed light on the 
deep structure of European civilization. From its very origins, Indology ap-
peared to be the key that would unlock Europe’s secret history. In Müller’s 
view, “no one [interested in] the historical growth of human speech, [in] the 
"rst germs of the language, the religion, the mythology of our forefathers, 
[or, even more fundamentally, in] the wisdom of Him who is not the God of 
the Jews only [could a#ord to ignore] the language and literature of ancient 
India.”42 A half century later, another prominent Sanskritist, Moriz Win-
ternitz, observed: “If we wish [to] understand the beginnings of our own 
culture, we must go to India, where the oldest literature of an Indo-European 
people is preserved. . . . We can safely say that the oldest monument of the 
literature of the Indians is at the same time the oldest monument of Indo-
European literature which we possess.”43

!e fact that Müller adverts to the divine, just as Winternitz empha-
sizes the “beginnings” of culture, attests to nineteenth-century philology’s 
belief that the origin exists outside history—and, as a consequence of that 
fact, determines and limits everything that follows. !e search for the di-
vine language had thus metamorphosed seamlessly into the reconstruction 
of humanity’s Indo-European roots. During the course of the nineteenth-
century, this quest focused for a time on ancient India’s “classical age,” to 
which both Manu and "akuntal! belonged. Jones’s reconstruction of “origi-
nal” texts and rigorously language-based approach to historical study thus 
formed the building blocks of comparative philology, which would become 
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the nineteenth century’s “master-science of the human mind”—or, in Ernest 
Renan’s words, “la science historique de l’esprit humain.”44

Because the Indo-European hypothesis precipitated the search for each 
nation’s linguistic roots, the route from it to European fascism was not very 
long.45 At least since Herder’s Treatise, philologists had considered language 
an entity that continuously evolves but nonetheless contains within itself the 
vestiges of early humanity and the Volk.46 By the early nineteenth century, the 
model of a master civilization migrating from its homeland across the world, 
sharing in common a conquering ethos expressed in its root words and syn-
tactic structures, had already begun to emerge. Racism presupposes, of course, 
the idea that every people possesses a “primordial” element that, by virtue of 
its originary position, cannot be changed: before the development of biology 
and anthropology, this element could reside only in the prehistorical roots of 
language. Racism naturally follows, in other words, from the new-philological 
premise that root words lie at the origins of history and culture; the modern 
category of race began with the idea of protolanguages and the supposed 
derivation from them of language families, religions, nations, and laws.

!is “master-science of the human mind” satis"ed the demand not just 
of European philologists but also of colonial administrators for total epis-
temic authority. British colonial rule used supposedly originary works (Manu 
and the other dharma texts as well) and the equally originary concepts (caste 
above all) articulated therein to de"ne the transhistorical and supraterrito-
rial bases of “Indian civilization.”47 Indeed, these texts and concepts enabled 
the British Empire to turn the subcontinent’s widely disparate cultures into 
a single, coherent, continuous “civilization” for the "rst time. While colonial 
scholars obviously did not invent the concept of caste (i.e., varna), they were 
responsible for making its explanatory value for “Hindu” society axiomatic: 
as Nicholas Dirks has observed, “varna came both to signify all [hierarchi-
cal] relations and to explain them in some ultimate sense.”48 Hence, while 
the two sides in the famous nineteenth-century debate over the foundation 
of colonial rule—Anglicists such as James Mill on one hand, Orientalists 
such as Horace Hayman Wilson on the other—held diametrically opposed 
attitudes toward the value of caste, both drew their understanding of this 
originary practice from the same originary text, the Laws of Manu.49 Colo-
nial rule thus bequeathed to the philological revolution not just the methods 
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and materials that made it possible but even the sociopolitical imperatives—
that is, the necessity of governing di#erence on its own terms—that made its 
knowledge essential.

But the idea of originary texts—and of caste as an originary concept—
managed to outlive colonial rule. Even those such as Gandhi who sought a 
third path between Orientalism and Anglicism (or, subsequently, between 
Hindu fundamentalism and liberal reform) nonetheless tended to insist on 
the primordial place of caste, Manu, and the Vedas in Indian civilization.50 As 
late as the 1970s, Ronald Inden and McKim  Marriott—leading Indologists 
from the University of Chicago who aspired to develop a “comprehensive 
theory” of Indian society and its “conceptual  underpinnings”—would return 
once again to originary texts and hence to caste: they argued that “Vedic 
thought” provided the “basis for formulating Indian unity and for under-
standing much of South Asian history and ethnography consistently.”51 
Even as they hoped to escape Western social scienti"c categories and inhabit 
“Indian” concepts instead, they depended on historiographical principles 
originally invented by colonial philology and immediately co-opted by 
Hindu nationalism. Its founding "gures—Dayananda Saraswati (1824–83), 
Bal Gangadhar Tilak (1856–1920), Aurobindo Ghose (1872–1950), Vinayak 
Damodar Savarkar (1883–1966)—each imagined Indian civilization (and 
the Aryan race) to be uni"ed and ennobled by a dharma that, originating 
in the oldest books humanity possesses (the Vedas), had been passed down 
across countless generations.52 From the perspective of Hindu nationalism, 
the return of Hindus to their rightfully sovereign position depends on a re-
vival of this knowledge: they constitute a race, after all, only by virtue of this 
common linguistic and textual origin. If the various movements, parties, and 
paramilitary organizations grouped around the rhetoric of the Hindu rashtra 
(nation) and Hindutva (Hindu-ness) claim the Vedas and the Dharma$%stra 
as “our history books,” thus blurring the distinction between scripture and 
historiography, they are merely the progeny of the colonial premise that the 
protolanguage, reconstructed from the oldest texts, determines everything 
that follows it.53

Geertz called the belief that one’s native language is primordial to one’s 
identity “linguism” and devoted particular attention to its analysis in India, 
where, he claimed, “for some yet to be adequately explained reasons,” this 
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phenomenon “is particularly intense.”54 !e reason is, in fact, simple: from its 
very "rst decades, the colonial state had insisted that not just the historical 
truth but even the racial essence of every colonial subject within India lay 
in one language or another. Hence, the premise that language is primordial 
became even more fundamental to the colonial administration of India than 
it had been to nation-state formation in Europe. Decades before India was 
granted independence, the Congress Party would make the division of post-
colonial India into language-based states one plank of its electoral platform; 
in the decades immediately after independence, twenty-one such states 
would be called into existence, in line with popular demands. !e modern 
state thus created the native’s supposedly “nonmodern” attachment to his or 
her particular language: linguism lies, as Sheldon Pollock has argued, “at the 
very heart” of the colonial project.55 !e attitudes of “language purity, exclu-
sivity, and singularity” evident in India today are, as he has emphasized, “of 
entirely recent stamp and largely exogenous origin” (as, needless to say, was 
their enforcement by sovereign power)—facts that both colonial philologists 
and Hindu nationalists needed to overlook.56

2. $e Idea of Indo-European Civilization:  
(akuntal%, 1789 A.D.

Ernest Gellner and Benedict Anderson have both argued, as mentioned, that 
the modern nation’s invention depends on standardized languages.57 Only 
literature written in such languages could serve, for example, the nationalist 
struggle against colonialism. Aamir Mufti has contended, in the same vein, 
that Orientalism "rst presented South Asian literary traditions in national or, 
in other words, communal (either exclusively Hindu or exclusively Muslim) 
terms.58 !ough unquestionably true and important, such arguments cannot 
fully capture the epistemic transformation colonial philology wrought in the 
study of language and literature. As a consequence of the philological ap-
proach pioneered by Jones, classical literary texts, and "akuntal! primus inter 
pares, were thought to articulate not just national or communal traditions 
but, much more fundamentally, the origins and unity of Indian civilization. 
!eir literary power and prestige lay precisely here.

In fact, Jones went to such extraordinary trouble, given his already over-
whelming professional obligations, to translate Sanskrit literature precisely 
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because he believed it possessed this power.59 In the preface to his transla-
tion, Jones claimed that "akuntal# had been composed "ve hundred years 
earlier than it actually had been, during the “"rst century before Christ[,] 
when the Britons were as unlettered and unpolished as the [monkey] army 
of Hanuma[n],” in a court that “was equal in brilliance [to] that of any 
monarch in any age or country.”60 "akuntal# formed part of a theatrical tra-
dition that, Jones insisted, was “immemorially” old and could “"ll as many 
volumes” as the drama of any European tradition.61 !is play was in par-
ticular one of “the most universally esteemed” works of Indian drama and 
“one of the greatest curiosities that the literature of Asia has yet brought 
to light.”62 Jones thus built on Indian philological traditions more than a 
millennium old, which had treated "akuntal# as the embodiment of the dra-
matic rules set forth in the N#t. ya "#stra, the authoritative text within the 
sastric tradition for the performing arts.63 But he also turned these tradi-
tions in an altogether di%erent direction: "akuntal# became not merely the 
expression of normative aesthetic principles but suddenly the very apex of 
Hindu civilization.64

Jones’s presentation of "akuntal# and its author K$lid$sa—whom he 
called “the Shakespeare of India”—participated in the Romantic rede"nition 
of “literature,” which referred no longer, as it had during the Enlightenment, 
inclusively to all the written texts of a speci"c language or period but instead 
exclusively to those aesthetic writings that constituted “the deepest and most 
valued ‘expression’ of the spirit of a race, people, society, or nation, or of a 
national character.”65 Hence, Jones could claim that "akuntal# was “a mos[t] 
authentick picture of old Hindû manners.”66 It is within this new concept 
of literature that "akuntal#, the single most celebrated translation from co-
lonial India, would become paradigmatic for British scholars and East India 
Company o&cials, for European philologists, poets, and philosophers, and 
for Hindu nationalists alike.67

Jones’s Sacontalá would be reprinted three times in England by 1796 and 
"ve times by 1807.68 In the 1817 edition of !e History of British India, James 
Mill famously adduced it as evidence of Hindu civilization’s moral degen-
eracy.69 At mid-century, Monier Monier-Williams—a Bombay Presidency 
surveyor-general’s son who taught at the East India Company College before 
becoming Boden Chair of Sanskrit at Oxford—claimed that "akuntal# was 
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a “key to ‘Hindu’ culture.”70 Like Mill, he took for granted Jones’s claim that 
ancient Indian texts such as "akuntal# telescope Hindu civilization: “To the 
antiquity of [Hindú plays] is add[ed] their value as representations of the early 
condition of Hindú society—which, notwithstanding the lapse of two thou-
sand years, has in many particulars obeyed the law of unchangeableness, ever 
stamped on the manners and customs of the East”; “[the British public] ought 
surely be conversant with the most popular of Indian  dramas, in which the 
customs of the Hindús, their opinions, prejudices, and fables, their religious 
rites, daily occupations and amusements, are re'ected as in a mirror.”71 He 
retranslated "akuntal# in 1853 on the premise that its study would be essential 
both for the Company to know its subjects and for educated Indians to know 
themselves. He subsequently created the Oxford Indian Institute to train stu-
dents for the Indian civil service and repeated his claims about "akuntal#’s 
epistemic value for colonial administrators at century’s end.72 In the 1920s, 
A. B. Keith—Jones’s twentieth-century legal and Orientalist counterpart, a 
widely published scholar in the "eld of imperial law as well as Regius Pro-
fessor of Sanksrit at Edinburgh—once again rehearsed Jones’s civilizational 
claims, arguing that K$lid$sa had provided “the permanent master paradigm 
of Indian poetry, across most languages, regions, and historical situations on 
the subcontinent as a whole.”73 More recently, an American Sanskritist, editor 
of the Journal of the American Oriental Society, declared "akuntal# “the validat-
ing aesthetic creation of a civilization,” a text that does not merely provide 
“evidence about culture” but that “de"nes [the] outlook and internal relation-
ship of a civilization.”74

Jones’s Sacontalá was retranslated into German in 1791, French in 1803, 
Italian in 1815, and, according to Barbara Stoler Miller, “every European lan-
guage” eventually.75 Almost as soon as its "rst retranslation, "akuntal# had 
become even more foundational for European Romanticism than it would 
subsequently be for colonial Orientalism. Herder, Goethe, Forster, the 
 Schlegels, and Humboldt all claimed their interest in Sanskrit began with 
their reading of "akuntal#, their “"rst link with the authentic India.”76 As-
suming that "akuntal# was even older than Jones had imagined, these writers 
identi"ed the play with ancient Indic wisdom. In his private correspon-
dence, Herder invoked the Romantic concept of literature when he explained 
"akuntal#’s signi"cance: “It is [in ancient poetry that] the mind and char-
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acter of a nation is best brought to life before us, and I gladly admit, that I 
have received a truer and more real notion of the manner of thinking among 
the ancient Indians from this one #akuntala, than from all their [religious 
scriptures].”77 Like Herder, due in part to his in'uence, Friedrich Schlegel, 
Schelling, and Novalis each believed that ancient Indian poetry contained 
traces of the “universal revelation” that lies at the origin of all religion—that 
constitutes, in other words, “humanity’s original religion.”78 Schlegel claimed 
that India was “truly the source of all language, all thought, and the dreams 
of the human spirit”; it was the “origin” of “everything, without exception.”79 
!e invocations of "akuntal# across nineteenth-century European literary 
culture and of the “universal religion” it supposedly articulated are far too 
numerous to be recounted here. Su&ce it to say that Schwab renamed Ro-
manticism’s "rst decades the “Shakuntala Era,” as mentioned.80

For the Romantics, "akuntal# represented a time “beyond history,” when 
human consciousness still considered nature animate.81 In regard to the play, 
Herder wrote, “Here plants, trees, and the entire creation speak and feel.”82 
Like Herder and Heine, Goethe would write a poem in praise of "akuntal#’s 
ecological sensibility. According to his cryptic (often-quoted but rarely 
glossed) quatrain: “If you want the blossoms of Spring and the fruits of the 
later year, / If you want what excites and delights, if you want what satis"es 
and nourishes, / If you want Heaven, Earth in one name to grasp / I name you, 
Sakuntala, and thus everything is said.”83 In private correspondence almost 
four decades later, Goethe would himself interpret his poem: “Only now do I 
grasp the extravagant impression that this work excited in me. Here the poet 
appears to us in his highest role, as a representative of the natural state[:] at 
the same time however he remains lord and master of his creation; he can 
dare common and ridiculous opposites which nevertheless must be consid-
ered as necessary links in the whole organism.”84 In the view of Goethe and 
his contemporaries, "akuntal# combined a primordial sensuality (the “blos-
soms of Spring,” “what excites and delights,” “the Earth,” “the natural state”) 
with a re"ned understanding (“the fruits of the later year,” “what satis"es and 
nourishes,” “Heaven,” creative “master[y]”). !ey considered the play a model 
of (Romantic) literature by virtue of this combination: "akuntal# e%ectively 
contained within itself both the origins and ends of civilization.85 In the 
conventional binaries used to describe the Romantic movement, "akuntal# 
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uni"ed “mythology” and “poetry” or, alternatively, “religion” and “art”: on one 
hand, a language that recalls a moment before history, when the earth was 
still sacred; on the other, an aesthetic practice that would make this moment 
the basis of an advanced culture, law, and politics.86 After reading "akuntal#, 
Schlegel believed his quest “for the universal and in"nite,” on which he 
hoped to found Romantic poetry, had "nally come to an end: ancient India, 
which possessed “the highest Romanticism,” was their source.87

In precisely the same vein, Jones claimed that “a spirit of sublime devo-
tion, of benevolence to mankind, and of amiable tenderness to all sentient 
creatures, pervades [!e Laws of Manu; but it also] sounds like the lan-
guage of legislation, and extorts a respectful awe.”88 After Jones’s translation, 
 Manu’s supposed constellation of sacred consciousness, ecological sensibil-
ity, and legal sophistication would fascinate countless Romantic writers, 
including Blake, Coleridge, Shelley, and Emerson; Herder, Goethe, Fichte, 
Schelling, Novalis, the Schlegels, and Grimm; Maistre, Lamennais, Con-
stant, and Michelet.89 !ey hoped that such Indic constellations—which 
they imagined captured a time earlier than either Hellenic civilization or 
the Hebraic revelations—would reintroduce the ancient mysteries of pagan 
and esoteric religions. If so, these texts would enable European scholars and 
poets, in e%ect, to synthesize the Orient and the Occident and thus renew 
Western religion. In the view of Friedrich Schlegel, Schiller, and Schopen-
hauer, the study of such texts might, in this way, reshape European history as 
fundamentally as the Renaissance had. By the second half of the nineteenth 
century, European philologists had published numerous studies on the ori-
gins of Indo-European civilization, in order to do nothing less than rede"ne 
the identity and future of the West.90 At least in Germany, this project be-
came scarcely distinguishable from the humanities as such.

Indo-European philology’s civilizational paradigms were imported back 
to India by means, ironically, of translated texts such as Manu and "akuntal#. 
!e prestige the latter had acquired in Europe added to its authority within 
India: it became a work “every cultured Indian should know.”91 !is authority 
derived, in other words, not from the work’s traditional forms but rather from 
its new status as “literature,” proof of Indian civilization’s capacity to con-
tribute to the world republic of letters.92 But if literature expresses the spirit 
of a race, people, nation, or civilization, then "akuntal# must contain India’s 
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Aryan origins. By the late nineteenth century, members of the upper castes 
had, in fact, become obsessed with Aryanism, which enabled them to claim 
racial parity and even "liation with their British rulers. Hence, a prominent 
Indian Sanskritist, M. R. Kale, proclaimed at century’s end that "akuntal# 
enabled one to “breathe [the] purer air [and] pristine times of Aryan India.”93 
As the supposed product of India’s “Classical” or “Golden Age,” the play was 
turned into a symbol of Hindutva, the supposedly proper ethos of all genu-
inely Indian people. It became a standard text in the study of Sanskrit, taught 
in schools and colleges, often performed both there and in colonial theaters 
at a time when the political and cultural elite were attempting to produce 
a uni"ed national culture. !e character of "akuntal$ came to embody the 
perfect Aryan woman (gr. hin. $ or pativrata); she is, in Tagore’s words, “the 
model of a devoted wife.”94 Anticolonial nationalists would use precisely this 
ideal to defend Hindu tradition against liberal reform. Yet this ideal and their 
sense of the tradition alike were produced by the new- philological fetish of 
originary languages and texts.

In fact, though, neither a text’s language nor its conceptual horizon re-
'ect a religion, nation, or civilization per se. Texts articulate not these rei"ed 
categories but rather historically particular forms of, and contests over, lin-
guistic hegemony and philological power. !e civilizational terms in which 
"akuntal# and Sanskrit literature in general have been understood serve only 
to obscure literature’s historical constitution in this sense. As Romila !apar 
has observed, when Orientalists made Sanskritic high culture “the sole de-
pository of tradition,” they e%aced divisions within Sanskrit between, for 
example, upper- and lower-caste (or brahmanic and popular) sources.95 Once 
language and literature are reduced to the expressions of a supposedly uni-
"ed civilization, they are rendered, in Simona Sawhney’s words, “safely dead” 
for the present, cleansed of the con'icts that actually constituted them.96 I 
would add that, in the production of a text, the "rst such con'ict must be 
over who will possess textual authority and who will surrender or be excluded 
from it; it is this prior con'ict that our supposedly originary languages can 
never comprehend. Until historical approaches to literature excavate this 
con'ict, they will, ironically, only conceal the fundamental historical struggle 
that produces literary texts, the immediate interrelationship of text and “his-
tory.” Put di%erently, we literary scholars presume to undertake historical and 
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political analyses of texts only after we have severed them from their proxi-
mate historical and political context.

3. !e Dharma and Sacri%cial Violence,  
100 A.D. to 1400 B.C.

Johan Hüttner’s 1797 German retranslation of Jones’s Institutes of Hindu 
Law wound its way to Nietzsche, who praised Manu’s supposedly capa-
cious understanding of human possibility in both the Twilight of the Idols 
and !e Anti-Christ.97 !e Sanskrit text had created, according to Nietz-
sche, a “healthier, higher, wider world” than the Christian scriptures did.98 If 
Judeo-Christian law re'ected the slave’s morality, Manu re'ected, so Nietz-
sche argued, the master’s. He de"ned master morality, of course, in terms of 
the warrior-philosopher’s originally life-a&rming desires, which the priest-
philologists subsequently devalued in their rise to power. Hence, whereas 
Judeo-Christian law is the product of “rabbinism,” that is, priestly-philologi-
cal power, Nietzsche considered Manu “genuine philosophy,” the a&rmation 
of desire against such power.99 He contrasted Christianity’s “bad purposes”—
the “negation of life, hatred of the body, the degradation and self-violation of 
humans through the concept of sin”—with Manu’s “noble values”: its inten-
tion to let “the noble classes, the philosophers and warriors, stand above the 
crowd.”100 In fact, Manu was, in Nietzsche’s eyes, nothing less than a manual 
for the self-cultivation of masters: “To prepare a book of law in the style of 
Manu means to give a people the right to become master one day, to become 
perfect,—to aspire to the highest art of life.”101 But when Nietzsche con-
'ated Manu with master morality, he fundamentally misunderstood the text, 
which, if anything, resembles slave morality. As we shall see, Manu produced 
a new priestly hegemony by abjuring the Vedic will to power in the name of 
nonviolence and vegetarianism.

As his interpretation of Manu attests, the aim of Nietzsche’s archaeo-
logical method was to read against the grain of European philology and thus 
break its hold on the interpretation of tradition, Eastern as well as Western. 
His reading of Eastern texts tended, therefore, to serve a polemical purpose: 
Nietzsche expressed his antiphilological spirit precisely in his ironic interpre-
tation of these texts. His understanding of Manu (as of Ha"z) must be seen, 
nonetheless, as a symptom of precisely the philological mindset he dedicated 
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his lifework to overturning. Like Jones and nineteenth-century philologists 
in general, Nietzsche wanted to believe that Manu expressed a form of life 
that was prior and hence exterior to civilizational decay. He consequently 
could not a%ord to acknowledge that Manu, like any traditional text, was it-
self the product of a philological formation: in its case, one that co-opted the 
antiphilological movements that had emerged in response to brahman hege-
mony. To realize Nietzsche’s methodological ambition—that is, a dialectical 
response within and against the history of philology—we will need to read 
Manu di%erently.

!roughout its history, before as well as after colonial rule, Manu has in 
fact always served as a cornerstone for the construction of philological power. 
Like every other sastra, it was originally a “second-order”—rather than a pop-
ular—discourse. It recorded, that is, a clerical vision of what social practices 
should be, not those practices themselves.102 !is vision claimed and eventu-
ally acquired the status of divine knowledge; it was designed, in other words, 
to give jurists, priests, and scholars authority over daily life. It was Manu that 
#rst made brahmans sacred #gures who should not be killed, expropriated, 
taxed, or even disobeyed by kings as well as articulating the rules of the caste 
system (varnasrama-dharma). Colonial philologists from Jones forward took 
Manu’s claims at face value: they identi#ed it not with brahmanic authority 
but rather with collective life and hence made it normative for all Hindus.

But if Manu thus lay at the foundation of philological power in colonial 
Bengal as it had, almost two millennia before, in ancient India, its form had 
changed completely in its transit from one context to the other. Before colonial 
rule, philological power was exercised not by an impersonal state  bureaucracy 
governing millions of subjects but rather by a priestly caste whose authority 
obtained only in local and regional settings. Hence, like the shari‘a manuals 
discussed in the previous chapter, Manu’s ancient function was not to codify 
the law but instead to train the clerics who controlled it.103 In this setting, 
again like shari‘a manuals, if Manu was present as a written text at all, it was 
intended only to aid the process of oral transmission: its verse form—char-
acterized by repetitions meant to facilitate memorization and hence precise 
reproduction—attests to this fact. Manu’s largely oral existence re"ected, 
akin to the suspicion of textual authority within shari‘a, the brahmanic tradi-
tion’s explicit hostility to the graphic reproduction of  sacred texts such as the 
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Dharma&'stra and long before it, the Vedas. As a text, Manu had no juridical 
authority at all; its importance lay in its pedagogic role within the subject-
formation of the scholar-priests who possessed actual authority over the law.

Like shari‘a manuals once more, Manu had rarely been cited during ju-
dicial proceedings before colonial rule: jurists were more likely to rely on 
treatises ( nibandhas) and commentaries (t. #k$s) on the Dharma&'stra, other 
Dharma&'stra texts or altogether di%erent traditions (Bhakti devotional 
movements, Tantric cults, and so on) than they were to invoke Manu.104 !e 
Dharma&'stra comprised ethical principles open to reinterpretation and his-
torical adaptation, not state-mandated, -enforced, and -adjudicated rules: its 
precolonial form was designed to help jurists transform the tradition in line 
with the particular circumstances in which they found themselves. In fact, as 
the product of scribal cultures, Manu named less a single text than a general 
category containing innumerable regional and historical variations, countless 
manuscripts written in nine di%erent scripts, spread across South Asia. Such 
self-divided scribal works are amenable to hieratic control but resist sover-
eign appropriation.

!e East India Company claim that it would replace the rule of men with 
the rule of law and thus emancipate natives from the immemorial despotism 
under which they had su%ered was crystallized in the very form of the transi-
tion from brahmanic to British power. !e Company’s #rst attempt to create 
a Hindu legal code in 1776 was based not on a written text but, ironically, 
on the oral Sanskrit performance of a single brahman pundit.105 In the de-
cades that followed, the colonial legal codes’ historical authenticity would be 
founded instead on the new philology’s historical authority. Yet even philo-
logically reconstructed codes such as Jones’s Institutes of Hindu Law did not 
correspond to any precolonial manuscript; they were instead composite cre-
ations. In other words, colonial philology restored something that had, in fact, 
never existed.106 More importantly, when Jones transferred juridical authority 
from countless brahman priests to a single printed text, he raised philological 
power to a historically unprecedented level of abstraction. As Wendy Doniger 
has observed, British colonial rule replaced a “multiplicity of legal voices” and 
“centuries of case law” with “a single voice, that of Jones’s Manu.”107

But if, unlike Jones’s Manu, the precolonial version had never been a 
single written, much less codi#ed, text, the latter was, no less than the for-
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mer, an attempt to expunge the traditions that preceded it. In other words, 
whereas both European philology and Hindu nationalism considered Manu 
originary, we need to understand it instead as an appropriation of even earlier 
discursive practices. !ough the oldest Dharma&'stra, Manu is far from the 
origin of Indian law. In fact, the roots of the very word dharma predate Manu 
by more than a millennium.

Dharma developed from dhárman, a new word—and an embryonic con-
cept—in the Rgveda.108 !is word derives, in turn, from the Sanskrit (dhr. , 
meaning “uphold or support”: the dhárman is he who provides a foundation; 
he is the “foundation giver.” !e construction of the Rgveda canon from the 
fourteenth to the twelfth century ).*. accompanied the establishment of the 
Vedic world’s #rst “supertribe” (the Kurus) and hence its #rst proto-state. With 
the Kurus, Vedic chieftains started to become kings, the rulers of expansive, 
centralized, and indeed imperial societies. Whereas raja originally referred 
merely to the chieftain who leads the tribe into battle in order to pillage  others 
or who presides over it in times of peace, the later books of the Rgveda, com-
posed when the Kurus were establishing the #rst Vedic state, redescribe the 
raja as the dhárman, aligning him no longer with Indra, the god of war, but 
instead with Varuna, the god of empires. Hence, though the dharma in Manu 
and after is aligned with the doctrine of nonviolence, its etymon is deeply im-
plicated in the Indic origins of political and ecological violence.

!e Vedas were in fact premised on a vision of both secular and sacred 
existence as a hierarchy of violence—in Sanksrit, him. s$. But this word—the 
root of ahim. s$ or “nonviolence”—refers not merely to violence but more pre-
cisely to the desire to in"ict injury.109 From the perspective of the Vedas, this 
desire is the basis of all social and natural orders. Hence, the Vedas celebrate 
the act of violence: it is always better to be the eater than the eaten, the ruler 
than the ruled. !e Vedas in fact articulate the theory and practice of vio-
lence’s highest form, the priestly #re sacri#ce ( yajna), which fed the divine 
desire for violence; their authority was tied precisely to this practice. When 
performed properly, the #re sacri#ce possessed the power to transform the 
cosmic order itself; sacri#cial violence was thought to be parallel to—but 
even more powerful than—sociopolitical violence. It consequently conferred 
social supremacy on its brahman practitioners, who alone knew how to pro-
nounce the sounds and were authorized to recite the mantras contained in 
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the Vedas; brahman priests possessed a monopoly on sacri#cial violence. Be-
cause they did, their power reached beyond the gods: “the gods control the 
world; mantras control the gods and the Brahmans control the mantras.”110 
!e authority this violence conferred on brahmans would subsequently de-
scend to other brahmanic texts, including the Dharma&'stras.

!ough the #re sacri#ce’s explicit purpose was to consecrate upper-caste 
ambitions, it also e%ected a much broader—indeed epochal—transforma-
tion. !is ritual typically occurred on the frontiers of agricultural or pastoral 
land. !e #re, which sometimes burned for days or even continuously, 
consumed both wood and animal fat in vast quantities.111 !e resulting large-
scale deforestation extended civilization (i.e., royal domains) into territories 
that lacked sovereign entities. In the Mah$bh$rata, for example, the burning 
of the entire Khandava forest—and every creature that inhabits it—to sate 
the #re god Agni is a precondition for the construction of the ancient In-
dian dynastic capital Indraprastha (supposedly on the site where Delhi now 
sits).112 According to D. D. Kosambi, the conquest, clearing, and agrarian 
settlement of tribal forests—not political con"ict between dynasties—was 
the driving force behind ancient Indian history.113 In any case, though, the 
#re sacri#ce’s supreme violence lay precisely in its capacity to clear the for-
ests. Like the term dhárman, the #re sacri#ce sancti#ed territorial expansion 
and hence the emergence of sovereign power. In fact, rajas donated tax-free 
sacred groves ($%ramas and agraharas) to brahmans at the edge of their own 
territories, where the priests’ sacri#cial rites would simultaneously bring the 
king merit and clear the forest for settlement and agricultural production. 
&akuntal$’s opening acts are set in one such grove, where +akuntal' was born 
and raised; the play’s #nal act is set in another. We will, as a consequence, not 
be able to read &akuntal$—or any dharma text—antiphilologically without 
this understanding: the burning of the forests, expropriation of its tribal in-
habitants, and destruction of their way of life silently precedes the dharma, 
its originary claims, and its subsequent dissemination.

Ironically, the #rst attested use of the word dharma expresses exactly this 
awareness. It belonged to the %raman. as, homeless monks ( parivrajaka) who 
renounced the world and retreated to the forests during the sixth century,).*., 
Buddhism becoming the most in"uential part of what had originally been a 
much broader social revolution. !e %raman. a movements o%ered an alter-
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nate path to liberation, founded on nonviolence and vegetarianism, which, 
in the %raman. as’ hands, were originally a reaction against the Vedic tradi-
tion that one must kill to eat.114 !eir practice of ahim. s$ was opposed to a 
particular form of violence, as their name attests: %raman. a was the antithesis 
of br$hman. a. Hence, the %raman. as opposed sacri#cial violence in particu-
lar. !ey disavowed each of the civilization-founding acts contained within 
the #re sacri#ce: deforestation, animal slaughter, and exhaustive resource use. 
Whereas the Vedic root of the word dharma aligned kings with the imperial 
god, the %raman. as co-opted this root to create an explicitly nonviolent and 
nonsovereign, but no less sacred, philosophy. When they withdrew from their 
settled, and sometimes upper-caste, lives to the forests, they reverted, in part, 
to the way of life Vedic political violence had targeted. !e %raman. as’ con-
servation practices in regard to speci#c plant and animal species were based 
on and contained the trace of the forest-dweller’s ethos and knowledge. !e 
%raman. a movements recognized that the philological formation ruling their 
world—founded on the authority of the Vedic mantras, brahman control of 
the sacred texts and rituals, and the royal conquest of territory—had e%aced 
other possible origins. !is recognition is encoded within the very concepts 
of ahim. s$ and dharma, even if both now conceal the resistance to philological 
power that originally inspired them.

In fact, this resistance was e%aced almost immediately: the %raman. a revo-
lution soon became the foundation of a new hegemony. &raman. a opposition 
to the priest-warrior (or brahman-ks.atriya) alliance appealed to the mer-
chant classes that had emerged with the growth of agricultural surpluses. 
Just as the brahman $%ramas and agraharas were the vanguard of agricul-
tural expansion, Buddhist (and Jain) monasteries became essential nodes in 
the development of trade routes.115 As Buddhist monks acquired their own 
political patrons, they began to undercut the brahmans’ privileged access 
to political power. !e authority previously ascribed to sacri#cial violence 
was now transferred to the Buddha’s word (buddhavacana), which became, 
ironically, the new basis of textual authority within another, increasingly he-
gemonic, tradition.

As he created the largest empire South Asia has yet seen, A&oka  Maurya 
(304–232 ).*.) made the Buddha’s dharma an imperial ideology.116 He could do 
so, of course, only because of a millennium-long process of pushing  agricultural 
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society into tribal forests, begun by the #re sacri#ce but extended in a much 
more systematic way by the Maurya Empire itself. A&oka’s “edicts on dharma” 
(in Prakrit, dhammalipi)—part of a decades-long dharma campaign he waged 
across his empire to implement his own version of the dharma—further in-
stitutionalized the %raman. a revolution. A&oka organized the dharma into a set 
of rules and de#ned which texts contained the true dharma ( saddhamma) and 
which ones did not. He created a dharma bureaucracy with both central and 
provincial o$cials (dharma “superintendents” and “controllers”), who where 
responsible for instilling the dharma in all people, regardless of caste. A&oka 
thus turned the %raman. as’ inclusive spiritual practices into an imperial strategy. 
His intention—as he claimed in the Kalinga Rock Edict after his armies had, 
according to his own estimate, enslaved 150,000 Kalinga adivasis and killed 
100,000 more—was to conquer henceforth by the dharma, not by violence. 
But his dharma was nonetheless conquest, if by another name.

!e earliest brahman texts focused on dharma, the Dharmasutras, were 
written, very roughly, at the same time.117 !e concept of dharma that still 
obtains today—that is, the essential, transhistorical, and universal truth of 
the religious tradition, whether Buddhist or brahman—appeared at this time 
as well. Responding to the threat the %raman. as and, even more powerfully, 
the Maurya Empire posed to brahman authority, the dharma texts, includ-
ing Manu, appropriated the sramanic ideal of renunciation and made it the 
supposed basis of brahmans’ caste superiority and social power. With these 
texts, the brahman suddenly became the one who is most capable of self-
control and self-denial and who is, as a consequence, the most pure. Manu 
reasserted brahman authority, furthermore, by redescribing the practice of #re 
sacri#ce—at a time when animal o%erings had generally been prohibited—as 
the highest form of ahim. s$, an association that, however fundamentally inac-
curate, still de#nes the general perception of the brahman tradition from the 
Vedas forward. In these ways, Manu was able to achieve a remarkable dia-
lectical reversal: the dharma of nonviolence and vegetarianism—designed to 
oppose territorial conquest, the caste system, and priestly power—ended up 
merely reinforcing each of these interrelated institutions again.

European philologists and Hindu nationalists alike took Manu as the 
origin of an overarching pan-Indian—or even Proto-Indo-European— 
civilization. But far from originary, Manu was—like the Vedic mantras, 
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A&oka’s imperial dharma, and the Dharmasutras before it or Anglo-Hindu 
law much later—an attempt to expropriate language’s constituent power 
from widely dispersed individuals and communities. !e tradition humani-
ties scholars inherit always comprises, by de#nition, systems of discursive 
domination such as these—layer upon historical layer, sedimented on top of 
each other—as the foundation of our own thought. No wonder that despite 
our best intentions, we mistake the artifacts of more or less successful hege-
monies for the culture of a people, period, or religion in general.

To read antiphilologically, we would need no longer to presuppose the 
adequacy of language or literature to history but instead to investigate what lin-
guistic and literary histories constitutively exclude. For example, we identify the 
evolution of the word dharma with the history of Indic and/or Indo-European 
civilization. In fact, though, the Vedic roots of the word—which glorify sov-
ereign violence—absent precisely those who inhabited the forests before they 
were burned, cleared, and settled. !e dharmasastric meaning of the word—
which promotes, dialectically, the ideology of nonviolence— appropriates, in 
particular, the sramanic endeavor to reinhabit the forest-dweller’s form of 
life. In either case, the lives of those—adivasis and world-renouncers—who 
were not concerned to leave textual inscriptions precede the philological 
origin. !eir discursive practices, so literally fundamental to Indo-European 
civilization, can neither be recovered philologically nor comprehended by any 
possible history of the people or period. Yet to read antiphilologically, truly to 
think archaeologically, we would need to orient our inquiry precisely toward 
that which remains outside recorded history. Such unhistorical practices are 
the material preconditions, furthermore, of every dharma text, as the analysis 
of &akuntal$ that follows is designed to demonstrate.

4. !e Sovereign and the Earth:  
+akuntal', 415 A.D. to 400 B.C.

!e previous section analyzed Manu antiphilologically, as the expression, 
in other words, not of a people, religion, civilization, and so on, but rather 
of con"icts between di%erent philological formations. &akuntal$ is equally 
amenable to this archaeological approach. !ough European philologists, 
philosophers, and poets identi#ed &akuntal' and the sacred grove in which 
she was raised with a nonviolent and ecologically sensitive consciousness, the 
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play itself alludes to the forms of life the sacred grove—the vehicle of Indo-
European violence—destroyed. Precisely where the Romantic generation 
imagined an originary language, !akuntal" draws attention to what exists 
outside and comes before the origin. It exempli#es the uncanny capacity of 
texts to exceed the limits of supposedly originary languages. One could argue 
that !akuntal"’s brilliance is precisely its self-consciousness in this regard.

In fact, to an even greater extent than Manu, !akuntal" is a palimpsest 
of the di'erent historical strata that constituted Indo-European expansion. 
"e story of !akuntal% dates to at least 900 (.)., when it was mentioned 
in a Vedic-era text; its most signi#cant version before K%lid%sa’s dramatic 
adaptation occurs in the Mah"bh"rata, whose origins may lie in the earliest 
Vedic period, its standard version likely written sometime after 400 (.).118 
"e !akuntal% narrative is thought to have originally existed, therefore, in 
the form of bardic recitations before tribal clansmen. But the play was not 
composed until the reign of Chandragupta II (ca. 375–415 *.+.) of the Gupta 
Empire, during a period when deforestation, the subordination of adivasi 
societies, and the caste system had already become highly evolved. Hence, 
between the origins of !akuntal"’s epic form and its dramatic adaptation lie 
the origins of Indian agrarianism and territorial expansion, state-formation 
and imperial development, and urbanization and social strati#cation. "e 
play stages these historical transformations, retelling an episode from a tribal 
genre during the early history of dynastic states in India, turning the geneal-
ogy of the clan into an apparent apology for the court.

K%lid%sa was, in fact, a court poet and !akuntal" a court performance 
under the empire’s royal patronage.119 By the time the play was performed, 
the Guptas had completed the conquest of Central and North India—
a vast, multilingual area—and had formed the largest Indian empire since 
the  Mauryas. In order to receive brahman legitimation for their power, the 
Guptas made Sanskrit the language of the court (a conscious archaism, since 
kings then spoke demotic languages) and Sanskritized popular traditions, 
making what had been oral textual. It is by virtue of this archaism that co-
lonial philologists could call Chandragupta II’s reign the “Golden Age” of 
Indian civilization, the epithet by which it is still known.

Scholars such as "apar have identi#ed !akuntal" with the ideology of 
the brahman-ks.atriya alliance during the Gupta dynasty.120 On even more 
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than a cursory reading, !akuntal"’s plot would appear to con#rm this in-
terpretation. "e story concerns the relationship of $akuntal%, who inhabits 
the edge of royal territory along with brahman ascetics, to the ks.atriya king 
Dusyanta, who resides in the opulent urban court of the Puru dynasty. When 
he enters the grove on a hunting expedition in the play’s #rst scene and 
discovers $akuntal%, they immediately desire each other. With her guard-
ian away from the grove on a pilgrimage, Dusyanta takes his privilege as a 
ks.atriya to wed $akuntal% in a gandharva marriage, which occurs on the basis 
of mutual desire and needs no social sanction: it is realized simply by the act 
of sexual intercourse itself. Before he returns from the sacred grove to the 
court, Dusyanta gives $akuntal% a royal ring with his name inscribed on it, 
telling her that he will return to her within a span of days corresponding to 
the number of letters in his name.

But after Dusyanta leaves, a sage angered by $akuntal%’s failure to wait 
upon him makes Dusyanta forget her; only the ring can reactivate Dusyanta’s 
memory. Months later, pregnant with Dusyanta’s child, $akuntal% departs 
for his court, where she is subsequently humiliated by his refusal to believe 
her story and the discovery that she has lost his ring en route. When her 
 brahman companions abandon her to a life of servility in the court, she is 
seized by a ray of light and disappears.

"e ring, eventually recovered, is brought to Dusyanta, enabling him to 
overcome his amnesia. Realizing what he has lost, he falls into depression 
before being summoned to #ght demons besieging the god Indra. After he 
defeats them, Dusyanta is taken to a celestial sacred grove, where he en-
counters a boy wrestling with a lion cub, whom he recognizes to be his own 
son borne by $akuntal%. "is boy, Sarvadamana, will grow up to become 
Bharata, the legendary emperor from whom India (or Bharat) takes its name. 
 Dusyanta is reunited with $akuntal%, and the family returns to his urban 
palace, concluding the play.

"ough "apar does not make this point, !akuntal" is, transparently, 
an allegory of early Indo-European sovereignty’s relationship to the earth. 
Within this allegory, $akuntal% of course embodies the earth, as both British 
and German Orientalists immediately discerned. For example, she commu-
nicates with animals, trees, and &owers, and is repeatedly described in terms 
of nature—even as the “rich earth” in which Dusyanta has implanted his 
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“seed” and the “harvest” he owns.121 And  Dusyanta becomes not merely a 
particular king but the #gure of sovereignty as such. Like the hunting expe-
dition that opens the play, Dusyanta’s seduction of $akuntal% thus represents 
the sovereign taking possession of the earth. Hence, when Dusyanta dis-
avows the ghandarva marriage, he e'ectively turns their sexual intercourse 
into rape: the play in fact compares the act to theft.122 "e Mah"bh"rata had 
gone further: there, Dusyanta is not cursed with amnesia but explicitly lies 
about the marriage. His intercourse with $akuntal% thus extends the ex-
ceptional cruelty of his hunting expedition, in which he massacres animals 
without number and ravages the forest.123 In the play as well as in the epic, 
when Dusyanta disavows his union with $akuntal%, the implicit relationship 
of sovereign power to the earth becomes one of pure violence, conquest, and 
self-aggrandizement. If !akuntal" apologizes for ks.atriya power, it does not 
do so, then, in any simple way.

"e identi#cation of $akuntal% with the earth in both epic and drama 
occurred during periods when royal territory was expanding, when ques-
tions of succession depended in turn on the control of female sexuality, and 
hence when the ownership of territory was closely bound to the ownership 
of women’s bodies.124 "e marriage of the sovereign to the earth in !akuntal" 
alludes, therefore, to the links between kingship, ownership, and marriage 
that shaped the dharma texts. No longer a Vedic-era chieftain who redis-
tributes his wealth to the tribe, K%lid%sa’s Dusyanta has become instead the 
classic emperor of a tax-gathering state. South Asian polities of this period 
had already begun to tax both privately held and state-controlled property 
and create elaborate revenue, military, and police apparatuses. "e Vidusaka 
(or court jester) alludes to this fact when he reminds a hesitant Dusyanta 
that an emperor does not need permission to enter the sacred grove but can 
“just walk in and order them to give up a sixth of their wild rice tax.”125

To resolve its internal contradictions, the play must reunite sovereign 
power with the earth in a nonexpropriative form by its conclusion. "e sov-
ereign must relate to the earth in terms of protection (a concept the play 
echoes throughout), not mastery. Hence, from their very #rst words, the 
play’s  brahman characters attempt to place limits on sovereign violence, 
their sacri#ces within the sacred grove dictating the channels in which desire 
is allowed to &ow. Only after Dusyanta submits to their authority in this 
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 regard do they bless him with the promise of a son who will become world 
ruler.126 When Dusyanta discovers the infant Sarvadamana (“world-tamer”) 
wrestling with a lion cub near the play’s end, he instructs him to be gentle 
“towards all living things.”127 Like the classic dharma texts, !akuntal" empha-
sizes both the intrinsic tension between rulers and priests and their possible 
uni#cation if the former embrace the dharma of nonviolence. "e play’s close, 
like its opening, presents the vision of a state founded on precisely the kind 
of brahman-ks.atriya alliance that characterized the Gupta Empire, with a 
brahman instructing Dusyanta to “Honour the gods in full measure / With 
holy rites and all due o'erings” and Dusyanta pledging that he will “strive” 
toward such a state.128

But though !akuntal" clearly stages the historical emergence of sovereign 
power, I would argue against any reading that reduces the play to any apology 
therefor. Such readings understand the work—and ancient literature more 
broadly—as the expression of philological power alone, when it necessar-
ily expresses much more. In the ancient as in the modern world, unwritten 
traditions constituted a much greater part of the culture than lettered tradi-
tions.129 Sanskrit literature had little choice but to build on traditions that 
did not possess philological power; Sanskrit drama was, in particular, a styl-
ization of prior folk performance conventions. When we imagine that such 
texts are capable of thinking only in line with philological power, we displace 
onto the text a limit that is in fact our own. To push against this limit, we 
would need to trace the practices philology has e'aced—in other words, to 
recognize the e'ects of philological power but not to reduce language, litera-
ture, and history to them.

We could note, in this regard, that !akuntal" subtly represents the opposi-
tion between lettered and unwritten traditions. "e play is not itself con#ned 
to Sanskrit but instead multilingual, comprising also various Prakrits (or ver-
nacular languages): the former is spoken by those who exercise sovereign or 
hieratic power; the latter by those who do not, namely, women, the lower 
castes, and the jester.130 Remarkably, the play makes clear that only the latter, 
those without authority, are to be trusted. Not coincidentally, !akuntal" was 
performed by people from the lowest ranks of the Gupta Empire’s strictly 
strati#ed society; like their Roman counterparts, the actresses were, for exam-
ple, often courtesans. Hence, if unwritten traditions return with a vengeance 
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in !akuntal", the reason might lie less in authorial intention than in the lost 
cultures that actually constituted the play. In any case, though, contrary to 
"apar’s claims, !akuntal" does not mirror brahman-ks.atriya discourse; read 
antiphilologically, it calls this discourse into question.

For example, !akuntal" refers to the brahman hermits who reside in 
the sacred grove as “withered,” the implication being that if the earth de-
pended only on their mantras, sacri#ces, and asceticism, it would become 
barren in their hands.131 "is association is, presumably, one reason the union 
of Dusyanta and $akuntal% takes the form of a ghandarva, rather than a 
brahman, marriage. At the same time, though, the ghandarva marriage is, as 
mentioned, practically indistinguishable from rape. In fact, rape—or, more 
precisely, r"ks.asa, the violent abduction of a woman—was itself a sanctioned 
form of ks.atriya marriage. Because it was done secretly, in the absence of 
marriage rites or witnesses, realized only by the act of intercourse itself, a 
gandharva marriage was susceptible to ks.atriya duplicity. In all the versions of 
the $akuntal% narrative and all similar narratives wherein a gandharva mar-
riage occurs, the “fundamental problem” is, as Uma Chakravarti has observed, 
that “the King can lie.”132 In the Mah"bh"rata, $akuntal% tells Dusyanta that 
his lie about their marriage will shatter his head “into a thousand pieces”: 
in ancient Indian literature, this curse was meant to expose lies surrounding 
rape.133 In the play, when Dusyanta rejects her, $akuntal% claims that though 
sovereign speech is treated as always unimpeachable and the speech of 
“ immodest” women as always unreliable, the reverse is closer to the truth.134 
In short, the play purposefully uses Prakrits to ironize the supposedly origi-
nary power of Sanskrit speech, whether in the form of the brahman’s Vedic 
chants or the ks.atriya’s ghandarva vows, sacri#cial or sovereign violence.

Notwithstanding the whole history of Indo-European philology, Sanskrit 
is, in fact, in no sense originary for Indian, much less Indo-European, civiliza-
tion. Sanskrit cannot be given priority within either civilizational construct 
nor can it be made adequate to their origins. "e very meaning of the word 
Sanskrit (sam. skr. ta) is “re#ned,” “perfected,” and hence “arti#cial.”135 Contrary 
to the false philological premise that Indian vernaculars derive from Sanskrit, 
the name of the language itself indicates that it did not precede but rather fol-
lowed the Prakrits (prakr. ta, “original, natural, normal,” from prakr. ti, “ making 
or placing before or at #rst, the original or natural form or condition of any-
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thing”). As elite speech, Sanskrit was merely the language that was recorded, 
preserved, and passed down. Anyone who knew Sanskrit would of necessity 
have also known at least one other language: Sanskrit was never an everyday 
language and was furthermore not generally spoken by women, children, or 
members of the lower castes. As a consequence of its speakers’ multilingual-
ism, Sanskrit was itself in constant communication with popular traditions.

But Indo-European philologists have tended to describe the origins of 
Indic civilization in terms of Sanskrit alone. "ey have reduced a language 
family, multiple civilizations, and, in principle, history as such to the idiom of 
power. As a consequence, when they use their own reconstructions of Proto-
Indo-European concepts to de#ne what was prior and hence exterior to the 
West’s subsequent historical trajectory, their de#nitions of the “outside” emerge 
invariably from within philological power. Take, for example, the twentieth 
century’s most in&uential Indo-European theorist, Georges  Dumézil, who 
considered the brahman-ks.atriya alliance even more fundamental to Indo-
European civilization than "apar subsequently would. Claiming he had 
returned to “the earliest documents” and studied cognates across languages, 
Dumézil argued that a bipartite conception of sovereignty comprising the 
king (raj or, in Rome, rex) who makes war and the priest (brahman or $amen) 
who refuses even to look upon it characterized the originary form of Indo-
European political power.136 To become sovereign, to form a state, the warrior 
requires a priest who will legitimize the exercise of despotic power, making it 
appear no longer to encroach on the prerogatives of the deity. "e brahman’s 
or $amen’s ritual sacri#ces make a compact between god and man, implying 
that the king will protect, rather than violate, the earth. "ese blood sacri#ces 
also inscribe an ethical code on people’s bodies: desire becomes “the property 
of the sovereign, even though he be the death instinct itself,” and people be-
come, in turn, “obedient of their own accord” to a warlord who has gained 
power over them.137 Hence, the chief ’s war-making, originally the tribe’s col-
lective practice, is now free to lay the foundations of a transcendent state: the 
priest helps the warlord escape, we could say, Agamemnon’s fate.

If the warrior/priest dichotomy de#nes the conceptual limit of Indo- 
European sovereignty, it must also de#ne, if only negatively, what lies outside 
this limit. Hence, in Dumézil’s account, there is a third principle that comes 
before both warrior and priest. "e gandharva are bands of centaur-like 
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nomads who represent unrestrained desire (in the mythic literature, they 
“kidnap,” “ravish,” and “fertilize” women) and who cannot be assimilated 
into society, sovereignty, or the state.138 "is Dionysiac principle is, unlike 
the state, productive: only the gandharva, not the priest or the king, can 
make the earth fertile. According to custom, even after the establishment 
of states, the gandharva would throw all restraint aside one day each year, 
purify the earth, and make it fruitful: the “miracle” of “restoring fecundity” is 
“the great feat performed by the men-animals.”139 And indeed, in !akuntal", 
Dusyanta e'ectively becomes a gandharva at the moment of conception. "e 
gandharva create because they are excessive; $amines and brahmans sacri#ce 
because they are merely “correct”: “"e Gandharva are so free in their pursuit 
of sensual pleasure that the summary union of a man and woman is termed ‘a 
Gandharva marriage’ ”; in contrast, brahmans are “austere” and “passionless,” 
brahman marriages “the most solemn and ritualistic of all.”140

Dumézil’s “trifunctional hypothesis” about Proto-Indo-European society 
would have rami#cations far beyond Indo-European philology, in&uencing 
not only Benveniste but also Mircea Eliade, Claude Lévi-Strauss, Marshall 
Sahlins, and Jean-Pierre Vernant, among many others.141 It even shapes Gilles 
Deleuze and Félix Guattari’s “Treatise on Nomadology,” which begins with 
Dumézil’s bipartite concept of Indo-European sovereignty but focuses on his 
third principle in order to understand what remains outside. "e treatise’s #rst 
axiom observes that state formation and political thought have immemorially 
revolved around two essential poles, the mysterious power of the king and 
the articulable law of the priest.142 But the axiom’s point is to identify that 
which is “exterior to the State apparatus,” namely, the “war machine,” whose 
exteriority they deduce in part from Dumézil’s description of the gandharva, 
anciently linked to the warrior castes.143 “In every respect, the war machine 
is,” Deleuze and Guattari insist, “of another species, another nature, another 
origin than the State apparatus[,] outside its sovereignty and prior to its law: 
it comes from elsewhere[,] the pack, an irruption of the ephemeral and the 
power of metamorphosis.”144 "e “Treatise on  Nomadology” attempts to 
extricate the originary creativity of the war machine from its subsequent ap-
propriation by the state and to let this creativity drive cultural production—or, 
in other words, to “place thought in an immediate relation with the outside,” 
to “make thought a war machine.”145
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Like their valorization of the nomad, Deleuze and Guattari’s dependence 
on Dumézil re&ects their endeavor to imagine the desire that precedes the 
origins of civilization. Yet Dumézil’s reconstruction of this desire ends up 
only imprisoning the “Treatise on Nomadology” within the history of philol-
ogy. Deleuze and Guattari’s mistake is to assume that comparative philology 
can reveal what precedes sovereign power, as if what has been recorded and 
transmitted were not always already contaminated by such power. !akuntal" 
suggests, in diametric opposition, that the #gure of the gandharva is merely 
the rhetorical disguise of sovereign violence. "e e'ort to oppose the whole 
history of European sovereignty by reference to a prehistory reconstructed by 
European philology itself is, we should note, the strategy of Hindu national-
ism as well, precisely the strategy I have targeted throughout this book.

!akuntal" suggests a di'erent strategy. Precisely where European intellec-
tuals imagined an originary consciousness, !akuntal" also alludes to the form 
of life that came before this origin. In other words, even as the play’s sacred 
groves appear to be the privileged site of the dharma and nonviolence, the play 
insinuates that the very creation and preservation of these sacred groves pre-
supposes the eradication of those who had previously inhabited the forests. It 
registers the fact that sacred groves were both the site and the product of the 
very sacri#ces that dispossessed forest-dwellers when it refers to the “smoke” 
of the “Sacred Fire” that “dim[s] the soft sheen of tender leafbuds.”146 Even 
more to the point, Dusyanta defends $akuntal%’s sacred grove from the attack 
of R%ks.asas at the end of act 2 and Pi!%cas at the end of act 3.147 Both these 
mythic demons have been traced to ancient adivasi tribes; the former were 
known in the myths for disrupting the #re ceremony. And the "%rama in which 
$akuntal% and Dusyanta rediscover each other is located within the realm of 
the Kimpurus.a, one of the adivasi tribes conquered in the Mah"bh"rata.148 
Hence, when the play reunites the sovereign and the earth at its conclusion, its 
image of the earth, embodied by the sacred groves and $akuntal%, both e'aces 
and contains the trace of the adivasis. Perhaps on its deepest level, the sov-
ereign forgetting of the earth thematizes this e'acement—for if the code of 
nonviolence properly belongs to anyone, it is neither sovereigns nor priests but 
rather only those who preceded and/or opposed the destruction of the forests.

"ey would have had to refrain from the prototypically human endeavor 
to master and remake nature. "ey would have refused, in other words, to 
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prioritize the growth of human life over the protection of life per se and, in 
this way, resisted Indo-European expansion in particular and environmental 
destruction in general. Of course, those who preceded or truly opposed civi-
lization would have also, by de#nition, left few artifacts, textual or otherwise: 
take, for example, the %raman. as, who did not write, or the forest-dwellers 
on whom the %raman. as patterned their lives. In other words, their perspec-
tives are not commensurable with those of any textual culture; the form of 
life antithetical to the destruction of the forests could not, by de#nition, 
be recorded and consequently exists outside textuality, history, or any ori-
gin we could ever know. When !akuntal" names the R%ks.asas, Pi!%cas, and 
Kimpurus.a, it bears, accordingly, only the trace of languages that preceded 
Indo-European expansion. It alludes to another form of life but makes no 
claim to represent it. !akuntal" here dramatizes the relationship between the 
philological origin (in this case, the Vedic ritual of #re sacri#ce) and the al-
ternative practice (in this case, the forest-dweller’s relationship to the earth) 
rendered unintelligible by this “origin.” "e play thus arrives at an absolutely 
crucial aporia—the theoretical impossibility of comprehending a truly eco-
logical or nonviolent consciousness—that has too often been overlooked, not 
just by Indo-European philologists of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries 
but also by the global discourse around environmentalism and indigeneity 
still today.

In India as in the West, environmentalists have projected onto the 
“ aborigine” or “indigene” values that articulate their own intellectual posi-
tions instead.149 "ey have argued, for example, that adivasis intrinsically 
possess ecological wisdom, egalitarian societies, and economic practices 
based on “reciprocity and subsistence” rather than “competition and accu-
mulation.” But when environmentally minded scholars—or, for that matter, 
heterodox historians such as "apar—invoke a binary opposition between 
Indo- European civilization on one hand and the adivasi (from Sanskrit: "di 
“earliest” + v"si “inhabitant”) on the other, they risk turning the latter into 
a rei#ed origin as well. "e very concept of indigeneity inscribes a claim, 
of course, about the earth’s “original” identity. Hence, in the words of the 
adivasi Narmada activist Khajan: “God made the earth and the forest; then 
He made us, adivasis, to live upon the earth[.] We are born of the earth[.] 
We live in the forest and we keep it alive. Governments and politicians 
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come and go but we have never changed; we have been here from the begin-
ning.”150 "e primordial claims made on behalf of the adivasi—a term that 
is itself a late colonial invention—possess, naturally, little historical validity. 
Ancient  adivasi tribes themselves conquered and expropriated others’ terri-
tory and have been intimately intertwined with the Hindu communities that 
surrounded them for millennia. "ese days, the Hindutva movement increas-
ingly assimilates  adivasis in order to appropriate their claim to indigeneity 
and justify violence against supposed “foreigners” such as India’s Muslims.

My point is not to deny the history of the violence to which adivasis have 
been and continue to be subjected but rather to emphasize that such general 
categories can neither name nor comprehend forms of life exterior or anti-
thetical to this history. We cannot allow such categories to become, in other 
words, placeholders for the di'erent relationship to the earth and territorial 
expansion that has opposed and consequently been targeted by such violence. 
Nor can we can use them to identify the form of life marginalized by the 
production of Sanskrit texts such as !akuntal" or Manu. However seductive 
they may be, historical stereotypes such as the adivasi only foreclose the di,-
cult, indeed necessarily endless, e'ort to imagine a consciousness antithetical 
to territorial conquest.

To imagine such a consciousness now, we would have no choice but to 
retrace, stage by stage, our own philological formation. Take, for example, 
sacred groves, which not only survive in India today but are still believed by 
anthropologists and historians to be the sites of a prehistoric, nonviolent, and 
ecologically sensitive form of life; the common practice within them is to 
prohibit the removal of plants, the hunting of wild animals, the pasturing of 
domestic animals, the construction of homes, the felling of trees, and so on.151 
"e anthropological study of sacred groves, which has been gaining speed 
over the past few decades, is motivated by the urgent need to devise forms of 
forest conservation that, unlike the Indian state’s large-scale programs, will 
actually work. Yet even the earliest sacred groves—coeval with Vedas circa the 
middle of the second millennium (.).—were the products of shifting culti-
vation. "ey already attest, in other words, to the time of civilization, when 
settlers had begun to burn forests, destroy their fragile ecologies, and replace 
them with agrarian economies; the original sacred groves probably had more 
in common with the sacred enclosures at the boundaries of the ancient Greek 
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polis than they did with the forest-dweller’s world. Between the sacred grove 
and a truly ecological sensibility, there lies, therefore, a long history of territo-
rial conquest—and the textual tradition that accompanied it.

It was only at a relatively late phase in this history that Sanskrit liter-
ary culture began to identify the sacred with anthropomorphic deities.152 
When it built these deities the elaborate shrines their worship demanded, it 
circumscribed the sanctity of the forest within the sacred grove’s temple. Tem-
ple-building required the forest’s resources and hence the destruction of the 
surrounding environment. But even before the development of a mature liter-
ary tradition, when the expansion of Vedic civilization #rst began to destroy 
the forests, Sanskritization dei#ed the general forces—above all #re (Agni)—
on which deforestation depended. Before this, the object of worship appears 
to have been, as in early Greek and Roman religion, aniconic: for example, 
crude stones, termite mounds, or shrines with the simplest imaginable struc-
ture, often housing a vacant cult spot. Only if we were able to work our way 
back from these historical phases—and many more particular ones—could 
we return to the consciousness of those who perhaps revered not abstractions 
but rather speci#c trees, groves, rivers, and mountain peaks and who protected 
the forests from all human appropriation except what was necessary for bare 
survival. Such a consciousness is the implied origin and essence of all the 
dharma texts and !akuntal", the ideal of nineteenth- century Indo-European 
philology, the template for the modern environmental movement, and the 
source of the fetish-character that attaches to indigeneity still today. Yet this 
consciousness cannot be comprehended by any historical #gure or account we 
could conceive. It is, rather, a set of practices too tenuous to survive the com-
ing of philological power, something to which we as a consequence lack even 
indirect access, something that would bring our own form of life to crisis.

We philologists thus fruitlessly seek a form of life that was destroyed by 
the immemorial profession of philology itself, a profession always complicit 
with conquest and colonization. Until we acknowledge this legacy, we will 
not be able to imagine a fundamentally di'erent relationship to linguistic 
and literary authority—or to sovereign violence. "ere is no way for us to 
arrive at discursive practices exterior to this history of violence without, in 
other words, #rst making the historical consequences of our own craft visible 
across the longest timespan possible. "is is the work that the archaeology 
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o'ered in this chapter and the previous two have attempted, however mod-
estly, to begin, the aporia they have attempted to acknowledge and confront. 
Without such work, the ideals of the new philology (nonviolence, indigene-
ity, originarity), so deeply embedded in our own scholarly desires, will remain 
nothing more than another sovereign ideology.

Conclusion
"e discovery of Proto-Indo-European both abolished and ful#lled the 
search for the divine tongue that preceded the Tower of Babel’s destruction. 
But the asterisk before every Indo-European root or stem marks the fact that 
the more than #ve-thousand-year-old language to which these asterisks refer 
is not historically attested but instead reconstructed: our earliest written re-
cord of an Indo-European language, Hittite, comes only from the fourteenth 
century (.).153 "e absence of any textual evidence for Proto-Indo-European 
suggests, in fact, that its speakers did not even know how to write.

"e problem with the speculative reconstruction of Proto-Indo- European 
is obviously not the premise that prehistoric languages metamorphosed into 
multiple other languages over time. "e mistake is, rather, the belief that a 
single (historically unattested) parent language could be the historical ori-
gin of every language subsequently grouped into its “family.” "e prehistoric 
“parent” language is, by de#nition, a back formation philologists have recon-
structed from later writing. It is, in other words, a re&ection less of prehistoric 
language use than of the tacit philological principle that one can use texts to 
reconstruct immeasurably older nontextual languages and from such recon-
structions draw conclusions about the conceptual origins and development 
of the supposedly continuous “civilizations” they produced. "e construc-
tion of language families emphasizes what is common to the languages that 
constitute a “family” or the various dialects and vernaculars that constitute a 
“language.” In the process, it marginalizes the explanatory value of what is 
peculiar to a language and, a fortiori, to a dialect. In other words, it discounts 
the historical importance of local relationships, for example, the in&uence of 
adivasi or Dravidian languages on Indo-European languages. "e genealo-
gies of language we have inherited from the new philology militate against 
an understanding of languages not as the pure descendants of prior languages 
but rather as the self-divided products of linguistic and philological con&icts. 
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Similarly, the premise that a philologically reconstructed prehistory can ex-
plain, in e'ect, everything that follows it—or serve as the starting point for a 
total knowledge of human development—overlooks the formative in&uence 
of all those lives that existed outside the written record. Philologists have 
built elaborate theories about prehistoric society, per Doniger, on a “&imsy 
Indo-European linguistic sca'olding.”154

"e new philology focused on the meaning of “the text” and its supposedly 
originary place within cultures, histories, and civilizations. Hence, even philol-
ogists with the extraordinary erudition of Patrick Olivelle and Alf Hiltebeitel 
insist, respectively, that Manu and the Mah"bh"rata need to be treated as dis-
crete, coherent texts.155 But as Manu as well as !akuntal" illustrates, every 
language and literary tradition contains within itself countless strata in the 
historical con&ict between di'erent philological formations and, ultimately, 
between those who possess philological power and those who do not. If we ac-
cept the philological principle that we can use texts to draw conclusions about 
the conceptual origins and development of traditions and even civilizations, 
we reduce the history of language and culture to nothing more than a series of 
philological constructs. We program ourselves to treat writing as adequate to 
language and culture per se. But we inherit the written records on which we 
base our reconstructions from past forms of philological power, whose over-
arching e'ect, if not intent, was to e'ace the linguistic (and hence political) 
agency of others. "e philological reconstruction of language’s origins reduces 
history to writing, willfully forgetting that what is written re&ects not society 
in general but rather the interests #rst of those who wrote and subsequently 
of those who controlled writing’s dissemination. "e philological revolution 
in this way only reinforced the erasures of every philological formation that 
preceded it. Needless to say, the principles of the new philology pervade the 
various forms of historical reconstruction we call the humanities today. If we 
do not want to become one more link in the endless chain of philological 
power, the politically urgent question becomes less the meaning of the text 
than the discursive practices it has absented. Behind every supposedly origi-
nary language lies the irrecoverable, but nonetheless historically fundamental, 
languages of those whom philology can neither name nor comprehend.



1. !e Colonial Matrix of Emergency
During the 1960s and 1970s, Marxist scholars developed theories of imperial-
ism intended to explain the new planetary dispensation, in which European 
colonies had largely vanished but imperial relationships had nonetheless 
managed to survive.1 !ese theories responded to the global division of 
labor between developed and underdeveloped countries by emphasizing ei-
ther the operation of monopoly capital seeking markets and raw materials in 
the !ird World (e.g., Paul Baran and Paul Sweezy, Tom Kemp, and Harry 
Magdo" ) or, alternatively, the world-systems dependency of peripheral on 
metropolitan economies (e.g., Andre Gunder Frank and Samir Amin).2 But 
the almost universal ascendancy of so-called #exible production and inter-
national $nance capital over the last four decades appears to have made all 
such theories of imperialism obsolete.

In a recent study, Partha Chatterjee has argued that, in this postcolonial 
world, the essence of imperialism reveals itself to be neither territorial con-
quest nor uneven development but instead the power to decide which states 
have the right to be sovereign and which states must forfeit this right. “!e 
imperial prerogative [lies],” according to Chatterjee’s reformulation of Carl 
Schmitt’s famous dictum, “in the claim to declare the colonial exception.”3 
!is de$nition, Chatterjee has claimed, “covers most examples of imperial 
power in the world” since the late eighteenth century.4 Just as imperialism 
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before decolonization did not always depend on the annexation of foreign 
territory, the international prohibition of such annexation has not ended im-
perialism, which we still see today in various forms: the external supervision 
of national constitutions, as in Iraq or Afghanistan; foreign interventions to 
$x deviations from international norms in regard to social indicators, eco-
nomic measures, and, above all, human rights; the imposition of austerity 
policies, $rst in Africa and Latin America, more recently in the European 
peripheries; and, $nally, the frequent “#ashes of national emergency” visible 
around the world.5 Chatterjee’s de$nition of imperialism as the power to de-
clare the exception emerges from a new imperial order in which the United 
States’ and Europe’s “real economic capabilities” are in decline but their mili-
tary and diplomatic ambitions are not.6

Chatterjee is not the $rst political theorist to describe imperialism in 
terms of exception. Discussing Africa, Achille Mbembe has observed that 
from the very beginning of colonialism there, European states gave their 
merchant companies the power to create a “régime d’exception”: sovereign 
rights belonged to the corporation alone; natives possessed none.7 Never 
conceived as mature “subject[s] of law,” consigned instead “to a minority 
without foreseeable end,” they were believed to be bereft of the power to 
constitute a body politic by themselves.8 !e point of colonial law was conse-
quently not to place limits on sovereign power but on the contrary to “bring 
[the colonized] to heel” in order to “extract” from their bodies the “maximum 
possible use.”9 For Mbembe, the postcolonial state’s problem is, in part, that 
it “inherited this regime of [unconditional] impunity.”10

I invoke Chatterjee’s and Mbembe’s arguments not to reduce empire 
to emergency but rather to think about one precise sense in which we still 
live in a fundamentally imperial world. In fact, if we accept their arguments, 
we would have to conclude that, with the proliferation of emergency de-
crees around the globe, imperial relationships became, paradoxically, even 
more pervasive after decolonization than they had been before. From this 
perspective, understanding emergency would be a precondition of opposing 
imperialism now.

!e arguments of these political theorists are borne out by the work of 
legal historians. In the colonies, in contrast to the metropole, emergency was 
not external to the rule of law. As both Nasser Hussain and Bhavani Raman 
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have demonstrated in regard to British India, emergency measures were in 
fact woven into the very “fabric of statutory law”: from the late eighteenth 
century forward, “the rule of law and emergency, norm and exception, the 
standard and that which contravenes it, [were] powerfully and intimately 
connected.”11 Due to the perpetual prospect of insurrections, insurgencies, 
and border con#icts, extraordinary laws deriving from wartime conditions 
often replaced civil law even during times of peace. Considering how imme-
diately and how frequently colonial law devolved into martial law, one might 
infer that colonial governments created constitutions only so they would have 
the power to suspend them afterwards. In any case, though, the institution of 
an almost continuous state of emergency enabled the colonial state, Raman 
has argued, to turn its sovereignty over territory into a “sovereignty over life” 
as such.12 Giorgio Agamben has argued that European states treated World 
War I “as a laboratory for testing and honing [the] state of exception as a 
paradigm of government,” but Hussain’s and Raman’s work suggests that co-
lonial rule has precedence by more than a century in this regard.13

!ere is another, perhaps obvious, aspect of emergency that has 
been, I believe, deemphasized in the many discussions of it published 
in recent years. Modern states of emergency follow close on the heels of 
modern revolutions. !ey are, per Agamben, “a creation,” ironically, “of the 
democratic- revolutionary tradition and not the absolutist one.”14 !ough he 
does not himself make this point explicitly, we could consider emergency an 
instrument that emerges from within the revolution to turn its most radical 
tendencies back. When a revolutionary government suspends its own con-
stitution, it undermines the constituent politics—that is, the popular power 
to form a truly egalitarian body politic—that originally precipitated the 
revolution and which the constitution is supposed to enshrine. Emergency 
decrees are, in this regard, the counterinsurgent practice par excellence. !ey 
circumscribe constituent power within the sovereign’s voice, which arrogates 
to itself the right to suspend the normal functioning of the law and to de-
clare univocally the extraordinary laws that will govern the polity in its place. 
In the state of emergency, the sovereign’s decree (“decision” or “command”) 
possesses the singular power, in fact, to de$ne empirical reality: “sovereign is 
the one who decides on the exception”; only the sovereign can determine the 
state’s very existence to be in danger.15
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!e antitheses of emergency must therefore be discursive practices that 
do not alienate but on the contrary reinforce people’s constituent power. Pro-
tests against emergency power tend now to take place in the name of the law, 
whether civil rights, constitutional restraints, or international norms. But the 
practice for which we must search cannot lie in the rule of law. As colonial 
history demonstrates, modern law only leads back, inexorably, to emergency; 
they compose a single trajectory. Modern law is one face of the very juridical 
order that makes emergency possible. To resist emergency powers, we would 
need not to invoke legal norms but instead to retrace the history that pro-
duced both exception and norm. !e antithesis of emergency must lie outside 
this history.

2. Philology—Colonial Law—Emergency
At the origin of colonial law, we will $nd an approach to language and texts 
that lies, curiously, at the origins of the modern humanities as well. !e cre-
ation of Islamic and Hindu law in late eighteenth-century colonial India 
presupposed the principles of the new philology: all truth is historical; histor-
ical knowledge is derived from textual study; such study requires a historically 
speci$c understanding of the language being studied. !ese principles gave 
the East India Company’s philologically trained scholars authority over na-
tive traditions: only their methods, not native customs, could grasp the truth 
of tradition. !ese scholars learned Persian, Arabic, and Sanskrit; recovered 
and reconstructed the Islamic and brahmanic legal manuscripts they claimed 
were authoritative; edited, translated, and published these manuscripts; and 
thus suddenly made textual authority the foundation of native law. !e ex-
plicit intention behind the philological approach to native traditions was to 
undermine the discursive practices that had previously constituted those tra-
ditions, which had been centered not on sovereign texts but rather on socially 
dispersed clerics. Colonial philology’s intention was, in other words, to incor-
porate the law into the state—or, we could say, to make the declaration and 
the suspension of law a sovereign prerogative. In the colonies, philology was, 
in other words, a precondition of emergency. Colonial history reveals, more 
broadly, that the philological principles on which the humanities are still 
founded were partly designed to appropriate the constituent power of preco-
lonial practices. Colonial law merely took philology to its logical conclusion: 
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!e antitheses of emergency must therefore be discursive practices that 
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it marginalized the social authority of all precolonial discursive practices. It 
realized philology’s capacity to continue war by other means. From this per-
spective, the “return to philology” for which postcolonial scholars, beginning 
with Edward Said, have repeatedly called in recent years would serve less to 
expose the culture of imperialism than unwittingly to extend it.

Our problem is precisely that we end up returning to philology even 
when we make every e#ort not to. !e principle of Schmitt’s philology—that 
is, only the conqueror’s laws and traditions are legitimate—might appear to 
re$ect his fascist predispositions alone.16 But this principle tends to insinu-
ate itself into the work of even the most subtle scholars, regardless of their 
political position. Bernard Cohn, Walter Mignolo, Talal Asad, Michel de 
Certeau, and Dipesh Chakrabarty have each explicitly retraced the history 
of colonial law or philology in order to recover the discursive practices that 
came before. In every case, though, the practices they have recovered are 
themselves moments in the genealogy of philological power. !ey have, in 
other words, each ended up following the new philology’s blueprint, taking 
an earlier form of philological power as the way out of the political and phil-
ological impasse of the present. !ey dissociate discourses and texts from the 
speci"c philological formations that produced them and treat them instead 
as the direct re$ection of a people or a period. As a consequence, though 
their work intends to make visible the contemporary limits of the humani-
ties, it ultimately obscures the extent to which the proposed alternatives were 
themselves hegemonic forms. In other words, the discursive practices that 
supposedly came before European law and philology—those that would de-
"ne precolonial constituent power—fall in every case squarely within the 
traditions of the victors

Cohn’s Colonialism and Its Forms of Knowledge and Mignolo’s !e Darker 
Side of the Renaissance both argue that precolonial language was not abstracted 
from the material world but an intrinsic part of physical acts. Cohn drew 
his evidence from claims made for the documents ( farmans and paravanas) 
issued by Mughal sovereigns, namely, that they transmitted the sovereign’s 
very “authority” and even “substance” to the person who received the doc-
uments. He treated these claims not as what they were, the ideology of 
Mughal sovereign and textual power, but rather as an “Indian” theory of sub-
stantive meaning, in contradistinction to the European theory of  denotative 
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 meaning.17 He likewise considered the aura that attached to brahman chant-
ing, its supposed power to transform the “substance” of whoever hears it, not 
as the ideology of brahmanic linguistic authority but again as a universal In-
dian view.18

Mignolo has understood the con$ict between colonial philology and 
Amerindian discursive practices in terms of the same binary opposition. 
He has claimed that whereas alphabetic writing is disembodied, precolonial 
forms of representation and recording such as the Mesoamerican amoxtli 
(a%“book” comprising pictographic signs) and the Peruvian quipu (a historical 
record made from knotted strings) require physical labor and are tactile expe-
riences.19 But the precolonial practices to which he refers belong to the court 
elites of the Aztec and Incan empires, not Amerindians in general. Cohn and 
Mignolo were of course correct to argue that colonial philology actively tar-
geted and ultimately marginalized such elite practices. But their own seminal 
work is itself, ironically, trapped within the philological mindset: it treats 
discursive practices as expressions of collective histories, not particular forms 
of philological power.

!e binary opposition between precolonial embodiment and postcolonial 
abstraction recurs in Asad’s Formations of the Secular and de Certeau’s !e 
Writing of History. Asad has argued that precolonial shari‘a was learned by 
means of physical training or what he has called, after Marcel Mauss, “tech-
niques of the body.”20 According to Asad, only after the advent of colonial 
rule, “when the shari‘a fails to be embodied in the judge,” does it comprise 
“impersonal,” “transcendent,” and “sacred” rules.21 De Certeau extended this 
opposition to tradition as such, arguing that, in contrast to tradition, philol-
ogy from the Renaissance forward has occurred at a distance from the social 
body, in enclosed spaces created and protected by sovereign power.22 Both 
have emphasized that tradition cannot be analyzed philologically because it 
existed only in the form of “embodied aptitudes” and consequently encom-
passed a whole way of life.23 Yet every form of knowledge—modern as well 
as premodern, literate as well as oral—presupposes a physical infrastructure 
and hence embodiment of one kind or another.

Asad and de Certeau have not only reiterated this stereotype about tradi-
tion but have also both added another: tradition does not conceive past and 
present on a linear continuum but imagines them instead to be simultane-
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ous and mutually constitutive. Asad has claimed: “In tradition the ‘present’ 
is always at the center[,] separated from but also included within events and 
epochs[;] time past authoritatively constitutes present practices.”24 Relying 
on Louis Dumont’s anthropological research, de Certeau has claimed that 
historicism is “a uniquely Western trait.”25 Outside the West, “far from being 
an ‘ob-ject’ thrown behind so that an autonomous present will be possible, 
the past is a treasure placed in the midst of society that is its memorial, a food 
intended to be chewed and memorized.”26 In Indian traditions, “new forms 
never drive the older ones away”; in African societies, tradition is understood 
as a “speech” that is continuous with the present.27 Asad and de Certeau 
here invoke tradition’s “internal temporal structure,” like its embodiment, to 
distinguish what precedes and therefore resists colonial reason.28 But even if 
such stereotypes were historically valid and extended, furthermore, to tradi-
tion as such rather than just its clerical practices (Asad refers only to jurists, 
de Certeau to no one in particular), the capacity to recognize the past’s con-
tinuing relevance to the present would not in any way distinguish a truly 
pre- or anticolonial mindset. Neither does the premise that pasts become 
obsolete belong only to colonial reason, as my discussions of both shari‘a and 
the Dharma&'stra before colonial rule implicitly demonstrate.

Like Asad’s and de Certeau’s studies, Chakrabarty’s Provincializing 
Europe targets the epistemic rupture between “secular” and “religious” con-
sciousness. But it understands this rupture in terms of a di#erent binary 
opposition: precolonial languages do not rely on universal categories when 
they translate cultural di#erence but instead use “very local, particular, one-
for-one exchanges.”29 Focusing on eighteenth-century Muslim proselytic 
texts, Chakrabarty has claimed that this “nonmodern mode of translation” 
takes “barter,” rather than commodity exchange, as its “model.”30 !ough 
confessing his inability to decipher the rules of this translation process, he 
nonetheless has chosen to privilege it, claiming it preserves “singular” experi-
ences and thus “incorporates” what would otherwise be “untranslatable” (it is 
therefore closer, he claims, to “magic-realist” "ction than to social scienti"c 
prose).31 But, in order to do so, he must overlook the fact that every use of 
language, precolonial or post-, religious or secular, necessarily depends on 
abstraction and, furthermore, that its abstractions will, at the same time, be 
irreducibly local and particular. More to the point of my argument, when 
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Chakrabarty privileges these precolonial texts, the philological formations 
that produced them fade from view. As I have suggested throughout this 
study, performative languages constitute their own forms of philological 
power no less capably than constative ones do.

Whenever, like each of these scholars, we create dichotomies between 
precolonial or premodern languages and our own, thus overlooking the for-
mer’s constitutive exclusions, we unwittingly import these exclusions into our 
own perspectives. Such subconscious continuities blind us to and thus keep 
us imprisoned within philology’s intrinsically elitist outlook—hence the al-
most universal, but nonetheless perverse, demand we return to philology. 
See, in this regard, Mignolo’s claim that “a ‘new philology’ is of the essence to 
contextualize cultural objects and power relations alien to the everyday life 
of the scholar” and hence the “necessary approach to understanding colonial 
semiosis.”32 !e categories scholars have employed to distinguish counter-
hegemonic discursive practices—for example, embodiment, not abstraction; 
simultaneity, not historicism; singularity, not universalism; performativity, 
not denotation; and so on—are "rmly rooted in the history of academic 
knowledge and, by extension, of philological power. !ey cannot be used 
to describe the antithesis of such power. !e privilege even leftist scholars 
grant such categories only re$ects how deeply implicated our work remains 
in the reproduction of this power. Needless to say, no scholar can escape such 
complicity, but we could at least acknowledge that our authority depends on 
its immemorial history.

To “decolonize” critical method, we would need to think beyond the lim-
its of not just colonial philology but philological power as such. We would 
need, for example, to understand our work less as recovering supposedly lost 
concepts of language and literature (which always return us only to earlier 
forms of philological power) than as the much more demanding e#ort to 
discern what has been constitutively excluded by philology and literature 
throughout their histories. In any case, though, even if the theories adduced 
above were somehow adequate to the texts on which these scholars base their 
claims, these texts cannot be identi"ed with precolonial language per se. In 
each case, they derive, more narrowly, from the clerical transmission of tradi-
tion, which, though it precedes colonial philology, is no less a philological 
formation.
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In fact, V. N. Volosinov located philology’s origins in the ancient priests 
who “decipher[ed] the mystery of the sacred words,” always, as men-
tioned, “to some degree in a language foreign and incomprehensible to the 
profane.”33 !ese sacred, usually dead tongues circumscribed language’s con-
stituent power within a form the priest-philologists could control. According 
to  Volosinov, the new philology still serves this ancient function. In contrast 
to him, we humanists today too often fail to make philological authority 
itself the object of critical suspicion. Philology’s di#erent phases—aligned 
with sovereign power’s various forms—are analogous to the successive cycles 
of capital accumulation Giovanni Arrighi delineated in !e Long Twentieth 
Century.34 Together they constitute the long imperial era, literally as old as 
civilization itself. To oppose the global state of emergency in which we now 
live fundamentally, we would need a critical method designed to liberate us 
from this immemorial history.

3. !e Real State of Emergency,  
the Tradition of the Oppressed, the Nameless

Jacques Rancière has retraced the concepts of politics and emergency in order 
to recover the practices they now obscure. According to Rancière’s genealogy, 
politics must be understood, contra Schmitt, as a discursive practice diamet-
rically opposed to emergency: it is the democratic demand for representation 
by those who now play no part in rule but who have an acknowledged right 
to partake in rule.35 We should note, though, that Rancière’s in$uential de"-
nition of politics as “the part of those who have no part,” from which Slavoj 
(i)ek draws his own, is a philological reconstruction based on an ancient 
Greek root word, polit"s (citizen).36 Rancière has inferred that “politics,” 
strictly speaking, is the rule of the citizen. He has argued that we lose touch 
with the original meaning of politics whenever we identify it with either the 
practical exercise of power or the theoretical inquiry into the grounds of le-
gitimate power, rather than with the paradoxical condition of being ruled but 
also having the right to rule.37 Rancière has insisted therefore that democ-
racy constituted the original “state of exception.”38 !is claim both accepts 
Schmitt’s identi"cation of the political domain with the suspension of all 
laws and turns Schmitt’s terms upside down. For Rancière, politics begins 
not with conquest but with democratic resistance; the law it suspends is the 
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sovereign’s exclusive right to rule. Politics is a praxis without law—or, in other 
words, “an-archy”: the delegitimation of every arch" in the sense both of the 
ruler and of any transcendent principle of rule.39

Yet in Rancière’s and %i&ek’s scheme, political action depends, by de$ni-
tion, on the demand to partake in rule. It cannot accommodate the attempt, 
for example, to disentangle one’s language, traditions, and way of life from 
rule, force, and the state altogether. !e limitation of Rancière’s and %i&ek’s 
concept of politics is predetermined by its origins, which they both have 
located strictly in ancient Athens, in the praxis of the elite, not to say slave-
owners. In this state society, the traditions that preceded the state had lost the 
authority to organize life. As Jean-Pierre Vernant explained, “with the advent 
of [the Athenian city-state] there developed a whole system of strictly politi-
cal institutions, modes of behavior, and thought. [!ere] is a striking contrast 
with the old mystical forms of power and social action that, together with the 
practices and mentality that went with them, are now replaced by the regime 
of the polis.”40 Political praxis—even in Rancière’s fundamentally opposi-
tional sense—was founded on this erasure. Indeed, the “old” forms of “power” 
and “action” are precisely what the category of politics originally e"aced and 
still now obscures. !e very term “politics”—which pertains to the state and 
valorizes rule—thus produces a theoretical impasse. Not surprisingly, even 
philosophers such as Rancière, %i&ek, and Alain Badiou, who advocate the 
apparently most radical forms of political praxis, show little, if any, interest 
in the traditions that characterize nonstate societies. But to move beyond the 
impasse of politics today, we would need to study the practices our political 
institutions excluded at their very origins. Like Schmitt’s thought, Rancière’s 
disagreement with him takes place within the fold of philology. !ough dia-
metrically opposed, the positions they occupy are ringed around by the state. 
!is criticism is no less true even for Gilles Deleuze’s implicit arguments 
with Schmitt in both Di#erence and Repetition and A !ousand Plateaus, 
which also unfold on the terrain of—and take for granted—classical and 
Indo-European philology.41

Long before Deleuze and Rancière, Walter Benjamin’s early published 
writings, which I have discussed in the $rst and second chapters of this 
book, also attempted to retrace the history of law and politics in order to 
locate a prior tradition. His $nal essay, “On the Concept of History,” re-
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turns to this tradition and aligns it with what he referred to, strangely, as 
the “real state of emergency”: “!e tradition of the oppressed teaches us 
that the ‘state of emergency’ in which we live is not the exception but the 
rule. We must attain to a conception of history that accords with this in-
sight. !en we will clearly see that it is our task to bring about a real state 
of emergency.”42 Benjamin’s “real state of emergency” plays, I think, on the 
French term état de siège $ctif, a $ctitious (or political, not military) state 
of emergency. Napoleon created this concept with his decree that the em-
peror would henceforward have the right to seize emergency powers even 
when the state was not actually under threat.43 Against this category of false 
emergencies, which would gradually subsume most emergency decrees, Ben-
jamin insisted that we inhabit a real state of emergency at all times. But in 
his concept of emergency, the political order is not in danger but itself the 
source of danger: it threatens to extinguish “the traditions of the oppressed.” 
Always under attack, these traditions exist in an undeclared but eternal state 
of emergency. If in “political” states of emergency, the sovereign attempts to 
suspend people’s constituent power, thus turning them into the oppressed, 
in the real state of emergency, people must attempt, dialectically, to suspend 
the sovereign’s expropriation of their power. !ey must aspire, in this way, to 
accord everyone constituent power again.

In other words, if the danger that produces an emergency comes not from 
outside the polity but from the polity itself, then the point of emergency 
must be not to preserve but, on the contrary, to destroy the polity, in order to 
defend the forms of life it endangers. Like Rancière after him, Benjamin thus 
both accepted Schmitt’s principle that politics properly understood is not 
the rule of law but its suspension and turned this principle inside out.44 In a 
revolutionary state of emergency, it is not the sovereign but on the contrary 
those opposed to sovereign power who suspend the law (and, in fact, juridical 
authority in general). Benjamin’s real state of emergency would thus, $nally, 
create the “anomic space for human action”—a polis paradoxically subordi-
nate to no power, where life need not obey any law—from which both “the 
ancients and the moderns retreated in fright.”45 Hence, the distinguishing 
feature of revolutionary action here, as in Benjamin’s much earlier “Critique 
of Violence,” is not just the destruction of the existing law but the refusal to 
create a new one—the deposition not of a particular legal system but of the 
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law as such.46 An action can be considered revolutionary within Benjamin’s 
terms only if it never aspires to become sovereign itself.

Only in this way could states of emergency be declared in the name 
of—and keep faith with—the oppressed. Yet in his notes toward “On the 
Concept of History,” Benjamin referred to the “oppressed” as the “anony-
mous” instead: it is to their “memory” that “the historical construction is 
dedicated.”47 His famous thesis on the barbarism of culture (“!ere is no 
document of culture that is not at the same time a document of barba-
rism”) repeats this substitution, linking the “spoils” of the “conquerors” to 
a philological artifact (ein Dokument der Kultur) designed to conceal “the 
anonymous [namenlosen] toil of others.”48 Revolution is thus the appropria-
tion of emergency powers on behalf, dialectically, of those whom political 
states of emergency, “historicism,” and culture all render anonymous. We 
could note here that Nietzsche’s own essay-length critique of philology, “!e 
Uses and Disadvantages of History for Life,” likewise identi$es “historicism” 
as Europe’s sovereign discourse and focuses on what Nietzsche also calls the 
“anonymous”—or “unhistorical” forms of life—as historicism’s antithesis.49 
In diametric opposition to philology, Nietzsche’s archaeological method, like 
Benjamin’s “historical materialism,” is interested in the historical record not 
in itself but only for its exclusions. We will therefore not understand what is 
most radical in either of these counterhistorical methods if we reduce them 
to, respectively, the excavation of epistemic ruptures and messianic Marxism. 
Taken to their logical conclusion, they venture the impossible: to escape the 
prison of philology by locating those who were linguistically disfranchised in 
any given text. In his notes, Benjamin explained that his “method,” historical 
materialism, “has as its foundation the book of life” and as its goal to “read 
what was never written.”50

For Nietzsche, “life” itself—as opposed to the “power of history” repre-
sented by the state, science, and social engineering—#ourishes only when 
it welcomes its “unhistorical” essence, that is, when, ignoring historical 
knowledge and “success,” it inhabits its own ephemeral singularity instead: 
“A historical phenomenon, known clearly and completely and resolved into 
a phenomenon of knowledge, is, for him who has perceived it, dead[.] !e 
study of history is something salutary and fruitful for the future only as the 
attendant of a mighty new current of life[.] Insofar as it stands in the service 
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of life, history stands in the service of an unhistorical power.”51 Perhaps every 
literary text contains the trace of life in this sense, which not only exists in 
a perpetual state of emergency, always confronting the prospect of its own 
disappearance, but also contemplates this fate without blinking. In Benja-
min’s view, we will discern such traces only if we $rst recognize the essence 
of our own life to exist in precisely the same precarious state and to possess 
a similarly profound equanimity: “!e true image of the past #its by[,] an ir-
retrievable image of the past which threatens to disappear in any present that 
does not recognize itself as intended in that image.”52 !is recognition will 
elude us, conversely, to the precise extent we identify with philological power 
rather than what it has suppressed. More broadly, every e"ort to understand 
the history of the present will need to be conscious of the fact—as Nietzsche, 
Benjamin, and Agamben all are—that what comes before or remains uncon-
taminated by this history cannot, by de$nition, be historically attested.53

In Benjamin’s essay, “a conception of history that accords with this in-
sight”—namely, that those who truly oppose the hegemonic tradition survive 
not in “history” conventionally de$ned but rather only in a perpetual state 
of emergency—is the precondition of revolutionary action. In this con-
ception, history ceases to be a possible object of scholarly knowledge and 
becomes instead precisely that state of emergency, the ceaseless con#ict of 
incommensurable discourses: on one side, sovereign speech; on the other, 
its repudiation. !is conception of history is revolutionary because it shat-
ters the aura that surrounds sovereign speech, in order to recognize a much 
deeper power within the traditions of the oppressed. In other words, it is 
aligned with the political praxis of those who suspend the law not to exercise 
their right to rule (as in Rancière’s recuperation of “politics”) but, on the con-
trary, to renounce the historical legacy of rule altogether. If the oppressed are, 
for Benjamin, those whom the historical record does not name, both their 
impotence and their power must lie precisely in this omission. Only those 
discursive practices that refuse to leave a mark on the historical record resist 
every form of philological co-optation. Only these practices keep faith with 
language’s constituent power, because they have no desire to appropriate it 
to themselves alone. It is these unhistorical languages—these languages that, 
in other words, embrace unhistorical life—that reappear, in Benjamin’s $nal 
essay, as emergency’s antithesis. !e discursive practice at stake here is—far 
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from any literary or philological fetish—what the written tradition does not 
and in fact cannot attest.

[

!e imperial ideology of late eighteenth-century British India lay in the rule 
of law rather than the rule of men. !is was the $rst empire that attempted 
to govern colonized populations according to their own law, and it produced 
the $rst legal codes anywhere in the modern world. But its rule of law merely 
cleared the way for the political paradigm of emergency. !e legacy of this 
liberalism weighs on the living now more than ever. Perhaps it will become 
even more oppressive, as Chatterjee has suggested, in our immediate future. 
!e argument here has been that philological approaches to languages, liter-
atures, and religious traditions helped foster this history. To retreat from the 
historical trajectory of philology–colonial law–emergency, we would need to 
read texts di"erently. Whenever we see them in terms of privileged linguistic 
forms—as de Certeau, Cohn, Mignolo, and so many literary scholars inevi-
tably do—we play into the hands of philology. We could attempt instead to 
read antiphilologically: to discern behind every type of textual authority the 
uncompromisingly unhistorical and therefore nameless power it needed to 
appropriate.
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